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ABSTRAI.CT
The results of national examinaticn in matric and universities showed that African students were
performing very poorly in their studies and examinations in science and in physics in particular.
The objective in this study was to investigate some of the difficulties both African teachers and
students, that meant African learners, had in understanding physics, specifically mechanics.
The study consisted of investigation of two themes, namely, conceptual and language
difficulties. Conceptual Difficulties were investigated by means of three questionnaire tasks.
Task One investigated learners' understanding of the concepts of force, energy, power,
momentum, speed and other related mechanics concepts in the context ofboulders rolling down
and up a mountain slope. Task Two investigated subjects' understanding of the force on a ball
that was thrown up by the hand, went up to the highest position, and then turned and fell freely
back to the ground. Task Three ifl\'estigated learners' understanding of the positions where
speeds, velocities, accelerations and forces were equal on a ball as it was going up and on its way
down.
The Pilot group, among whom the wide pilot '-"ork of this study was done through some
haphazard questionnaire, consisted ofpre-service and in-service teachers selected from the North
East Free State Highlands which was regarded as an appropriate location with a number of
institutions with the necessary research subjects, ,since it was neither much urban nor much
rural. Intensive study and analysis was done on this pilot work and it led to some real research
study to be conducted within a more "focussed" group, namely, the Student group. This Student
group which consisted of the first year physics students on the Pietermaritzburg Campus of the
University of Natal, was selected for purposes of comparison. Two kinds of Reference groups
were devised: for the Conceptual Difficulties investigation the Reference group consisted of
physics lecturers and professors from several universities. Their unanimous responses together
were regarded as a memorandum through which to correct the responses of the study subjects.
For the Language Difficulties investigation the Refi~rence group consisted of African physicists
from several universities. There was no unanimous consensus on their mechanics concepts
translations into their vernaculars.
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Analysis of written results and interviews showed that African students experienced Conceptual
Difficulties in mechanics. The Conceptual Difficulties were similar to those conducted in many
other countries around the world by physics education researchers. The Language Difficulties
were of two types. Firstly, a translation from a single mother tongue term into multiple English
(the language of instruction) terms revealed a lack of clear concepts differentiation among the
subjects. Secondly, there was no consensus, even amongst African physicists, as to which
vernacular terms and English terms correspond. In addition, the interaction of the use ofAfrican
vernaculars with an alternative conceptualisation seemed to have resulted to many ofthe research
subjects believing in a quantity that is intrinsic to a person or object. This quantity had attributes
of several different mechanics quantities, such as force, momentum, energy and power.
Two tasks were used in the second theme where Language Difficulties were investigated.
Translations of conceptual terms that were supplied in Task One and Task Three of the first
theme were given and examined. The phenomenon ofreverse translation from mother tongue to
English was identified as a source of Language Difficulties due to the availability of limited
words for these conceptual terms in the vernaculars spoken in South Africa. However, the effect
language on the subjects' understanding of mechanics was not simply the result of the lack of
vocabulary, the study also showed that the research subjects conceptualised physics concepts
differently from physicists, this was revealed by analysing their use of both English and their
vernaculars.
The results ofthe investigations were then discussed and compared with those obtained by other
research workers in similar studies around the world. Some approaches in teaching physics to
African students in an endeavour to alleviate these unearthed difficulties were proposed and
recommended in the conclusion. It was further encouraged that more investigations would show
to appropriately and successfully instruct the African learners the physics concepts, since some
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1.2 AFRICAN STUDENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
1.3 NECESSITY OF RESEARCH




In this introductory chapter the investigator outlines how the study project was conceived,
carried out and analysed. It is a study investigating the understanding of some mechanics
concepts in physics by some Mricans in South Africa, where "Mrican" refers to the people
indigenous to South Mrica (i.e. beside the Hottentot and Bushmen, the Black people who
occupied the southern tip ofMrica before the colonization by the people of European and Asian
descent).
Professor C. Graham, head of the Physics Department at the Pietermaritzburg campus of the
University ofNatal, in his inaugural lecture (Graham 1995), stated that there are very few people
in South Mrica who study physics compared to those who study other disciplines. He further
added that one ofthe reasons might be that world~lidephysics has the reputation ofbeing a "hard
discipline". For example, from 1990 to 1992 only 164 students graduated with a BSc, 25 with
an M Sc and 17 with a Ph D in physics from South Mrican universities. The South Mrican
Institute ofPhysics indicates it has a total membership of physics graduates of only 529. Indeed,
people qualified in physics are scarce. It is worse when it comes to the number of Mrican
students studying physics. When one looks at African student numbers in science, not only
physics, compared with numbers ofnon-Mricans: one notices a vast gap. A case in point is that
in 1995, there were less than twenty Mricans wi:h Physics doctorate degrees produced from
eighteen universities of the Republic of South Africa in all the years (SAIP Presentations~
Investigator's personal survey). Such scarcity of African physicists contributes to the scarcity
in Mrican physics students because of the lack of role models.
In 1994 The ANC issued a policy framework document for Education and Training. The
document stressed the poverty of the infrastructure for science and mathematics teaching at
senior secondary school level among the Mrican people in South Mrica. Many teachers are
underqualified and poorly prepared. As a result, they produce poorly prepared students in
science and mathematics beyond standard seven, which is the fourth to last year of study before
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commencing the tertiary level of study, i.e. technikon or university. Only 12 percent of the
African students in higher education pursued careers in physical, life, engineering and
mathematical sciences (The ANC 1994a). The ANC (1994b) added that Black education
suffered severe deficits in the area of science and that it is imperative that this area be developed
(RDP 3.3.11.9).
Seretlo (1973) commented about the poor performance of Africans in science in general
compared with other peoples of the country. Stating how very few Africans qualify in science,
particularly in physics in South Africa, he showed how critics consequently have been tempted
to believe that Africans are inherently incapable of receiving any meaningful scientific training.
He discussed in depth the factors he believed have a negative effect on Africans I attitude to
physics. These factors were: home background and environment, religious beliefs, iconoclastic
image of science, language problems and facilities and opportunities which are scarce for
African students.
The matriculation results in physical science and mathematics for Africans are very poor. This
matriculation, sometimes called Standard Ten or Senior Certificate according to the South
African schooling system, is the final secondary school level. Appendix 1 contains results of
physical science at matriculation level for the two years, 1991 and 1992 for comparison, from
the Qwa-Qwa region where the investigator conducted his study survey. He believed this region
was the most representative of African education in South Africa because the region is neither
very urban nor very rural (Section 3.4). The results showed that in physical science an average
of400/0 ofthe candidates score above 40% in the examinations. Few of these candidates manage
to pass the selection scales universities use to select students into their science faculties. The
investigator himself applied to be a science student in one university in South Africa, but in his
matriculation certificate his marks were too low.
\\'hile African students fail examinations and selection scales, the investigator is convinced, just
as Seretlo (1973) stated, that they did not lack the: insight and ability to understand and perform
well. It might be that they had difficulties which are not seriously attended to by their instructors
or education authorities, and which might act as hurdles to their understanding of physics. It is
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for this reason that the investigator developed a desire to investigate the actual difficulties these
African students have in understanding physics.
1.2 AFRICAN STUDENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
It was necessary at this stage to briefly introduce the African students whose understanding of
mechanics concepts concerned the investigator in this study. They are the offspring of the
African people who are believed, socially and politically to have always been in the continent
ofAfrica, dark brown in skin colour, labelled black, hence who inherited the label of "Africans"
or "Blacks". Van Aswegen (1990), among other historians, refer to these people as Bantu-
language speakers or cattle keepers of the southern part of the continent of Africa.
Thus "Africans" is used in this study to denote the black people indigenous to the geographical
area covered by the Republic of South Africa. They are classified as the Sotho Population Group
speaking Sesotho, Setswana and Sepedi to the vvest of the Drakensberg range of mountains
(thick lining depicting a semi-circular tract in Appendix 2). [However, due to economic and
labour migrations of these African populations, much mixing has occurred so that pure
population at most places cannot be guaranteed anymore, Gauteng Province, for example has
become a great mixture of all these population groups] and the Nguni Population Group, which
occupies the East of the range, being the people speaking Xhosa, Zulu, Swazi, Ndebele and
Tsonga. Venda people in the far North are also a part of this label of Africans in South Africa.
This label is in much contention: some White, Coloured and Asian people born in South Africa
classify themselves as Africans. The investigator, however, will use the label Africans for the
above-mentioned groups, who were classified as Bantu people, excluding the Coloured and
Asian (Indian) populations of South Africa. The Hottentot, Bushmen, Griqwa, !San and Khoi
people who were originally not classified as Bantu people in South African population, are also
not included in this study.
The communities of these Africans lived according to their own traditions and cultures before
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the white people arrived in this country. They had their own traditional beliefs, such as believing
that lightning was created by a skilled "mutima.nJmuti lady" or kill someone who was an
undesirable element in the community (Appendix 3) as Seretlo (1973) explains. However, when
the white man came, Africans were colonized lanclwise~ culturally, their traditions were declared
barbaric; their life style was labelled evil and they were told they needed civilization from their
colonisers. With the introduction of "civilization", cultures changed. Religious missionaries
arrived in Africa, traditions were declared sinful and wicked. Some people believed and changed
their culture to adopt the "civilized" cultures that v/ere imposed on them by the newcomers, but
some were obstinate about relinquishing their cultural heritage.
There is therefore some confusion among African people in South Africa about their socio-
cultural identity. For example, the youth do not know whether to believe in the mutiman's
lightning, or the scientist's lightning.
This confusion is passed from one generation of African people to another in South Africa
(Seretlo 1973). The investigator grew up in such a community with this confusion. African
students therefore come to the physics class with this confusion from home and are expected to
learn and understand physics. while they have these above-mentioned difficulties in
understanding while studying.
Another problem is that African students learn science in English (or Afrikaans), a language in
which they may not be proficient, since their prim.ary schooling is done in their vernacular. To
make matters worse, African science teachers' command of English, especially scientific
English, may not be very good.
If successful teaching, learning and understanding of mechanics concepts is to be achieved for
African students in South Africa, the investigator believes that these students' difficulties III
understanding mechanics concepts need to be investigated and then addressed.
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1.3 NEED FOR RESEARCH
The investigator was a lecturer of physics at the Qwa-Qwa Campus of the University of the
North for more than twelve years, lecturing all areas ofphysics to African undergraduates. While
lecturing mechanics to the university freshers, he noted that the students were not doing well in
physics. Given his own experience and marks. It therefore became interesting to investigate the
reasons why Africans were doing poorly in physics.
1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This work consists of a study of the difficulties in understanding several concepts in mechanics
experienced by African teachers and students. The teachers, who constituted the Pilot group,
were either the people who had been teaching physics to secondary students or those who were
almost ready to begin that work. These teachers vvere considered to be among those responsible
for preparing the matriculants whose examination results are shown in Appendix 1, through
teaching physical science. These teachers therefore were considered pilot research subjects
for the study of investigating the difficulties of l\.fricans in understanding physics concepts in
mechanics. A lengthy pilot task was distributed among the teachers with a wide variety of
questions including conceptual, language and cultural questions. The main study group, labelled
Student group was then selected, consisting of first year physics students at the University of
Natal, all of whom received the same physics instruction. Task One used among these students
was the restructured and properly reworded version ofTask One distributed among the teachers
for piloting.
Chapter Two contains a survey of literature. Same literature showed how the desired study
should be done, how to select samples, collect data, analyse and report the final results. Further
literature reported the work done by physics education researchers around the world in
investigating similar difficulties from their student subjects. Reports were studied where these
workers argued about how learning and understanding in physics could be achieved. They
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investigated conceptual and language difficulties around the world to determine if these issues
help or hinder student understanding. Literature on the understanding of force was reviewed as
well as literature on language and thought.
Chapter Three outlines the procedure followed in carrying out the research. The presentation of
the problem, the hypothesis and the method of investigating are discussed in this chapter. The
possible research sources of difficulties were reduced to the two that were investigated, namely
conceptual and language difficulties. The decisions about who should be the study subjects and
where they should be situated, are discussed in this chapter. The selection of samples which
were the Reference group, the Teacher or the Pilot group and the Student group are introduced
in this chapter. The construction of the questionnaires used in the two themes being investigated
is also handled in this chapter, i. e. the construction of three tasks is explained in this chapter.
Since mechanics is usually a starting section in physics curricula, it seemed proper to the
investigator to choose it as an area for research in this study. Since most of the subjects in the
pilot study conducted in the Free State Highlands region are the off-spring ofMoshoeshoe and
the Basotho people; the first task in this study was set in this context. The investigator thought
it would be interesting to them to see how mechanics was applied by their ancestors to conquer
the enemies. Task Two concerned the forces acting on a ball at various positions after it is thrown
up in the air, while Task Three dealt with the speed, velocity and acceleration of the ball.
Chapter Four reports on the results from questionnaires, written responses, interviews and
comments given during the investigation of conceptual difficulties of the study subjects, both
the Teacher (called the Pilot) and Student groups. Unanimous responses from the Reference
group were used as the "correct" answers against which all of the responses of the Pilot and
Student groups were judged.
Chapter Five reports on the results of translations and comments on apparent language
difficulties ofAfricans from both the Pilot and Student groups relating to conceptual terms which
were answers in Task One (Appendix 4) and Task Three (Appendix 6). Responses in vernacular
given by a Reference group ofAfrican physicists .5howed that there was no consensus among this
group with respect to vernacular words for mechanics terms.
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Chapter Six is a synthesis. Findings from this study are compared with those of other
researchers, as outlined in Chapter Two. Similarities and differences are noted and discussed.
Results of particular interest from this study are highlighted and general conclusions are drawn.
Chapter Seven is a concluding chapter with brief recommendations and advice. The final





2.3 LEARNING IN SCIENCE








Four aspects of literature are reviewed in this chapter. First, the literature on research study
design and planning, i. e. all that must be done in this study to ultimately present an acceptable
and reliable report, is outlined in this section; second, the literature on learning in science; then
literature on conceptual difficulties and finally the literature on language difficulties.
Numerous difficulties of African students in lea.rning were outlined in the Overview (1.1).
McNaught (1994) worked among Zulu students and noted the following difficulties as compared
to those who are non-African: the enormous diffi~rences in financial support both to teachers
and students (as elaborated in Moji and Moji 1993), security and stability. For a multitude of
African students in South African schools, many of their teachers have only attained Junior
Certificate or Grade Ten, in academic qualifications, two years less than matriculation. Much
work needs to be done to overcome these diffi.culties, and hence to improve teaching and
learning, especially in sciences such as physics, alnong these African students.
Two themes were selected among several possible areas of difficulties in this research study,
with the aim of limiting the number of variables ( Section 3 ) that would be problematic to
control if the study was much wider. These are (i) conceptual and (ii) language difficulties. The
literature relevant to the work done on the them(;:s by other research workers, and on learning
itself, was reviewed in this chapter. The literature about the research methodology to be followed
to achieve the desired results in this study is also reviewed in this chapter.
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2.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Marks (1982) suggests steps that should be followed in carrying out a research study. He advises
that the study should clearly articulate the following:
the overall objective of the study being done
2 the kind of data to be collected to provide the facts
3 the kind and the size of the subject samples to be selected from the population
4 how the data will be collected to render them suitable for analysis
5 utilizing appropriate techniques in data analysis and
6 the report of the study
Marks further recommends the use of the correct terminology. For instance, the object studied
is called the experinlental unit, an observation on the experimental unit is a response variable,
a dependent variable or an outcome, while a universe is the practical population or experimental
units. Marks finally warns against prejudice and bias by stressing the importance of validity
which means the ability of the instrument to measure the phenomenon of interest accurately,
reliability, which is the instrument's ability to constantly reproduce accurately, sensibility, the
ability to confirm correctly the presence of response variable and specificity, meaning the ability
to recognise and avoid faulty response variables. Arnong other things, reliability is very important
and can be evaluated by consistency and stability of the instrument used. This reliability can be
achieved by monitoring the response variable by comparing them with standardized reference
responses while also controlling response variables with responses of a group in similar
conditions to those of the experimental group, where this counterpart group could be referred
to as the control group.
Leedy (1989) outlines the planning and design,which in many cases is called the research
methodology of the study, as follows:
"It always starts with a question or a problem in the inquisitive mind of the prospective
researcher: Why? What does it mean? or what is the cause of that? It is with such questions that
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such a research study begins. The problem thus needs to be articulated. The goal that must be
arrived at with the research study must be explicitly and unambiguously stated. Specific plan of
procedure to be followed must be clearly outlined. Here the plan and the design is outlined. Hov;
is it proposed that the goal must be reached? It is imperative that the principal area of
investigation, the problem itself, be divided into Inanageable subproblems; by resolving these
subproblems logically, the main problem is then resolved",
An appropriate hypothesis is proposed through which the study arranges tentative solutions to
the problem; it is this hypothesis that directs the investigator to the facts. The study looks for the
facts directed by the hypothesis and guided by the problem. The facts are then collected and
organized. The study finally interprets the meaning of the facts leading to a resolution of the
problem, thus confirming or rejecting the hypothesis and also providing the answer to the
question that started the study process.
Fowler (1993) presents an even a more specific rnethodology in which five steps are outlined:
The purposes and goals for the study must clearly be articulated.
2 The sample frame and sample characteristics, the size, the age, the level of study and
similar other characteristics, need to be presented at this level as designed.
3 Methods of data collection and questionnaire designs of good measures as reliable
instruments of the study are then organized at this level; validation arranged through a
set of X standard authority personalities, such as professors and lecturers in the field
being investigated and ample piloting with counterpart subjects.
4 Interview as alternative data collection by trained interviewers going through similar data
collection methods ofvalidation, testing and controlling.
5 Data recording, analysis and reporting.
In short, the study needs to articulate the problenl, pose the hypothesis and select the sample.
Then data must be collected from which analysis should be done on a standard sample for
validation, referred to as Reference group: a sample for pilot, referred to as a Pilot group and
main test group, referred to as Test or Student group.
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Sanders and Banda (1995) encourage educational researchers to ensure that their research is at
all times both valid and reliable. It must be with confidence that data gathering tools and
techniques are implemented, and honestly measure what they purport to mea..mre so that the final
research results provide an authentic interpretation of reality. They investigated the actual
knowledge of a group of students of the English 'words they commonly use. They show that it
is taken for granted that some words are known while their meanings are actually not understood.
They ultimately show how numerous researchers are not concerned with how reliable the
assumption might be that, say, the meaning of the words is known.
Sanders (1996) encourages science education researchers to interpret research data in such a way
as to avoid obvious conclusions because all outcomes ofresearch studies have important practical
applications. Such outcomes need to be both reliable (or confirmable) and valid (or credible). In
many instances the research validity, that is, its true value, gets obscured by inaccurate data
interpretations and preconceived expectations.
2.3 LEARNING IN SCIENCE
The aim in this study was to investigate the difficulties or the hurdles that both African teachers
and students have in understanding mechanics concepts in the field of physics. It was therefore
deemed necessary to explain the meaning of "understanding" in the light of learning among
African students in South Africa. While the Oxf()rd dictionary states that "understanding" a
subject is knowing the meaning of it, researchers and education psychologists define
understanding in several different ways. White (1988) defines "understanding" as the ability to
use knowledge to cope with situations. This "understanding" of the real world, not only for
students, but for all individuals, is believed to result from learning science (Osborne and Freyberg
1985). According to the theory of constructivism "learning" is a process that involves an
interaction between learners' current understanding of the world and new knowledge in the
construction of their own new sense of how the world around them works (Ausubel 1968;
Pine and West 1985; McDermott 1991; Moji and G-rayson 1994; Redish 1994; Hynd et al. 1994).
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This construction of sense, or rearranged acquired knowledge by learners provides a powerful
basis for "understanding", and influences the learning (Hewson and Thorley 1991; Hewson and
Hewson 198~'; Sequeira and Leite 1991). Arons (1973) states that wider understanding in
science would be achieved when students synthesize experience and thought into knowledge and
understanding.
McC10skey (1983) reveals how students follow their intuitive beliefs in arguing in physics even
when they are aware of Newton's laws. He illustrates this by giving a number of examples, such
as the path followed by a stone that is dropped by a running man, where many people believe that
the stone falls straight down. McCloskey warns that such beliefs are difficult to displace even
after instruction.
Wittrock (1985) maintains that concepts that students already have before instruction often
acquired naturally and informally, need to be understood. When students' information and ways
of thinking are appropriate for learning science, instruction focuses on assimilating new ideas
into old structures, while if students' knowledge and thought processes are inappropriate for
learning science, the teaching leads to accommodative learning in which new conceptions are
learned which "revise or surplant" the less adequate previously acquired frameworks. He further
states that these generative processes oflearning science, called assimilation and accommodation,
lead to new developments in the measurement of student and teacher thought processes,
cognitive structures, conceptualization, and what it means to learn science in a meaningful way.
Assimilation and accommodation thus reduce the number and improve the nature of culturally
induced alternative frameworks acquired about science. They also challenge the characteristics
ofteaching and instruction that can help students generate a scientific conceptualization starting
from informal scientific viewpoints. When all these processes are occurring, background
ancillary student knowledge is needed to make sense of scientific concepts and principles,
including cross-cultural differences in student background knowledge about science. Wittrock
further provides some data showing that culture influences the way learners understand
concepts. An example of heat is given: the concept of caloric heat flow was found to be
relatively common among learners in the United States, England, Canada and France, while in
contrast, the scientifically more advanced conception of a kinetic view of heat flow, was found
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to be relatively common among Basotho learners in the south of Africa, who had never been
taught about kinetic theory.
Bell and Freyberg (1985), explain further an important aspect of constructivism, namely that
when a teacher teaches, his/her intended message: is not automatically transferred to the minds
of the pupils. Instead, each pupil constructs his/her own meaning from a variety of stimuli
including words read or heard. The meanings cons· ructed depend, amongst other things, on how
pupils cope with the language the teacher uses in instruction. If the language used includes
unfamiliar words, unexplained in the pupil's language, comprehension of what is taught will be
obstructed.
From the theory of constructivism, it can be inferred that learners therefore come to the physics
class with deep-seated conceptions constructed prior to instruction, preconceptions which are
often non-scientific (Van Hise 1988). Hills (1989) also discusses how the untutored beliefs of
the students are brought along to formal instruction. These untutored beliefs often differ
markedly from accepted scientific theories and facts. He stresses the importance of teachers'
understanding of these beliefs of students and suggests that this understanding helps teachers
to be better prepared in undertaking science instnlction. These non-scientific understandings or
conceptions are named "alternative conceptions" or "common sense beliefs" (Halloun and
Hestenes 1985; 1986). These alternative conceptions significantly affect what can be learned
since they interact actively with the knowledge in put, particularly if such an input is contrary to
what is understood in these preconceptions (Osborne and Gilbert 1980; Gilbert and Osborne
1982; Watts 1983). Students' meaningful learning therefore requires teachers to have background
knowledge of these preconstructed physics conceptions in order to help students interpret and
accept the new physics knowledge (Grayson 1994a).
Students are therefore not empty buckets to be filled with knowledge without question, nor
tabula rasa (blank slates) on which information can be written unconfronted or for the teacher
to write on without regard ofwhat already exists on it (Osborne 1985; McDermott 1991; Van
Heuvelen 1991; Redish 1994; Moji and Grayson 1995). The preinstructional beliefs turn out to
be very resistant to change, eradication or challenge if new information is introduced that tends
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to differ from the student's current beliefs. If instructors do not make conscious efforts to direct
students into modifying the information to be incorporated correctly, the students will continue
to reorganise and reconstruct the information incorrectly against the i.eacher's expectation
(McDermott 1991). Only when teachers ofthese learners have made a proper diagnosis (Osborne
and Freyberg 1985) ofwhat the difficulties are can correct guidance be offered as to appropriate
modifications needed to incorporate new information correctly (Zhaoyao 1993; Lightman and
Sadler 1993; Redish 1994).
Halloun and Hestenes (1985), for instance, surveyed the common sense beliefs about motion
held by high school students in Arizona, and obtained results that indicated that student beliefs
frequently conflict with Newtonian theory, so interfering with physics instruction. Admitting that
these common sense beliefs cannot be avoided, since they represent a codification of students'
experience providing meaning, they should be regarded with genuine respect by the instructors
as serious alternative hypotheses to be evaluated by scientific procedures, so providing students
with sound reasons for modifying their beliefs beyond the mere authority ofteacher and textbook.
Gunstone (1987) from Monash University in Aus,tralia carried out a survey on a large student
population on the understanding of some mechanics concepts. He used among other tasks, the
rocket problem, the pendulum problem and the pulley (Atwood) problem to ultimately assert that
students come with some beliefs about mechanic5, topics before formal study of physics; such
beliefs, he added, are difficult to replace even after intensive instruction.
Jacobs (1989) from Stellenbosch University, in South Mrica conducted a study among first
year university students where she compared perceived understanding of physics terminology
with actual understanding of it. She chose 25 English words which are used in physics, words
such as: pressure, proportional, acceleration and others. She found that the everyday use ofthese
words distracts students from understanding the scientific meaning of the concepts. She
concludes that careful attention by instructors is needed to avoid using everyday meanings of
scientific words.
Touger (1991), however, indicates how concepts and the language that conveys them may be
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evident to a physicist or to a teacher but not to a student. He gives an example of a statement
from a student, "energy is the power a thing has of doing work" showing the lack of
differentiation by the student. Touger conducted an investigation among 673 university student~
to determine if the students did really comprehend the concept of force by asking which of the
following four terms are synonymous with force: power, energy, push and action. 550/0 gave
power as synonymous; 48% gave energy as synonymous; 52% gave push and 16% gave action.
Touger further warns that however careful teachers are, they must continually be sensitive to the
possibility that students may not be decoding frorn their teachers' words the concepts that the
teachers believe to have encoded in them. He concludes that teachers and textbooks must be
made aware of the need to avoid loose locutions such as "force acts" or "force pulls", but
indicate that forces are exerted by one body on another body; that they be careful not to speak
about "forces on X" but "forces exerted on X"; that they avoid "force due to gravity" but call
it "gravitational force".
Common sense, naive beliefs and Aristotelian approaches to the understanding of motion in
physics have been studied in depth by many other researchers (McCloskey et al 1980; Minstrell
1982; 1994; Halloun and Hestenes 1985; 1987)
Van Glasersfeld (1991) discusses teaching and learning in terms of"radical constructivism". He
distinguishes between training and teaching, training, which has to do with the trainee's
performance, while teaching which has to do with the conceptual understanding which can only
be inferred by the teacher based on how compatible the learner's understanding is compared to
the teacher's understanding.
Grayson (1994a) investigated ideas about electricity among Zulu students. The purpose of this
study was to identify the beliefs the students held prior to instruction, with the aim of
determining a genuine meeting place between the old ideas and new information, in the belief
that the greater the indigenous knowledge and the le~s the imported knowledge, the more likely
it was that the latter would be assimilated and used. Rife superstitious beliefs were noted among
these students, including beliefs about lightning..An African Ph.D student in physics, who had
taught university physics for several years was found to hold the belief that lightning could be
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a creation of some traditional mutiman. Grayson fbrther noted that some of the misconceptions
could be due to language difficulties and would occur in cross-lingual instructional settings.
She also recommended that if the traditiunal beliefs were not harmful, the instructor ought not
to persuade students to relinquish them since they would fulfill two distinct purposes: (i) to
help construct new ideas with the traditional beliefs as the background, and (ii) providing the
ability to overcome the incorrect preconceptions. She then concluded by stressing the necessity
for instructors to be aware that the ideas the students bring to the classroom affect their
understanding and need to be taken into consideration in designing instruction.
McNaught (1994), working among Zulu students in Natal, South Mrica, was motivated to carry
out research into the problems among the students learning science at schools. She found that
they brought to their science studies already well-formed frameworks of ideas about science
topics which really impact on science projects. She recommends constructivism as an appropriate
perspective on learning in this situation, where it occurs as an active construction of meaning
as a result of reflection on the learner's experiences.
Monk (1994), who did some research work among students in London, England and Maseru,
Lesotho, expresses his concern about the ever decreasing numbers of students who continue in
physics studies in higher levels, such as at the universities. He complains that the physics
teachers are very quick to focus on mathematics at the expense of the physics. This undue haste
in the introduction of mathematics in physics, says Monk, results in the physics communities
having to pay the price for their poor pedagogic practices, namely a decline in the numbers of
students continuing in physics. Monk further warns that much education in physics continues
to be based on a "jug and beaker" model of education process where teachers and professors are
still pouring from the jugs oftheir minds on to blackboards for students to fill the beakers oftheir
minds, copying mindlessly from the black boards and text books.
Meaningful learning occurs when newly acquired information is judged by the learner to be valid
in the light of this preinstructional conceptions and interpretation (Champagne et al 1980;
Hewson and Hewson 1983; Hewson 1985). These researchers see learning in terms of
conceptual development or change and not the piecemeal accretion ofnew information. It takes
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place in a process named conceptual change consisting of two variants. When the new
information is likely to be incorporated easily into the current and existing knowledge for the
improvement of student's inadequacy in current knowledge, the proce~s is labelled conceptual
capture by Hewson (Hewson and Thorley 1991), or assimilation by Posner (Posner et al 1982).
The second variant of conceptual change is labelled conceptual exchange by Hewson (Hewson
1981; Hewson and Thorley 1991; Redish 1983), a.nd accommodation by Posner (Posner et al.
1982). This is a much more radical process where after the interaction of the new information
with the current conceptions ofthe student, the student is compelled to reorganise or even replace
his or her existing concepts since they appear :nadequate for assessing and grasping the
phenomenon being introduced (Hewson and Thorley 1991; Posner et al. 1982; Champagne et
al. 1985; Strike and Posner 1985; Wittrock 1985; Pintrich et al. 1993; Hynd et al. 1994; Redish
1994).
Conceptual change, therefore, with both its variants, is a process that occurs against the
background of the learner's current concepts on which she or he relies whenever a new
phenomenon is encountered. For the new information to be assimilated or accommodated into
the existing conceptual system, the new information must be:
1 intelligible: it must have meaning a.nd make sense to the student
2 plausible: it has to appear from the outset to be able to be used for solving
problems that could not be solved by the concept it replaces, while
still being consistent with its predecessor.
3 fruitful : it must be extendable, suggest wider possibilities and open wider
doors.
4 adequate: it must render its predecessor inadequate and cause the judging
student to feel dissatisfied over it.
(Hewson and Thoriey 1991; Posner et al. 1982; Pintrich et al. 1993; Redish 1994).
In summary, conceptual change is likely to occur ifnew information satisfies the four conditions
listed above. Assimilation occurs when the student assesses the new information in the light
of his or her existing knowledge and finds it acceptable; otherwise if the student finds the new
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information incompatible with his or her current knowledge, with great reluctance, the student
may rearrange or reorganize his or her knowledge in order to accommodate the new information
in the ~xisting system.
Redish (1994) generalises these learning principles. From the constructivist perspective he
suggests that individuals organize their experiences and observations of the world around them
into patterns or mental models. During the process of being taught physics, the student will
build mental models that will help him or her to develop qualitative reasoning about physics
processes, structure further coherent and accessibJle models, and ultimately allow the student to
apply physics as an expert in a creative manner. Redish further emphasises that it is possible for
the student to have some knowledge without understanding, where formulae are applied blindly
with no understanding. He also states that students, who are not tabula rasa, usually organize
this haphazardly learned information into their own mental models. Redish then explains
conceptual change in learning in the light of mental models while outlining the constructivist
principles. The first principle states that individuals construct their models from their
experiences. The second principle states that learning something which matches the existing
mental model is assimilation that just extends the existing mental model, while accommodation
is more involved in that it demands a change of the substantially established mental model, thus
needing a more radical kind of conceptual change. Redish concludes his paper by stressing that
lecturers need to know their students, and diagnose their actual difficulties in order to address
these difficulties and lead them to meaningful learning.
In sumary, learning in science is a process whereby learners construct their own knowledge based
on the interaction of the new information with their existing knowledge. For teaching to be
effective, cognisance must be taken of student's pre-instructional beliefs, especially where these
are in conflict with scientifically acceptable concepts.
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The literature reviewed in this section relates to the first theme of the study, namely, conceptual
difficulties that students have in learning and understanding mechanics. Extensive investigations
on conceptual difficulties have bee...l carried out in various fields of physics by many
researchers. However, to limit the vastness of the large number of physics fields, this study will
only consider the conceptual difficulties relevant to the African terms 11 MatlalAmandla" (force,
power or strength) as viewed by other researchers who are not necessarily Africans in South
Africa.
Researchers who worked on the conceptual understanding of mechanics among students
(Watts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982; Osbome, Bell and Gilbert 1983; McDermott 1984;
Sequeira and Leite 1991; Grayson 1995), carried. out investigations of students' understanding
of forces on an object that was thrown up, continued upwards as its speed gradually decreased
until it stopped, changed direction, and increased. its speed downwards as it returned. Although
many researchers around the world did some work using this task, only a selection of research
reports are discussed here. In all the tasks, force olientations were investigated at three positions
of the object, namely after it had left the hand on its way upwards, at a position where it turned
and fell back, and at the same position as the fir.5t position but on its way downwards.
Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) from Surrey in England conducted this investigation among
secondary level students. The responses indicated that 85% ofthe students associated force with
motion. Specifically, students believed that a body in motion implied the existence of a force
applied in the same direction to cause the motion, and if the body is not moving, there is no force
operating on the body. Their research subjects in general had the following beliefs:
When the object travels upwards:, the force 11 pushing 11 it upwards must be an
upward force; when it goes down, it is a downward force.
2 When it is stationary at the top position, there is no force acting.
Clement (1982) conducted a similar investigation at the University ofMassachusetts, involving
a coin thrown upward, going on its own and turning back along the same path. A typical answer
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from the subjects as the coin was upward bound was that the force from the hand must be
pushing the coin upwards. The indication was that on the way up the force from the hand must
be greater than the gravitational force, otherwise the coin would fall Jown from the outset. The
subjects labelled the force "pushing" the coin up",rards in numerous ways: upward force, force
of the throw, applied force and other names. The observation here was that it was difficult for
the subjects to think about an object moving in one direction, while the net force acting was in
the opposite direction, thus supporting the hypothesis that the preconception "motion implies
force" was used by these subjects.
McDermott (1984), at the University of Washington, discusses how students were shown the
path of a coin tossed up in the air and returning almost along the same path down. When asked
to draw the force diagram for the coin on its way up, the majority of the subjects indicated an
upwards force and McDermott also interpreted this result to indicate students' use of a "motion
implies force" preconception.
Osborne (1985), working on building on intuitive ideas, investigated ideas about force and
motion. Pictorially (Appendix 8), he gave a multiple choice test to one hundred 16 and 17-year-
old high school students. He used a tennis ball thrown up, and neglecting the air resistance, he
investigated what forces the students recognised to be acting on the ball. 66% of the high school
students indicated that there was a continuing upward force in the direction of motion
responsible for the motion, even though they had been taught Newton's laws offorce and motion.
Gilbert, Watts and Osborne (1985), from England and New Zealand, using, inter alia, the same
pictorial multiple choice investigation as Osborne (1985) referred to above, elicited student
views about force and motion using the interview-about- instances technique. 52 out of 75
introductory physics students indicated that they supported the idea of an upward force during
the upward motion, no force on the temporarily stationary object, and downward force during
the downward motion. These ideas also support the "motion implies force l ' preconception.
Sadanand and Kess (1990), from Connecticut high schools used a multiple choice questionnaire
to investigate the understanding of the students about the force concept as a ball was thrown
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vertically upwards. The survey was done among 57 college-bound students. If students were to
neglect the air resistance, then what forces did they think acted on the ball on its way upwards?
The possible answers were:
A Its weight, vertically downwards
B A force that maintains motion, vertically upwards
C The downward weight of the ball and the constant upward force
D The downward weight of the ball and the decreasing upward force
E An upward force acting alone for a while and then an additional force downwards
Of those who responded to the question, 88% chose one of the four answers that included the
upward force. Of all students who chose an incorrect answer, 82% chose D. These results
supported the inference that most students believe that a force is required to maintain motion, and
that a changing velocity must indicate a changing force.
Finegold and Gorsky (1991) from Technion-Israel in Haifa report on the analytical technique
which led to their identifying meaningful conceptual understanding of force by students. They
were determining the consistency of students' application of force and categorised the students'
thoughts according to their inconsistency in their responses. They recorded their findings on the
beliefs of the students about periodic motions, translational motions and projectiles after which
they concluded that their subjects, even after studying physics, still continued with
misconceptions which implied either that they do not understand or have difficulty in applying
the force ideas.
Sequeira and Leite (1991), from Braga in Portugal, worked on a coin toss problem similar to
Clement, investigating student conceptions in which it was discovered that students believed
in a relationship between force and velocity. The questionnaire was spread among 27 fourth-year
university students. Many of these subjects (52~'O), were reported to have thought of the two
forces on the upward bound coin as being gravity downwards and the force of the hand, which
was a decreasing force. The general conclusion then was that their alternative conception was that
"motion implied force".
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Hestenes, Wells and Swackhamer (1992), from Arizona, designed the "force concept inventory"
to assess student understanding ofsome basic mechanics concepts in introductory physics. They
designed a multiple choice questionnaire that included the following question:
A boy throws a steel ball straight up. Disregarding any effect of air resistance, the forces acting
on the ball until it returns to the ground are:
A the ball weight vertically downward and the decreasing upward force
B decreasing upward force till the highest point where the downward force begins
to increase
C constant gravity and gradually decreasing upward force
D constant downward gravity force alone
E none of the above.
The multiple choice answers in the test included the most probable preconceptions that students
might have about forces on the steel ball. The students showed in the responses a large tendency
to support the idea of the upward force on the steel ball mostly choosing answer B, where the
force from the hand was decreasing. Clearly the students believed in an upward force prior to
instruction in this study.
Thijs (1992) from the Free University of Amsterdam evaluated students' misconceptions of
force among 190 students in a Dutch Secondary school. Students were in Form 3. Thijs noted
that students generally associate continuing motion with a continuing force. In his investigation
he administered a task in which a ball was thro'iVn straight up in the air and asked questions
about the forces on the ball on its way up, at its highest point when it turns around, and on its
way down as it fell. The answers indicated that the students had the misconceptions that: in a
rest position no forces are present; when an object moves at a constant velocity, a force acting
on it is constant in the direction in the velocity; a force exerted on a body imparts impetus to it
which will gradually wear off with time; increasing velocity requires increasing force in the
direction of the velocity. He concluded by reconnmending that the introduction of the concept
of momentum before other concepts in mechanics would be helpful to build up a conception of
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force which would be intelligible and fruitful to students.
Seepe(1993) investigated the force phenomenon anlong pre-service teachers in Bophuthatswana.
A total of 120 teacher-trainees took part as the subjects in the study. He found that studies in
reasoning about the relationship of force to motion (or lack thereof) in physics, revealed that
students harbour erroneous ideas which can interfere with learning and are very resistant to
change. Seepe further reports that students associated force with movement so that in collision,
a moving object is considered to impart force to a stationary one; that force is always in the
direction of the motion of the objects; that more f()rce is a property that is greater in a stronger
person than a weaker one and that more massive bodies exert greater forces than less massive
ones. Having noticed that the majority of the research sample answered the questionnaire
according to alternative frameworks, Seepe suggests the use ofconceptual change strategies that
would not only eliminate non-scientific beliefs like forces of motion, but would also develop
students' abilities to apply general rules in particular instances.
McDermott et al (1994) of the University of Washington indicate how incorrect it is to use the
criterion of success in problem solving in physics as an indication of mastery in physics since
ample evidence has shown that students who easily solve physics problems may still have serious
conceptual and reasoning difficulties. They recolnmend that if the difficulties of students are
researched and known, such research can guide in the design of instruction that can address the
needs the students have in the introductory physics. They used the Atwood machine task to
investigate the students' understanding of some rrlechanics concepts: gravity, the tension in a
string, massless pulleys and others. They identified students' problems particularly in the use of
the Atwood machine and recommended how the relevant concepts should be addressed and be
taught and how the curriculum should be put together.
Thijs and Van den Berg (1994) supported conclusions of several researchers who studied the
world views and traditional beliefs of students. They found that most Africans did not distinguish
the material world from the spiritual world. Hence, if science was to be embraced by an African
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student, that student needed to modify his or her own personal monistic world view, since it was
discovered that for Africans, scientific views of the world and traditional views conflict with
e.lch other~ hence incorrect conceptions about the external world create learning difficulties iu
science. For example, a rainbow is a good omen in one African community, while to the same
community the refractive dispersion of sunlight in the mist is an evil omen. These showed
inconsistent view points. In some communities Africans thought that when the stone was thrown
upwards, the 11 Mudzimo 11 ( ancestral spirit) on the ground was pulling the stone down.
Interestingly, the researchers discovered that responses from their samples showed similar
alternative conceptions offorce to subjects from the Nederlands, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Lesotho
and Swaziland. From several tests they concluded that language and other cultural factors
strongly influence the process of science learning. Thijs and Van den Berg however, believed
that although the cultural aspects influence concept formations, they did not affect the formation
of physics preconceptions since the results of their coin problem in Holland and in Zimbabwe
showed that about 87% of both groups indicated a force in the direction of motion, that is
upwards! It was thus concluded that preconceptions of physics were the same in both cultures
far apart and therefore across the world.
Cobern (1996) from Arizona State University suggests that science education and curriculum
development in the non-western countries can benefit if the constructivist view of science
learning can be considered and adopted. Previously the western curricula were just transferred
to the developing communities leading to rote learning rather than understanding.
Constructivism, however, assumes logical thinking as inherent to humans, regardless of culture,
focussing rather on the learner's interpretation leading to understanding. Students in different
cultures are expected to have different perspectives on science. He suggests that science
education researchers should be persuaded to incorporate such points in curriculum development
for curricula to be culturally sensitive. He further suggests that traditional cultures pose no threats
to logic and thus they are no impediment to learning modern science. He adds that
Constructivism involves constructing interpretations influenced by the prior knowledge leading
to reasonable culture-specific science in a cros.s-cultural constructivism. That implies 11 one
should not expect Nigerian students to understand science exactly the way students in western
countries understand science". A Nigerian consltructs a world view based on the Nigerian
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understanding of phenomena which need not necessarily be unscientific. He concludes that
while he does not imply Japanese, American or African science to be unique, there are culturally
influenced webs of meaning in which science is embedded in understanding from culture to
culture. He states that constructivism will lead to understanding from culture.
Numerous other researchers around the world have investigated the force conceptualization
held by students using the similar task ofdetermining forces on the object that is tossed upwards
and comes down, including Lythcott (1985), Hewson and Hewson (1987) and Grayson (1994b),
to mention a few of them.
2.5 LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES
The second theme which was investigated in the present study was difficulties in physics
associated with language. Student difficulties related to the language of instruction have been
widely investigated. Several researchers who worked on problems presented by second language
being the instructional medium, discovered ho-w the hurdles in understanding science were
aggravated by the use of a second language. They also identified how problematic translations
were, which implied not only the translation of words but also the transmission of the meaning
ofthe idea being translated. Some works ofthese researchers are surveyed below with a summary
of the findings and recommendations.
Vygotsky (1962, 1978) expressed concern about the interrelationship between thought and mind
during the learning of, inter alia, scientific concepts. He warned that it was often wrongly taken
for granted that interfunctional relationships never varied. For example, perception was thought
to be identical with attention, memory taken to be perception, thought to be memory, and so on.
He thus regarded the study of the interrelationship of language and thought to be imperative. He
defined speech as verbal thought which he said had the primary function of communication, but
was multifunctional. He emphasised that any cognitive developments were determined by
language or linguistic tools of thought and the socio-cultural experience of the learner. He
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summarized that essentially the inner speech used by a learner depended on outside factors, while
logic developed as a function of socialized speech. The learner's intellectual growth is contingent
on his mastering the social means of thought that is carried ill a language. Vygotsky concluded
by stating that to understand another's speech, it 'would not be sufficient to understand his or her
words only, the thought must be understood and the motivation must be known as well, since
thought is born through words.
Seretlo (1973), in his inaugural lecture at the University ofFort Hare, outlines how socio-cultural
issues retard the advance of Africans into scientific and technological fields. The following are
the examples of African beliefs and practices he rnentions that retard physics understanding: A
father, who is always regarded as an authority in every aspect of knowledge, would teach that
a rainbow is a path to heaven for the departed souls; sceptism and questioning would be
socio-culturally considered disrespectful. A thunderbolt is taught to be an action of a sorcerer
with fire in the clouds; a solar eclipse is thought to be an omen of catastrophe, while an Apollo
flight to the moon is seen as taunting God with human curiosity as was the tower ofBabe1. These
and many other teachings are brought by an African child to class and are difficult to displace.
He also states that African languages can scarcely express concepts in physics. For example, in
Zulu, he indicates weight and density as both isisindo; mass, gravity, speed and many other
concepts have no terms. He concludes that it is difficult to coin words that will precisely describe
concepts in physics.
Whorf (1973) expresses how language shapes the innermost thought. He indicates that all levels
of thinking depend on the language which express them and that the language used is habitually
structured by the environment of the user; hence language would shift with meaning from one
environment to another. He states that what is usually called scientific is a "specialized" western
language where some terms would be "specialized" to some categories. For example the term
"space l ' would have a different meaning to a physicist and a mathematician than to an everyday
English speaker. He further stresses that since culture, thought and what is in the mind depend
on the environment, the same word may have different meanings. For example, the English
"sentiments" is very different from the French "le sentiment"; a word for "tree" in Polish actually
is the word for "wood'! for the English speaker. Whorf describes how two related languages,
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using the example of Chichewa and Zulu, can use the same words but mean opposite ideas
where "I ate" in Chichewa means I am not hungry while in Zulu it would mean I am hungry.
Whorfwarns that it should never be taken for granted that the same words would be understood
in the same way by different people, nor the scientific terms by everybody.
Head and Sutton (1985) state that the resolution of a problem in understanding things usually
involves adopting a particular way of talking about them. A person may struggle to make sense,
say, ofwhy a pan handle is not on fire but nevertheless is hot, by talking about heat flowing or
conducted along the metal. As it happens, the particular words and their imagery can not be
wholly satisfactory for the heat phenomenon, how'ever they still serve many people, helping them
to make an island of sense in a sea of otherwise d:lsordered impressions. "Words can hence form
centers of crystallization of ideas". Once a concept is ultimately successfully integrated, or in
Ausubel's terms "subsumed" into an individual's existing personal cognitive structure, it then
becomes part of that person's repertoire of tools to make sense of the world.
Pines (1985) points out that language serves the dual purpose ofthought and communication. The
ability to acquire and use language leads to amplification of meaningful experience. Through
language, proper transmission of cultural values from one generation to another is achieved. It
is through language that individuals acquire information. Meanings of concepts can easily be
constructed if the language in which they are carried is understood beyond any doubt. Pines
concludes that much can be accomplished by virtue of language acquisition incorporating large
conceptual content and cultural meaning.
Chomsky (1988) In his Managua lectures addressed the role of language in knowledge
acquisition which he declared was complex and intricate while also wide ranging in scope. He
explained that Newton understood physics as natural philosophy where philosophy meant
scientific grammar. Scientists in the study of language and thought understood philosophical
grammar to be a deductive science that was inwutable, that is, science and language study
should be a single endeavour. A language speaker developed a system ofknowledge represented
in the mind and ultimately in the brain. In his demonstration of language having the ability to
carry knowledge across, he proposed two concepts of ability: ability retained and ability lost;
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from these concepts the conclusion could be tnade that knowledge was ability. Chomsky
continued to show how almost impossible it was D)r a Spanish verbal expression to be translated
or interpreted into English. lie felt that it was only a person mastering the rules and principles
of both languages who could successfully monitor the transference of knowledge from one
language to the other. He further stressed that language acquisition in a learner was the degree
of precision with which the learner imitated the adult. He concluded that though words may not
precisely match across languages, the conceptual framework in which they find their place was
a common human problem. However, such a fra:mework could be modified by experience and
cultural contexts.
Rollnick (1988) carried out a research study among high school students in Swaziland,
investigating mother tongue instruction, intellectual environment and conceptual change
strategies in the learning of science. It was discovered that among students not taught in their
mother tongue, language difficulties resulted due to poverty in language clarification. For
example, with the concept term force, one word was found to be used for several words in the
foreign language (English). It was further found that use of mixed languages of English and
SiSwati was preferable among these students to a pure version of either one, since they could
clearly understand their mother tongue, while English must come in because it was thought to
be rich in conceptual terms which the mother tongue lacks.
Rutherford and Nkopodi (1990) in South Africa investigated the phenomenon of translating
science conceptions and investigated how accurately the English definitions could be translated
into Sepedi (North Sotho) for second language speakers. They noted, among other discrepancies,
that logical connectives did not exist and were not supported from the view of African languages
in transmitting thoughts and meanings in western science. They also discovered that bilingual
students usually perform better when instructed bilingually, particularly in science.
Marshall and Gilmour (1990) worked among grade 10 to grade 12 in Papua New Guinea. They
understood the aim of teaching physics as being to introduce students to new ways of looking
at the world. This depended on how students cOlnprehended essential words which expressed
physics concepts. They noted that students appeared to understand words used, but their
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understanding was different from the understanding of the teacher. They suggest, in their report,
that teachers need to be aware that effective comnlunication and comprehension will not always
be as good as expected, hence teachers should take specia: care when using words that can be
understood differently until students have grasped. correct conceptions.
Von Glasersfeld (1991) emphasizes that each individual needs to have proper meaning ofwords
if clear transference of concepts is to be achieved between two people or from a teacher to a
student. He argues that for the teachers to "promote successful learning" , teachers should know
well what the student's ideas already are that will help the students to "construct the desired
understanding" .
McKinley, Mcpherson Waiti and Bell (1992) conducted a study on the effect of language and
culture in science education among the Maori cornmunities in New Zealand. They found out that
translation can never be just a simple substitution of a term but also the different concepts need
to be communicated to a varying degree. The more different the two cultures are between which
translation must occur, the wider the gap between thoughts conveyed by the words to translate,
hence the more difficult the final translation. It was found that this interdependence of thought
and language was very strong in science and mathematics education. It was concluded that
since language interacts with thinking, there can be no perfect meaningful translation from one
language to another since language influences thinking.
Moravcsik (1992) argues about the necessity of knowing the language and culture of the
instructional language. He states two explicit aspects relating language and mind. Firstly the
language is trusted in expressing what is contained in the mind such as concepts of constitutions
and triangularity. Language can also be understood by the mind more deeply than only what
seems to be an "inkmark" on the surface. Deeper meanings might be attached to the parts of
language, and understanding some words amounts to matching concepts with the meanings
which are assigned to these words. Moravcsik concludes by stating that to know the meaning
of the word is to be able to explain the virtues of what counts for the word, while to understand
the same word is to have a representation of the articulation of the virtue explained.
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Inglis (1993) taught English as a second language while using it as an instructional language
to Science Foundation Programme students at the University of Natal. She discovered that it
is through the articulation of ideas, inferences and observations that learners come to undei stand
scientific concepts and thus construct their own knowledge. When tasks were to be done in
English by these students, the lack of scientific conlprehension resulted in poor ability to express
themselves which prevented adequate achievenlents on the task. From the observations,
therefore, Inglis concluded that the inter-relationship between concept development and second
language mastery must be seriously developed in the design of the study program, necessitating
the collaboration between the language teacher and the subject specific teacher.
Rutherford (1993) from the University of Witwatersrand investigated how the problems of
scientific language were exacerbated by learning in a second language, specifically in South
Africa. It was stated that English was used as the medium of instruction for 90% of students
\vhile it was the first language of only 5% of the vvhole population (2 million out of 40 million).
It was revealed from this work that spoken language had hidden expectations and unspoken
assumptions that people being addressed have the same background and underlying beliefs as the
speaker. It would therefore De unsafe to assume that the learner has the same meaning in mind
as the teacher. The examples related to the physic,s concepts of field and energy, which are very
tricky concepts to define in a scientific context. Having studied these language problems
extensively in South Africa, Rutherford proposed strategies for teaching in English as a second
language, leading students to be more articulate in presentations and more competent and more
confident in using their text books.
Nkopodi and Rutherford (1993) identified how scientific language, being impersonal and having
specified vocabulary, was problematic to novice science learners and teachers. These results were
deduced from records and analyses collected frorn different science teachers. Clear evidence
was found that such language often led to misconceptions that could be accounted for by
misinterpretation of some words and phrases. An example was heard when a teacher asked a
student: "What is a unit of power?".
" A what?" asked the student with a poor pronunciation.
"Good, you are clever!" said the teacher thinking that the student said a "watt"!
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McNaught (1994) in Pietermaritzburg investigated some of these language difficulties
particularly among Zulu students who were only marginally familiar with English. She found
it reasonable to suppose that for those learning in English, the greater the disparity between the
usage of Zulu and the usage of English, the more the difficulties that were encountered by the
learners. She further states that many African languages do not have the linguistic capacity for
western scientific explanation although they have richness about some ecological concepts,
social relationships and spiritual values. Thus she feels that difficulties in explaining science
concepts such as force, energy and others, do not indicate that the language is deficient, but that
there had not been a need for certain understanding or using certain concepts in former times.
Straight translation of curriculum concepts from one language to another is rarely satisfactory.
She further states that language is a public system of symbols constantly being made to respond
to exigencies or needs of the changing world. She thus expects the necessary language or word
coining to be able to accommodate new concepts. The meanings attached to words are not only
linguistic, but also have emotional and cultural co nnotations, such that translations always need
to be embedded in current cultural ecology.
Nangu (1994) investigated the effect of the medium of instruction on perfomance in physics
tests. It was found that better understanding was shown on translated (into mother tongue)
versions than on those in pure English. Although she stressed she was not advocating the
translation of study material into vernacular, it appeared essential from her project that teachers
needed to be aware that in vernacular students will have more understanding in science teaching.
Nangu concludes that the mother tongue would assist in voicing alternative conceptions,
clarifying them, eliminating misconceptions and articulating ideas formed from learning new
ideas. Mother tongue thus tends to be useful for developing vital understanding. However, it
should not be overused, but rather should decrease with the increase in experience ofthe student
in the second language.
Thijs and Van den Berg (1994) observed cultural factors in the origin and remediation of
alternative conceptions in physics from several countries ofthe world and reported how language
had been found to interfere with the learning of science concepts when science was taught in
English to students with, say African or Asian lnother tongues. It was found that the use of
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logical connectives in science was very difficult; showing that while language was a factor in
learning and teaching, it was also related to the fI)fmation of preconceptions, which in turn are
difficult to remove once they are in the student's mind. Views were highlighted that indicated
how language and thought lie between two extrenles, where on the one hand language was seen
as necessary to shape thought, leading to conceptualization, while on the other thought was
necessary for the existence of universal roots in human cognition and capacity for language.
Thijs and Van den Berg favoured the notion of the relationship between language and thought
as being important in conceptual development in science, where concepts and notions were
language dependent, so that speakers of different languages tended to have different
understanding of the same concepts.
Dooms (1995) describes problems in learning and teaching science in English to students who
use English as their second language. He investigated the descriptions and explanations of key
concepts in science and ho\v these contributed to the construction ofmeaning and understanding.
He cites the work ofVygotsky (1962) and others to show that "culture provides the social context
in which the individual and social construction of knowledge occurs, meaning language and
world interaction facilitate concept development". He states that language structure influences
the understanding ofscience concepts and it is the forms oflanguage structures which determine
knowledge and understanding. He further states that students' constructions contain numerous
discrepancies, misconceptions and wrong views in their definitive systems so that their prior
knowledge brought to the classroom is a precognltion. He warns that teachers need to be aware
ofwhat students already know and that they have made sense of their prior interaction with the
world so that teachers can thus be in a better position to facilitate further learning. Dooms used
clinical interviews to investigate the understanding of some concepts presented in English
compared with the same concepts presented in different mother tongues in terms of whether they
made sense and both meant the same ideas.
Lynch (1996) investigated how language and culture influenced the learning and understanding
of science by students in Tasmania and the Philippines who used English as their second
language. His study contributes to the debate on which language of instruction to use in
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developing countries. His work involved a comparison of key concept terms in two languages
of the Tasmans and the Philippinos against the terms in English. He compared sentence
constructions and translations to determine ifsense: and undl:rstanding were indeed carried across
into another language.
Sanders and Sebego (1996) indicate that learners' beliefs affect the way they learn new scientific
concepts. In most cases the ideas they hold, being scientifically unacceptable, impede
meaningful learning, hence it is suggested that it is important that teachers identify existing ideas
held by their students before they start teaching new work. The authors noted a serious problem
where Setswana terms used by their study subjects had a number of English equivalents. They
warn that words used in teaching any of the sciences needed clear definitions since language was
to be used to communicate precise meaning.
Grayson (1996) warns that learning and teaching physics is difficult even for students receiving
instruction in English as their mother tongue who also come from societies which are
technologically sophisticated, but the learning is even more difficult for students studying in a
second language and who have a limited scientific vocabulary. For such students research has
to take cognisance of language and further socio-cultural issues in trying to develop effective
physics instruction. She suggests that as part of the solution to the problem of physics learning;
to such students, it is much better to use a laboratory based or a guided discovery method. She
emphasizes that such laboratory work enhances students' confidence, encourages student -
instructor discussion in pure English and inter-student conversations in mixed mother tongue and
English leading to the articulation and elimination of alternative conceptions.
While language difficulties were investigated in this study, it was, however not possible to
isolate these difficulties from some socio-cultural issues that are intertwined with language. Some
literature referring to such intertwining is added below.
Seretlo (1973) and Jegede and Okebukola (1991) outline the relationship between African
traditional cosmology and student's acquisition of a science process skill. It was important to
encourage students to develop skills in scientific observation through which they could
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independently recognize phenomena occurring in nature with watchful and critical attention.
Jegede and Okebukola (1991) acknowledge that the African traditional world view and beliefs
are vital variables influencing researchers in an iV'rican setting, particularly the religio JS and
philosophical beliefs. In Nigeria they demonstrate that such traditional world views and beliefs
are part of the cause of the underachievement of students in science and technology. It was
further shown how superstitious beliefs and tabo os hinder the learning of science. Noting the
hindrance, they proposed that the science curriculum for Africans, including physics, needed
to be modelled through the African thought SYSlcem which the learner usually brought to the
classroom and used as a conceptual framework for constructing personal ideas about
phenomena. Such modelling would be supported by two major educational paradigms: (i)
constructivism, in which a learner constructs his or her knowledge on the basis ofnew experience
interpreted in terms ofa previously constructed conceptual framework, and (ii) the world view
learners in traditional societies take to the classroom. They further recommend that curriculum
and instruction for science in non-western societies must begin with and reflect the world view
these students already hold. It is only through ilnplementing this recommendation that a firm
foundation for the acquisition and use of basic scientific processes will be laid.
2.6 LITERATURE INFORMATION
The literature surveyed in this chapter was about learning, understanding, the research
methodology and Conceptual and Language Difficulties.
Indeed there were numerous other references which agreed with these references mentioned
above; that is, those referring to learning, conceptual difficulties and language difficulties of
learners; in cases such as those of the Maori people in New Zealand, the Phillipino people in the
Phillipines, and others mentioned above who were taught science in second language. There
were many such cases, only a sample of which have been included in this chapter.
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Conceptual Difficulties
Similarly, only a sample of work on Conceptual Difficulties from around the world were
mentioned in the above survey. From the preceeding references, research showed that there were
common misconceptions about "force" held by research subjects around the world. Apart from
references that were mentioned, studies on reJ.ated concepts have also been conducted in
countries where English is used as the language of instruction but is the second language to the
learners. These include several African countries, India, Pakistan, Myamar and other countries
which were former British colonies. However, not sufficient investigation has been carried out
on these conceptual difficulties in South Africa, particularly among learners for whom English
is a second language and the language of instruction.
Language Difficulties
Language Difficulties were investigated by several researchers and how these difficulties
affected the studies and the understanding of their research subjects. The following researchers,
amongst others were noted: Rollnick (1988) in Swaziland, Marshall and Gilmour (1990) in
Papua New Guinea, McKinley et al (1992) about the Maori learners in New Zealand, Lynch
(1996) about students in Tasmania and the Phillipines and various other researchers.
The present study therefore investigated both the: Conceptual and Language Difficulties from a
sample of learners who had studied or were studying mechanics.
2.7 SUMMARY
Many researchers worked on describing and elaborating what learning and understanding in
science meant and how they could be explained. They proposed that background knowledge
of the learners' preconceptions is vital to assist in assimilation or accommodation in the process
of conceptual change in learning and unders tanding new information. Other researchers
investigated how conceptual and language difficulties affected science learning and
understanding among students. All these researchers suggested some possible remedies to the
difficulties investigated and recommended how he:loful and fruitful curricula could be develoned
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Many African learners have numerous difficulties in learning and understanding SCIence In
general, and physics in particular as stated in the Overview (1.1). Seretlo (1973) dwells
extensively on several causes of these difficulties. The example of annual Senior Certificate
results from several institutions, that is, the last pre-tertiary level of study in South African
schools, which also is called Matric or Standard ten in South Africa, shown in Appendix 1,
illustrate the problem the students have in science. This results sheet was taken from the
Qwa-Qwa region which is partly urban and partly rural, and therefore the results could be
assumed to be representative of Matric results of the African students in South Africa as a
whole. These results further show a poor performance generally among students in physical
science, with only a very few students, regarded as exceptions, scoring above 50% in the
examinations. At the time of this study only v/hen students scored above 50% in their
examinations could they be readily accepted into tertiary institutions such as universities and
technikons. Ofthose who make it into universitie8, much fewer than 50% ofthese students who
register for a science degree manage to succeed in their first year physics courses.
The aim of this research study was to investigate the factors which contribute to the poor
performance of most African students in physics, in particular, the difficulties of these African
students and even teachers, in understanding some mechanics concepts. Moji and Grayson
(1994) and also Grayson (1994b) emphasise the importance oflecturers knowing the background
knowledge of the students about these concepts. It is only when ideas in the student's mind are
known to the lecturer that it becomes easier for the: lecturer to provide meaningful instruction on
the physics concepts involved (Osborne and Freyberg 1985). It will thus be easier for the learners
to assimilate or accommodate the concepts being introduced.
Among numerous difficulties in learning science experienced by these African learners, many
of which were identified in the Overview, several were selected as variables, and only two of
these difficulties were singled out to be investigated. These two difficulties were regarded by
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the investigator as the main hurdles in understanding mechanics concepts by the African
students. These difficulties are: Conceptual and Language difficulties in mastering mechanics.
Other difficulties that might pertain to this study, such as "school stay-away" and "class
boycotts", were omitted since they were regarded as haphazard and inconsistent hinderances
to learning in general. The investigator himself had similar difficulties such as those singled out
while studying physics as a student at high school and university; while presently he is a
University physics lecturer (appendix 20). The hypothesis of this work, which is divided into
two above-mentioned themes, is stated in Section 3.3. The design of this study, its
methodologies, data collection and analysis, and finally, the drawing of conclusions were
processed, as proposed by Marks (1982), Leedy (1989) and Sanders (1996), to ensure both the
validity and reliability in the research study being conducted.
3.2 RESEARCH STUDY OUTLINE
According to the literature surveyed, the design 'which needed to be followed in this a research
study to yield valid and reliable results is outlined below:










test or student group
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4 Recommendations and Conclusion.
3.3 OBJECTIVES, HYPOTHESIS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
The objectives and goals to be achieved in this, study are outlined here. The hypothesis is
proposed and the questionnaire tasks are discussed through which data were collected from the
study subjects.
3.3.1 Objectives
The objective of this research study was to exatnine the understanding of several important
mechanics concepts and to identify the possible influence ofvernaculars of the African teachers
and students on the learning of mechanics in the institutions visited.
First theme: Conceptual Difficulties
The first objective was therefore to investigate the theme of conceptual difficulties. The
investigation covered the conceptualization of the: mechanics terms: force, energy, power and
momentum as a group; another group of terms whose conceptualization was studied, although
not in great detail, was speed, velocity and acceleration.
Researchers around the world (Watts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982; Halloun and
Hestenes 1985; Arons 1989; Hestenes, Wells and Swackhammer 1992; Grayson 1994b) have
shown that the existence of certain misconceptions results from students' self-constructed
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concepts about the world. "Motion is caused by the force applied" is one of many such
misconceptions where the belief would be that:
1. Constant motion results from constant force
2. Motion will be in the direction of the force applied
3. The larger the force applied, the fa:;ter the motion.
This particular self-constructed preconception, labelled by most researchers as the "motion
implies force" misconception, and which appears amongst students across the world, was
investigated in the present research study among South Mrican students using Task Two (see
Appendix 5) in order to compare them with other international research subjects.
Another misconception appears in the understanding of speed, velocity and acceleration. This
misconception is investigated by using Task Three (Appendix 6) among the subjects where they
had to show the difference among the concepts of speed, velocity and acceleration of a ball
thrown upwards.
Task 1 was constructed to investigate both thernes of conceptual and language issues: how
together they contribute to the difficulties in learning physics by Mrican students (see Appendix
4).
Second theme: Language Difficulties
The second aim of this study, was to investigate the difficulty brought about by the apparent
limitation of the vernacular in differentiating meanings of terms referring to important and
different concepts in physics ( Seretlo 1973; Rollnick 1988; McNaught 1994; Sanders and
Sebego 1996), that is, the theme of Language Difficulties.
The language of instruction (English), which is not the first language for the African learners
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(where the learners often include both teachers and students), is often not well understood by
both the teachers and the students. Books and study materials which did not originate in Africa
might adversely affect African learners' understunding (Rollnick 1988; Marshall and Gilmour
1990; McKinley et al 1992; Inglis 1993; McNaught 1994; Sanders and Sebego 1996).
For African learners (both teachers and students), many related concepts being studied are called
by one name (Sanders and Sebego 1996). Although most of them were distinct topics or
concepts, they were undifferentiated in the vernaculars of these African learners, such as a
Setswana term "Madi" which means "Blood", "Money", "Sperms" and "A relative" (Sanders and
Sebego 1996).
Task 1 and Task 3 were used in the investigation of this theme of language difficulty, where a
vernacular translation for the mechanics terms ofthe two groups of concepts was requested. The
aim was thus to investigate the contribution of language to African students' difficulties with
the learning of physics.
Language of instruction or language spoken in the process of teaching mechanics concepts is,
however, affected by manners ofcommunication, a particular "way" oftalking about them which
would expose the interrelationship between thought and mind (Vygotsky 1962; Seretlo 1973;
Pines 1985; Sutton and Head 1985; Chomsky 1988) . The culture of the students who are taught
needs to be understood since in teaching, appropriate thought carried by words of the language
must be transferred (Vygotsky 1962; McKinley et al 1992; Nkopodi and Rutherford 1993).
Grayson (1994a) noted how language intertwined with traditional beliefs led to misconceptions
among students in a cross-cultural instructional setting. Second language used in instruction is,
therefore affected by socio-cultural issues such as traditional beliefs, social orientations, political
persuasions and religious convictions.
It is then noted that to successfully communicatE: the concepts in physics, cultural factors must
be considered as stated by Thijs and Van der Berg (1994). Words taught do not just need
translations that would be substitutions but cultural understanding as well as stated by McKinley
et al (1992). The more different the two cultures are between which the translations must occur,
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the wider the gap between the thoughts conveyed by the words to be translate and hence the
more difficult the final translation and understanding (Whorf 1973; Chomsky 1988).
In summary, the aim of this research study is to investigate the two above-mentioned themes,
and how they contribute to the difficulties of African learners and teachers in South Africa in
understanding several mechanics concepts.
3.3.2 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this work can be phrased as follows for African learners in South Africa,
where learners are both the teachers and students as the subjects of this study:
African learners' understanding of several mechanics concepts is affected by the following
factors:
1. conceptual difficulties, common to learners around the world
2 use of a second language as the medium ofinstruction which cannot be translated
directly into the vernacular of the students.
3.3.3 Written questionnaire and Interviews
Questionnaires and an interview protocol were developed that facilitated the investigation of
the themes ofthis research study. The two themes that were investigated may seem to be separate
from one another, but in some cases they turned out to be intertwined one with another.
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Task One
The first task, wl.,ich is labelled "Moshoeshoe's wars", shown in Appendix 4, is based on a
historical fact where the Basotho king, Moshoeshoe, rolled boulders down on his enemies from
the mountain top. Several questions were devised that related to this event and were to be
answered by the research subjects to determine vvhether they could differentiate the mechanics
concepts of velocity, speed, momentum, kinetic energy, force and power as boulders rolled or
fell down from the mountain top and as they were rolled back to the top again. This task was used
to investigate the students' conceptualization of these mechanics terms involved as the boulders
rolled down. Also included in the task was an ins truction to translate the relevant concepts into
vernacular with the argument that if the concept is not clearly differentiated language-wise, it
might not be clearly differentiated in conceptualization as well.
An extra question was incorporated in Task 1 involving translation; this question was only
limited to the Pilot group. The question asked for the translation of a verse from the Bible, from
the book ofEphesians chapter one, verses nineteen and twenty one (Eph. 1: 19 and 21). The aim
of this question was to see whether the students could differentiate words such as strength,
strong, might and mighty, in their vernacular.
Task One, was used with the Pilot to investigate subjects' understanding of the physics
concepts involved in the falling of the boulders, when the boulders are pushed uphill, and their
understanding on the Biblical statement. It contained ten questions and was designed to identify
both conceptual and linguistic difficulties, Task One - Rephrased contained only five rephrased
questions from Task One; the minor question of the Biblical verse was excluded.
Task Two
The second task labelled "Quiz Question", is shovvn in Appendix 5. It was used to investigate
the conceptualization of force on a ball, a stone or a coin thrown up from the hand, rising on its
own until it comes to a stop at some position, then turning back downwards. This particular task
has been used by many physics education researchers around the world to investigate the force
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conceptualization held by their research subjects (Watts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982;
Halloun and Hestenes 1985; Arons 1989; Halloun and Hestenes 1992; Grayson 1994b).
With this second task the investigator always explained clearly during the data collection sessions
about how the arrows should be made to represent the directions and the sizes ofthe forces being
indicated. The task was thus used to investigate the conceptualization of force by the subjects,
and also to compare the responses of the local subjects with those of their counterparts around
the world in this specific difficulty in which the students have constructed in their minds the
ideas that:
1. Motion of an object occurs only ·when there is force applied.
2. The motion is only in the direction of the force applied.
3. The faster the motion, the larger the force applied.
Task Three
The third task labelled "Quiz Two" is shown in A.ppendix 6. It was designed to investigate the
ability of the subjects to successfully differentiate the related mechanics terms speed, velocity,
acceleration and force.
This third task was used to investigate at which pair ofpositions subjects thought the object had
the same speed, the same velocity, the same accelerations and the same forces as the object
travels up, slows down until it turns around and as it comes down. The task was further used to
determine ifthe subjects' vernacular did successfully differentiate these concepts as different lest
the subjects be misled into thinking the terms were synonymous and hence refer to the same
concept. Each concept term had to be expressed in vernacular and in English. This third task
therefore investigated both conceptual difficulties and the language difficulties experienced by
the subjects with these concepts.
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Interviews
Interviews were conducted in several institutions where they were accepted. Six teachers from
the Pilot group, who were from different institutions, were interviewed. They willingly
volunteered to be interviewed by the investigator \vhom they knew well. Some ofthese teachers
had been taught first year physics by the investigator, and were quite open with him, except for
one teacher, teacher Nts. She was quite sullen and refused to speak English. The interviews were
conducted with individual teachers and each interview was recorded and fully transcribed; the
interview transcriptions appear in seven appendices (Appendices 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,18,
19, 22, 23 and 24). The interview with MavlYll (A.ppendix 11) was to pilot the protocol. There
were also interviews with groups of teachers after they had finished responding to the written
questionnaire. The intention was always to have a few ofthe subjects at a time and ask them what
they thought about the questionnaire they had just written. They would further explain why they
answered the way they answered in the written results. However, interview sessions were not
always successful. In Boitjhorisong, for example, the subjects were the four in-service teachers
who once were students of the investigator, so they welcomed the interview much like an open
conversation. Uniqwa, however, had twenty (20) subjects who were not willing to participate
in, or answer any question. It took a long time before an individual subject answered a question
asked repeatedly by the investigator. The fellow subjects looked sceptically at that subject. The
effort to record the group interviews was not all successful.
In summary, the tasks are as follows:
Task 1: Moshoeshoe's wars for conceptual difficulties and translation for language
difficulties. Original investigation on both the themes ofconceptual and language
difficulties.
Task 2: Quiz Question (Coin tossed up) for conceptual difficulties. Replication of the
work of Physics Education Research workers around the world being presently
applied to African students in South Africa.
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Task 3: Quiz Two (Coin tossed up) for conceptual and translation difficulties for
language themes being investigated. This is an original investigation.
3.4 SAMPLE SELECTION
Population
The population ofinterest in this study is composed ofboth African students and teachers evenly
distributed across the face of South Africa, speaking more than nine major languages at home.
As noted in the map (Appendix 2), the main separation of the communities according to
language and culture is roughly accepted to be th(~ mountain chain from the South to the North,
called the Drakensberg, as indicated by thick black stripes. To the east of these mountains are
the people of the Nguni group, who are Xhosa, Zulu, Swazi, Ndebele and Shangaan. The Sotho
group on the west ofthe these mountains consists ofBasotho, Batswana, Bapedi and the Venda
people in the extreme North.
Variables
These African populations could further be classified into rural or urban, particularly since rural
education differs greatly from urban education (MeNaught 1994). The research field then
extends over a population comprising nine languages and cultures and who are also either urban
or rural, being eighteen groups in all.
Since samples on which the study should be carried out from this population should be as
representative as possible, a central location need(:d to be identified where study subjects from
diverse languages and communities overlapped.
Until 1994 in the Republic of South Africa, African people had two kinds of location where they
were legally classified to stay according to the 19.51 Bantu Authorities law. Africans working
in towns could stay with their families in township,s situated just outside the towns they served.
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The townships had urban organizational structures including Education (such as: which children
to attend which school, which school to teach which language group or even whose minibus taxi
to transport children and teachers to which st-hools) . These structures were different from rural
structures, where rural schools, including farm schools, are far to walk to and often unequipped
with books, libraries and teachers. The townships are thus assigned: Sharpeville served
Vereeniging, Soweto served Johannesburg, GugUllethu served Cape Town, Kwa-Mashu served
Durban and so on. Africans who were not working in towns were pooled in remote rural areas
named Homelands. There were ten Homelands in the Republic of South Africa distributed
according to language and culture of the people ofthat area. Thus the Basotho were confined to
Qwa-Qwa, the Batswana confined to Bophuthats"V/ana, the Tsonga people to Gazankulu, Venda
people to Venda and so on.
However, Soweto, for example, is a place that is very representative ofall languages and cultures
of the African communities, but Soweto is very urban, the most urban of all townships in South
Africa. A more ideal location the investigator could identify, as a person who had stayed in
various places in South Africa, was a place which was neither very rural nor very urban, namely
the Maluti Highlands, in the North-East ofthe Free State province, where there are many schools
in Phuthaditjhaba and in Witsieshoek, and also where most of the African languages in South
Africa are spoken. Confirmation of this last point is that the investigator originates from this
area of Maluti Highlands and speaks, writes and reads several of the eleven major languages of
South Africa.
Variables to the procedures of this study which could affect the results adversely if not kept
constant or excluded while the investigation of the mentioned themes was carried out, were:
1. Class boycotts by students which have, in the past years during the period of this study
been so rife and notably disturbed students' learning in general across the whole country.
2. "Chalk downs" by teachers have also been very common for the last several years which
resulted in many poor school results.
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3. Socio-political issues such as the cases of students who are taught by the poorly trained
and qualified Mrican teachers, those who come to school to learn while not having
had a single meal for the previous two days or those who had the~r house burned the
previous night, or even socio-economical issues where students wish to continue to learn
while they are told to clear offfrom the class room since their parents do not have money
to feed them or buy them the required uniform to keep them at school.
4 Socio-economical conditions affected (McNaught 1994) most Mricans students more
adversely at the secondary schools than at tertiary levels. Students in tertiary institutions
were better funded than those at secondmy institutions. Students in tertiary institutions
would be more stable to work among than those at secondary institutions.
The above-mentioned variables affected the secondary schools mostly while the variables were
quite rare among students at Colleges of Education, Teachers Training Institutions and
Universities. These institutions became venues \vhere the populations turned out to be more
stable and consistent for the research study.
3.4.1 The Pilot group:
Teachers, pre-service and in-service
The Teachers comprising the pilot research samples were mainly selected from the populations
of the institutions mentioned below as the most stable ones variable wise. The institutions are
Colleges ofEducation and Universities. Other institutions were also visited and used as research
sites, but because ofthe effect ofthe variables mentioned previously, results obtained from these
institutions were only used as pilot data, not included in data tables.
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Colleges of Education:
The institutions from which the Teacher pilot study subjects samples were drawn were:
1. Tshiya College of Education, a teacher training college in Witsieshoek which had been
famous from 1962 since it produced a great number of good teachers spread across the
country. Tshiya has lecturers of mixed backgrounds and nationalities. Most of these
lecturing staff are graduates with either a degree and a teaching diploma or teaching
degrees. White authorities have always run this college since its inception in 1962
although it is in the heart of the so-caUed Bantustan. Tshiya is well equipped with
laboratories and libraries for training teachers who are to teach pre-university students.
2. Boitjhorisong In-Service Training Institution is an in-service training institution in
Qwa-Q'Na. It serves to re-equip teachers who have been in the field for a long time,
who from time to time need to be upgraded with the new techniques and content in their
fields of teaching. Boitjhorisong is particularly known for serving the science teachers
of this region well due to the well-qualified science staff: well-equipped laboratories and
well-supplied library.
3. Bonamelo College ofEducation is an institution in Phuthaditjhaba. It is a relatively new
institution which has some well trained science teachers who have organized a number
of public demonstrations of science projects. It is a popular institution that accepts all
groups ofblack students from all places in the country (other institutions were limited
to certain groups only).
4. Sefikeng is a College ofEducation also in the remote part of Qwa-Qwa that had always
been populated with youth who came froDl an education and teaching culture. Most of
them knew no occupation or career other tb an teaching as the desired and ultimate reward
of the hard working learned people. This is a relatively new institution in age, opened
in the late eighties. Most teachers are graduates, and at the time of this study, the
institution was still working hard to attract the best staff: libraries and laboratories.
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Sefikeng is situated at the foot of the most beautiful Mount aux Sources mountain.
5. Taung College ofEducation is an institution situated in Taung. There were five subjects
in this college that responded to the study questionnaire. They were subjects of similar
study level as those of the subjects from l-.Jorth-eastern Free State.
6. "Teacher educators" is a group of lecturers who teach physics at some of the above-
mentioned institutions. Two were in Tshiya Teachers Training College, three in
Boitjhorisong and one in Bonamelo. They are the teachers of the pre-service teachers.
They have been teaching for some time. The aim to have them as subjects in the study
was to observe how much they differ frorn their students in answers.
There were other institutions that were visited outside the area mentioned, namely, Science
teachers at Moqhaka High in Sebokeng, University ofManchester and Fezeka Secondary School
in Gugulethu, mainly for the sake of pilot study and informal validation.
University
1. Uniqwa is a campus of the University of the North, a university which from the sixties
was erected for some groups ofAfricans in South Mrica, the groups being SOVENGA.
The word is made up as follows: SO is for SOthos, VE is for VEndas and NGA is for
TsoNGAs. The campus in Qwa-Qwa was built with the idea of educating Sotho groups
of students even though it is not like that any longer - Ngunis, Asians, Coloureds and
Whites are all there now. It is an institution that is well equipped for undergraduate
science, which is well taught by professors. Physics was taught by a lecturer and two
professors at the time of this study.
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Pre-service teachers trained in this university must study at least first year physics if they
are going to teach physical science at schools or colleges.
Besides the Pilot group, there were two other groups that were involved for comparison of the
results of the investigation, namely, the Reference group and the Test or Student group.
3.4.2 The Reference group:
Physicists and language experts
There were two kinds of subjects in the Reference group: those for the theme of conceptual
difficulties and those for the theme of language difficulties.
Conceptual Difficulties
The Reference group for the theme of conceptual difficulties consisted of authorities in the
subject under investigation. They were lecturing staff members in four universities. Two
members of this Reference group were from the Physics Department of the Qwa-Qwa campus
of the University of the North, two were from Science Education in the Education Technology
Department of the University of Manchester, three were from the Physics Department of the
University of Western Cape and six were from the Physics Department of the Pietermaritzburg
campus of the University ofNatal.
They were a group which determined whether the questions asked in the questionnaire were
really determining what was being investigated, i. e. whether the questions asked were really
valid questions. They were the subjects whose responses on the questionnaire were pooled
together and were regarded as correct if they were unanimous. It was from their responses that
the responses of the other groups were marked correct or incorrect. This Reference group acted
as a validating group.
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Language Difficulties
The Reference group for the theme of language difficulties was different from the Reference
group for conceptual difficulties. The former consisted of university physics lecturers and post-
graduate physics students from various universities whose vernaculars are any of the African
languages in South Africa. From the University of the North there were submissions of Sesotho,
Sepedi, Tsonga and Venda. From the University of Zululand came Zulu submissions, from the
University of North-west, Setswana submissions and from the University of Western Cape,
Xhosa, Venda and Afrikaans submissions and Zulu from the University of Natal.
3.4.3 The Student group:
The physics first year students
The first year physics students who were studylng at the Pietermaritzburg campus of the
University of Natal in the first semester of 1996 w~:re taken as experimental or focus subjects in
the study. They were 153 subjects in all. Classified a.ccording to language, 82 had English as their
home language, while 76 had various African languages in South Africa as their home
languages. These subjects attended two different first year physics classes, namely 110B which
is a terminal physics course taken mostly by students taking biological sciences as their majors
and IIOS which is taken by those who have phys:lcs as their major and those who study for
engineering. 94 subjects were in 11 OB lectured by Prof 1 and 59 subjects were in II OS lectured
by Prof 2. Thus each class consisted of students who were English speaking (White and Indian)
and African vernacular speaking who were all exposed to the same material in the same way.
These subjects were used in two different ways: (1) to compare the results obtained by students
of different ethnic groups at the same level of study, in the same institution while lectured by the
same person (2) African students in this Student (Test) group had their translations compared
with those ofthe Pilot group to further investigate the effect and influences ofthe language issues
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(Sanders and Sebego 1996). This group was thus used to provide a comparison with the results
obtained from the Pilot group. It is called the Student or Focus group because all students of
differing language groups in each com se would have received the same formal instruction in
mechanics, in other words the variable of teaching received was controlled.
3.5 TECHNIQUES AND METHODOLOGIES
Physics and physical science lecturers at different i.nstitutions were contacted by the investigator
who requested research time with their students. The investigator always promised that the time
would not be more than one hour. He requested a group oftwenty ofthe subjects to participate
where possible. It ought to be those that have already learned mechanics. The lecturers contacted
were always cooperative (if there was no boycott or stay-away in their institution).
Data collection - written responses
At each institution, written tasks were handed out to the subjects individually with ample
introductory explanation from the investigator as to why such tasks were being asked of the
subjects, and what was expected of them. It was after all written responses were collected that
interviews were requested from the subjects in each institution.
From the extensive lecturing' experience of the investigator, he has found that a close and
intimate introduction wins openness and positiveness among African students, while the
students would otherwise probably reject the unknown stranger.
Task One (Moshoeshoe's wars) was always given out first in all institutions. In this historical
event, application of physics principles was interestingly accomplished. Pilot subjects were
encouraged to translate the Biblical verse mentioned. It should be noted that without such
frequent encouragement throughout the process, subjects easily lost interest. When they had
finished their written responses, an open conversati.on or a "chat interview" would follow with
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the whole group, lasting for about ten minutes or more. From the investigator's experience, few
African students would easily be interviewed by a stranger. They turn out passive and timid,
especially the lady subjects.
Although there were instructions that were supposed to be followed in performing this task, the
investigator deliberately did not emphasise these instructions so that the subjects were also
tested on whether they noticed these important instructions. Translations into vernacular were
requested in these instructions.
Task Two (Quiz Question), asks for the forces on the ball from the thrower's hand. The
investigator always stressed the following points: (i) that this is Cl simple matriculation
question, (ii) they could- all easily answer it, and (iii) they should neglect air friction. He
walked freely amongst the subjects in order to make them feel as free as they possibly could.
Again at the end of the written work, the conversation interview was conducted, with open
participation which was normally very limited if fl~eeness had not been achieved between the
investigator and the subjects.
Task Three was then issued as a continuation of Task Two, only that here the Physics concepts
were to be expressed in vernacular. The investigator walked among the subjects stressing and
reminding them how important it was to indicate the meaning of the particular concept in their
own vernacular.
Data collection - Interviews
The investigator asked several teachers in the Pilot group to be interviewed. They had already
been teaching physical science at matric level for more than five years, some even for more than
ten years. They were selected from the area ofthis study; teacher Mm and teacher Ma were from
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a school which is regarded to be strong such that there are times when it produces some "C"
symbols in their matric results (Mampoi Senior Secondary), teacher Mk was from the school
regarded to be average in its performance, "not so strong not so weak" (Sebabatso Senior
Secondary) teacher Nts was from a new school not yet classified and teacher Paul is a subject
adviser in the district of the area of the study.
These interview subjects were contacted by phone and 'were requested to respond to some
interview questions concerning physics concepts of the mechanics which they teach and which
they have studied successfully at the universities; however, teacher Nts was sent the message
through teacher Paul. The Task One with five questions, the task which was given to Student
group in this study, contains the questions which were used in the interview questionnaire.
Further particulars of the interviews appear with the actual interview transcripts in Appendices
9, 10, 17 and 18.
It was important to use a tape recorder in all of the interview sessions in order to keep an
accurate record of the subjects' comments. Most of these conversations are very interesting,
particularly if the subjects were free and open with the investigator. Although it is advisable to
have the opinions of the subjects individually or in small groups, in some institutions subjects
would only be very free if they were all together, addressing and responding to the investigator,
while in the small groups they are shy and reserved. It was therefore advantageous both for the
investigator and the subjects to have the conversational interviews together rather than as
individuals or in small groups. The transcripts ofthe:se interviews in groups appear in Appendices
14, 15 and 16.
The attitude of the investigator would prove to be the determining factor as to whether the
research project is approved by the subjects. During the bitter times of Black-White conflict in
South Africa, when the investigator and his colleagues were students, they were one day forced
to be subjects for a questionnaire of a white visitor in their technikon. All the subjects
disapproved of the disseminated questionnaire, they bitterly and deliberately gave incorrect
responses. The sign ofgood acceptance by the subjects will in almost all institutions be indicated
by a general chatting and consultation with the investigator about issues like further studies in
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physics. Some subjects invited the investigator to visit their institutions to address them about
science, not only to come when he needed to collect some research data.
3.6 DATA PROCESSING
Data collected from among all the subjects, i.e. Pilot group and Student group, which consisted
of written responses on the task sheets and the conversational interview responses which were
transcribed from the cassette, was later reviewed for the sake of deeper examination and
interpretation. The responses from the subjects, that were arranged in several tables, were
analysed as follows:
For Tasks One, Two and Three, which investigated the first theme of conceptual difficulties, the
unanimous responses from the Reference group 'were regarded as "correct" answers and hence
regarded as a" marking memorandum" for the Hrst theme of conceptual difficulties being
investigated. It was against this "memorandum" that the questions were corrected from both the
Pilot group and the Student group; the responses were either correct or incorrect; however, both
the written results and interviews were interpreted.
The responses to tasks One and Three were analyzed as the second theme of language
difficulties being investigated. Translations were used to show how the language difference
between mother tongue and the language of instluction causes difficulties, as emphasised by
Pines (1985) in the argument that language serves both thought and language, Rutherford and
Nkopodi (1990) who state that African languages make it difficult to transmit thoughts and
meanings in western sciences, Chomsky (1988) lectures where language in knowledge
acquisition was discussed and as in Sanders and Sebego (1996) where the language problems
were those of students whose home language was Setswana . The Reference group in this theme
was made up of seven African physicists from various Historically Black Universities in South
Africa. Besides, the investigator knowing most of the African languages in South Africa
through which the subjects were to respond, informal consultations were done with people of
more authority in each individual language. Responses were interpreted.
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Interpretations of th~sewritten responses, that is, \"hat the investigator understands the responses
to mean, followed the written responses. The interview or conversation transcript also followed,
again followed by the investigator's interpretation.
After all the data were collected, tabulated, interpreted and analysed, conclusions were drawn
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The data which was collected concerning the conceptual understanding of several mechanics
terms from both the Pilot and Student groups, were recorded in this chapter. Several concepts
in physics, for most African students and even teachers, appeared to be closely related although
they were distinctly different. Force, energy, monLentuill, power and impulse, together were in
a group where they were easily confused; velocity, speed, acceleration form another such
conceptual confusion group. Physics education researchers around the world have worked widely
among students in the investigation of the concep' ualization of most of these physics terms, as
was indicated in the literature survey. In Chapter Two, the literature surveyed showed how
incorrect students' understanding of physics all around the world may be, such as thinking force
would always be in the direction of nl0tion. In this study the responses of African subjects in
South Africa, both in the Pilot and Student groups, were observed and compared with others
who were not African but were in the same level of study as Africans in the Student group and
also with their overseas counterparts, whose performance was mentioned in the literature by the
researchers.
In this study, the investigator wished to determine the effectiveness of the training of student
teachers (in teachers training colleges) in physics, as well as the training of students of freshman
physics in the University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg. If the understanding of physics of these
learners was correct, they would pass correct physics ideas on to their future students; if they as
teachers would have misconceptions about physics, their students would be poor in pre-university
physics.
Three tasks were used in the investigation of the theme of Conceptual Difficulties, namely:
1. Task One (Appendix 4), Moshoeshoe's wars, which investigated the mechanics
quantities the boulders gained or inlparted to their neighbours as they rolled and
the quantities the men or boys needed to be able to roll them. A comprehensive
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elaboration of this task was done in section 3.3.3. The Pilot group was given the
questionnaire for piloting while a revised version was given to the Student group.
2. Task Two (Appendix 5), which investigated the forces on a ball thrown up as it
rose and fell. This task was also discussed in section 3.3.3.
3. Task Three (Appendix 6), also discussed in section 3.3.3, was used to investigate
the speed, velocity and acceleration of a ball as it was thrown up and fell back
down.
The responses which were collected from the study subjects were marked as correct or incorrect
in comparison with the responses which were given by the Reference group, who determined the
validity of the questions in this research study.
Written data were collected from the subjects of the Pilot group. Interviews were also
conducted where convenient, with some teachers In Qwa-Qwa in the Pilot group. Where energy
appeared as a response in Task One, unqualified as to which kind of energy was meant, it was
always taken as kinetic energy since most of the subjects said it was kinetic if they were asked
to qualify it. In this chapter the results and the: interpretation of both the written data and
interviews are presented, first from the Pilot group and then from the Student group for the main
research study, followed by a summary.
The three tasks referred to above were handed out to the subjects, one task at a time. Several
announcements were made. Subjects were told to neglect air friction; they were asked not to be
close to their friends in order to avoid the neighbour1s influence on their work. It was explained
intermittently with patience the meaning ofthe research they were participating in: that they were
not being tested as in an examination, to pass or fail, and that therefore, they had to honestly
present their real understanding of these concept~, and not their neighbours l understanding.
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4.2 ENTITY (OR THE MECHANICS QUANTITY) IN AND ON BOULDERS
Task 1 (Appendix 4) was an historical pheno:menon where Moshoeshoe applied physics
principles to conquer his enemies in the wars during the Lifaqane (general wars of
extermination) times in the 1840s in Lesotho. Fronl the top of Thaba-Bosiu boulders were rolled
down on the enemy who were almost at the top of the mountain, trying to catch up with
Moshoeshoe whom they were pursuing.
Boulders became "stronger" as they fell farther and farther down the mountain, killing more of
the enemy with more and more"strength". It was here therefore investigated what it was, or what
entity it was, that the research subjects thought that the boulders gained from the point ofview
of physics concepts as they rolled down, becoming "stronger and stronger". Although answers
for Task One were required both in English as the: medium of instruction and in the vernacular,
analysis of conceptual difficulties was only done fbr on the answers given in English. Vernacular
answers will be discussed in the following chapter, Chapter Five, on the investigation oflanguage
difficulties.
The Reference group on Conceptual Difficulties vvas introduced in Section 3.4.2. It consisted of
several Physics lecturers and professors from universities inside and outside South Africa. The
responses to Task 1, and Task 2 from this Reference group were considered as the "correct"
answers and constituted the memorandum by which the responses of the study subjects were to
be marked. The responses of this Reference group on the modified Task 1 (Appendix 4) are as
follows:
REFERENCE GROUP RESULTS
As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gain?
Responses: Speed, Velocity, Momentum and Kinetic Energy.
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2 When a rolling boulder collides with the neighbouring stationary boulder, which
quantity or quantities does it impart to a stationary boulder?
Responses: MomenL.um and Kinetic Energy
3 Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder to kill a man it must have a large
amount of ......
Responses: Momentum and Kinetic Energy
4 Some small boys could not even move the boulders; in terms of mechanics concepts, in
what way are the boys different from men?
Responses: Boys apply or exert insufficient force
5 Man X and man Y are rolling identical boulders up the mountain. Man X arrives at the
top ten minutes before Y. Describe the differences between man X and man Y rolling
boulders in terms of as many mechanics concepts as you think are relevant.
Responses: Man X generates or expends more power.
Although on the first two questions the members of this group were unanimous in their
responses, some ofthem (two) used weight as a response in question 3. Question 4 had a number
of the members of this group differing in at least two aspects of this question: while force was
the quantity needed three ofthese members said energy while one said power. Among those who
rightly said force, one professor said the boys did not "have" enough force while the rest rightly
said not sufficient force was "applied" or exerted. However the above responses were accepted
to be "correct"
On Task 2, there was a general consensus by the vlhole group that if the air resistance was to be
neglected, there was only one force acting on the ball at all three positions 1, 2 and 3, that is, the
gravitational force acting in the downward direction.
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PILOT GROUP RESULTS
4.2.1 As boulders rolled down, they gained... (the entity or mechanics quantity)
When one looks at a boulder leaving the top of a mountain, it can be seen to be becoming
"stronger" and "stronger" as it tumbles lower and lower down the slope. It can be very dangerous
for one to be in its way when it is much lower than when it is still higher. It gradually gains some
entity to render it "stronger". What can this entity be called? There were four answers that were
"correct" according to the Reference group, nalmely speed, velocity, momentum and kinetic
energy. The responses ofthe Pilot group subjects from the institutions indicated in Chapter Three
are shown in Table 4.1 (Task 1, Question 1).
TABLE 4.1
. d "11 d df "A b Idt thResponses 0 eel ues Ion s ou ers ro e own, tl ey galne ...
INSTITU- N SPEED MOMI:- ENERGY VELO- OTHER
TION NTUM CITY
0/0 °tlo 0/0 0/0 0/0
B 4 25 (1) 75 (3) - - -
UNQ 1 13 23 (3) 23 (21) 38 (5) - 15 (2)
T2 20 25 (5) 40 (~;) 20 (4) - 15 (3)
T3 20 5 (1) 45 (9) 40 (8) - 10 (2)
BN 43 31 (13) 14 (~;) 21 (9) 2 (1) 33 (14)
UNQ 2 6 17 (1) 33 (2:) 33 (2) - 13 (1)
TOTAL 106 24 31 28 1 22
0/0 100 23 29 26 1 21
N : Number of subjects
B : Boitjhorisong
BN : Bonamelo
T3 : Tshiya College - 3rd year
OTHER: Answers different to those expected
UNQ :University of the North
T2 :Tshiya College - 2nd year
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Results
On the falling boulders question there were many subjects who gave correct answers for the
entity that was being gained as boulders fell, naJnely speed, velocity, momentum and kinetic
energy. Although some subjects did not specify kinetic energy in particular, but only mentioned
energy, it was accepted as correct in this case (Table 4.1).
79% (88/106), were able to give one out offour co:rrect answers, where 23% (24/106) stated that
speed was gained, 29% (31/106) said momentum vvas gained while the rest, namely the final 26%
(28/1 06), said kinetic energy was gained as boulders were falling down and 1% (1/1 06) said
velocity. 21 % (22/106) fell under "OTHER" which was not correct in that they mentioned
various other terms such as acceleration, force, Vjlgour, power, strength and anger. Those that
were left blank were also counted among the incorrect. These terms which were different from
v/hat was expected, were all carrying much the same meanings, although they were not
completely synonymous. They could each be translated as matla/amandla (in SotholNguni) by
those who did translate, while most subjects also translated energy and momentum as
matla/amandla (see section 5.2. 1).
It is further disturbing that one particular institution among all those who presented the incorrect
answers, Bonamelo, had 33%(14/43) ofits subjects not being correct as compared to the average
of 15% of other institutions. Tshiya 3 had the lowest of all these low percentages, 10% (2/20).
Comment
The responses to this question were not difficult in that there were four of them that were
correct, namely speed, velocity, momentum and kinetic energy. These concepts were, however,
connected with, or were all related to speed. When speed is gained, so are momentum and kinetic
energy as well. However, it was interesting that the: incorrect responses were also thought to be
meaning matla/amandla in a different sense. Of the 106 subjects, only 5 subjects gave more than
one term in their responses which were: 2 gave energy and power; 1 gave speed and power and
2 gave speed and momentum. All responses were thus incomplete; some were correct though
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incomplete, some incorrect. However, in 101 of all 106 responses only one word was given as
the response as shown in Table 4.1.
Interviews
Teacher Mm's extract (Appendix 18)
I : ... As the boulders roll down the mountain what quantity or quantities do they gain?
Mm :They gain momentum.
I :They gain momentum, and anything else?
Mm :Of course energy.
I :Which kind of energy? You know physics says even heat is energy.
Mm :Kinetic energy.
I :Anything else?
Mm :They gain force.
I :You say they gain force, anything else?
Mm :I think that's all.
Teacher Ma's extract (Appendix 17)
I :Now question one: as boulders rolled do\vn, which quantity or quantities did they gain?
Ma :They gained acceleration.
I :Ok, they gained acceleration, and something else?
Ma :I can say they also gained momentum.
I :Momentum - yes, what else?
Ma :I think that's all that I can give.
Comment
In both interviews it was noted that the subjects were satisfied to give one term in their
responses. With several "what else" persuasions teacher Mm gave two more terms and teacher
Ma gave one more. Teacher Mm gave energy as a response and only qualified it as "kinetic" only
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after being asked to do so. Teacher Ma gave acceleration as a response without hesitation. She
had been teaching for more than ten years; was she seriously incorrect or was she mixing up
some concepts? Despite these incorrect response,s, it wa~ encouraging to note that there were
correct responses from these Pilot group members.
4.2.2 Boulders fell on the enemy with... ( the entity or the mechanics quantity)
Boulders were rolled down from the top of Thaba Bosiu and would "rain" on the enemy. This
quantity the boulders fell on the enemy with, was. identified as momentum and kinetic energy,
as validated by the Reference group. Table 4.2 below shows the responses of the Pilot group.
TABLE 4.2
h . hB d ~lldoul ers e own on t e enemy Wit ... - responses
INSTI- N POWER FORCE SPE:ED IM- EN- M OTHER
TUTION PACT ERGY
0/0 0';" 0/0 0/0 0/0 0';" 0/0
UNQ 20 25 (5) 25 (5) 30 (6) - - - 20 (4)
B 4 - 50 (2) 25 (1) - - - 25 (1)
BN 42 19 (8) 40 (17) 14 (6) 7 (3) - 5 14 (6)
(2)
TAU 5 - 60 (3) 20 (1) - - - 20 (1)
TS 6 17 (1) 17 (1) 17 (1) 17 (1) - 17 17 (1)
(1)
T3 19 21 (4) 31 (6) 21 (4) 5 (1) 5 (1) - 16 (3)
T2 21 5 (1) 43 (9) 25 (5) 5 (1) 11(2) - 14 (3)
TOTAL 117 19 43 24 6 3 3 19
0/0 100 16 37 20 5 3 3 16








T3 :Tshiya College - 3rd year
T2 :Tshiya College - 2nd year
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Results
While the IIcorrectll responses according to the Reference group were that the boulders fell on the
enemy with momentum and kinetic energy, the results are shown in Table 4.2, where 37%
(431117) responded that boulders fell on the enelny with force, 21 % (241117) responded that
boulders fell with speed, 16% (191117) responded that boulders fell with power, 5% (61117) said
impact, 3% (31117) said energy and 3% (31117) said momentum. 16% (19/117) supplied
responses different from those that were expected such as strong, effort, strength, movement and
some that were left blank.
Comment
The quantity the boulders fell on the enemy with was apparently matla/amandla to African
people; as seen in section 5.2. If the boulder did not IIhave ll sufficient matla/amandla the enemy
could survive, which is what was not wanted. Tb~s matla/amandla concept needed translation
from mother tongue understanding into English, that is, all reverse translationll , where this
concept translation would not only convey the literal meaning but also the understanding of a
concept to the student (Vygotsky 1962; Head and Sutton 1985; Chomsky 1988; Rutherford and
Nkopodi 1990). The results given by the Pilot group here were therefore all translations of
matla/amandla, namely: impact, energy, force, power and momentum. All these words are
translated as one word: matla by the Sotho groups and amandla by the Nguni group.
4.2.3 Each boulder colliding with its neighbour imparts ... to it (the quantity)
As boulders tumbled down the slope, they collided with stationary boulders that could not reach
the top of the mountain. As they collided, the :moving one imparted some quantity to the
stationary boulder, possibly setting it rolling down as well. The correct response according to




The results of the Pilot group are presented in Table 4.3. 21 % (24/116) of the subjects said the
rolling boulder imparted momentum to its neighbour, 17% (20/116) said the boulder imparted
energy (accepted to mean kinetic), 13% (15/116) said force, 5% (6/116) said power and 2%
(2/116) said matla untranslated, while 41 % (47/116) responded with answers different from those
expected such as strong, sound, movement, including those that were left blank.
TABLE 4.3
Each boulder colliding with its neighbour imparts ... ( a mechanics ( uantity)
INS N Power Energy Force M V MA OTHER
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 - 30 (6) 5 (1) 15 (3) - 10 (2) 40 (8)
B 4 - 50 (2) - 50 (2) - - -
BN 43 7 (3) 2 (1) 16 (7) 19 (8) - - 56 (24)
TAU 5 20 (1) 40 (2) 20 (1) - - - 20 (1)
TS 6 17 (1) 33 (2) 17 (1) 33 (2) - - -
T3 19 - 26 (5) 5 (1) 26 (5) 5 (1) - 37 (7)
T2 19 5 (1) 11 (2) 26 (4) 26 (4) - - 37 (7)
TO 116 6 20 15 24 1 2 47
0/0 100 5 17 13 21 1 2 40
INS :Institution

















:Tshiya College - 3rd year




Subjects who gave momentum and energy as ans'wers are regarded as correct; there are 41 %
(47/116) of them. 20% (23/116), answered with D)fCe, power or matla. All the subjects gave a
single term response or answer for this question except 6 responses which contained more than
one term. 1 was correct and complete; 2 gave mOfaentum and speed; 1 momentum and friction;
1 momentum and force and 1 power and force which are all partly correct and partly incorrect.
Apparently they had difficulty translating matla/amandla, and they ended up with force or
power, and some could not even translate matla but left it as it is.
Interviews
Teacher Mk's extract (Appendix 9)
I :When the boulder rolls down, it collides with the stationary other boulders that are
nearby. Which quantity does this rolling boulder impart to the standing ones down the
mountain?
Mk :It imparts momentum.
I :Ok, momentum, is it only momentum?
Mk :It imparts the energy as well.
I :Ok, anything else.
Mk :And then the force.
I :Ok, it imparts the force, anything else?
[Quietness] .
Teacher Paul's extract (Appendix 10)
I : ... When boulders roll down, they collide with other neighbouring stationary boulders,
what quantity do they impart?
Paul :Energy.
I :You don't want to classify that energy? Which kind of energy?
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Paul :Kinetic energy.
I :Kinetic energy and anything else? Would there be any other quantity?
Paul :As far as I think, it is all.
Teacher Mm's extract (Appendix 18)
I : ...When the boulder collides, what doe.s the, moving boulder impart to the stationary
boulder?
Mm :In collision obviously there is conversion of energy.
I :It gives energy, what kind of energy? and anything else besides?
Mm :Momentum and acceleration.
I :Anything else, you said energy, momentum and [interruption].
Mm :And some force.
Comment
These subjects were satisfied to give only one term as a response until the investigator said:
11 Anything else?" then followed other concepts. One wondered if the terms were just guessed or
why the subjects did not just give them initially. As more probing came with the "anything else"
from the investigator, more incorrect responses £::>llowed from the subjects, responses such as
acceleration and force.
4.2.4 To kill a man a boulder must fall on hiIn with much ... (a mechanics quantity)
To win the war, the enemy must be killed. What is it that the boulder must impart or transfer to
the enemy in order that the enemy man will be killed? The more of this entity the boulder has,
the easier it will be to kill men of the enemy. Kinetic energy and momentum are the right
answers, according to the Reference group.
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TABLE 4.4
To kill a man a boulder must fall on him with much ...
INSTI- N POw- EN- FORCE IM- SPEED
TUTION ER ERGY WEIlGHT PACT M OTHER
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 20 (4) 15 (3) 35 (7) - 15 (3) 10 5 (1)
(2)
B 4 50 - 25 (1) 25 (1) - - -
(2)
BN 43 25 19 (8) 21 (~') - 16 (7) - 19 (8)
(11)
TAU 5 20 (1) - 60 (31) - 20 (1) - -
TS 6 - - 67 (4) - 17 (1) 17 -
(1)
T3 19 21 (4) 5 (1) 37 (7) 5 (1) 16 (3) 5 11 (2)
(1)
T2 19 37 (7) - 47 (91) 5 (1) 5 (1) - 5 (1)
TOTAL 116 29 12 40 3 16 4 12
0/0 100 25 10 35 3 14 3 10
UNQ :University of the North N
B :Boitjhorisong BN
TAU :Taung TS
T3 :Tshiya College - 3rd year
M :Momentum T2





:Tshiya College - 2nd year
The results are presented in Table 4.4. 10% (12/116) said the boulder must fall with kinetic
energy to kill a man, 3% (4/116) said momentum. They are the 14% (16/116) which are correct.
However, 3% (3/116) said impact, 35% (40/116) said force, 25% (29/116) said power, 14%
(16/116) said speed and 10% (12/116) answered with the answers different from what was
expected, answers such as effort, action, work and pressure. Some were left blank or unanswered.
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Comments
In everyday communication the needed entity a boulder must have to kill is heaviness. Weight
which is a force, dominated the responses as the necessary quantity the boulder must have to be
able to kill a man. However, weight, being a force, cannot be intrinsically possessed, hence the
boulders cannot be "having" it. Nevertheless, all the responses except speed are translations of
matlaJamandla. The 10% (121119) who gave the unexpected answers mentioned above such as
effort and the others, were probably reluctant to keep repeating words already mentioned as
others did. However, the words given were still translated as matlaJamandla (Section 5.2).
Interviews
Teacher Mk's extract (Appendix 9)
I : ... Some falling boulders can kill a man, for such a boulder to kill a man it must have
a large amount of ... some quantity. We rnust give an appropriate quantity even in our
language [long quietness].
Mk :It must be a large amount of force.
Teacher Mm's extract (Appendix 18)
I ... Such falling boulders can kill a man, for such a boulder to kill a man it must have
a large amount of some mechanics quantity. What mechanics quantity should it be?
Mm :A large amount of energy and force, impulse - that's enough.
Teacher Paul's extract (Appendix 10)
I :... Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder to kill a man it must fall
on a man with a large amount of some quantity, what would that quantity be?
Paul :Shall we say force?
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I :Anything else? Would it only be force?
Paul :Momentum.
I :Ok, you say force and momentum, what is force in your language?
Teacher Ma's extract (Appendix 17)
I : ... Some falling boulders can kill a man; for such a boulder to kill a man it must have
a large amount of some quantity, what would that quantity be?
Ma :It can be mass, it can be its velocity, it can be kinetic energy.
Comment
The majority of subjects interviewed thought that to kill a person, the boulder must fall on this
person with a large amount of force. This question, however was posed very poorly by the
investigator to the subject: what quantity must it have? This means the quantity will be carried
by this boulder to kill the man, it sounds as if it should be a quantity intrinsic to the boulder.
When the questionnaire was administered to the Student group it was reworded (see Appendix
4).
4.2.5 Men rolled the boulders up faster than boys, because ...
In Moshoeshoe's empire, it was the duty of all the males to roll the boulders back to the top of
Thaba Bosiu during peace time. This was achieved by arranging it to be a game: for rolling large
boulders fast over some upward distance, a person would win a prize. Evaluation for the prize
was as follows: the larger the boulder, the more the points that were won; the faster the boulder
was rolled, the more the points that were won; the longer the distance over which the boulder was
rolled, the more the points that were won. Although men would roll boulders faster than boys
to win the prize, there was a reason why they could manage to roll them faster than boys: men
had ample quantity of this entity which boys lacked. What could it be? The right answer for the
reason that men were able to roll boulders faster was that they applied more force than boys.
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TABLE 4.5
Men rolled boulders faster than boys, because ... - responses
INS N Power Energ Force FIT MA STR OTHER
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 % % 0/0
UNQ 20 10 (2) 40 (8) 20 (4) 10 (2) 5 (1) 15 (3)
B 4 50 (2) - 25 (1) - 25 (1) - -
BN 43 40 (17) 21 (9) 12 (5) 2 (1) 7 (3) - 19 (8)
TAU 5 40 (2) - 40 (2) - - - 20 (1)
TS 6 33 (2) - 33 (2) - - - 33 (2)
T3 19 26 (5) 31 (6) 16 (3) 11 (2) - - 16 (3)
T2 19 26 (5) 39 (7) 16 (3) 5 (1) 11 (2) - 5 (1)
TOTAL 116 35 30 20 4 8 1 18
0/0 100 30 26 17 3 7 1 16
INS :Institution
N :Number of the subjects
BN :Bonamelo
FIT :They were fit
MA :Matla
STR :Strong











:Tshiya College - 3rd year
:Tshiya College - 2nd year
Results
The results are shown in Table 4.5. 30% (35/116) answered that men had more power, 26%
(301116) responded that men had more energy, 17~~ (20/116) answered that men had more force,
7% (81116) responded that men had more matla (not translated), and 3% ( 41116) said men were
more fit than boys .. 16% (181116) gave responses different to the one expected, such as: men were
fast, were old, were heavy, were mature and some answers were left blank.
Comment
From an African perspective, men had more matlaJamandla than boys. To roll a heavy boulder
one needed matla/amandla, to roll the boulder faster one needed matla/amandla, to roll it over
a long distance one needed matla/amandla too. It was clear that boys lacked this entity
(mechanics quantity). What could it be called in physics English? The known answer was clearly
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matlaJamandla for this entity; translation into English was the problem. Some research subjects
therefore said power, some said energy, some said force, some fitness and others said matla
untranslated. 16% of the responses different fro 11 the ones that were expected were possibly
trying to avoid the concept translation trap by using non-scientific terms which did, however,
make sense. Still, the problem was to translate matlaJamandla which was undifferentiated in
mother tongue into English physics terms that distinctly meant separate concepts.
4.2.6 Boys could not even move the boulders because ...
When many boulders had been pushed up the mountain that could easily be rolled, larger
boulders were left behind. Men would strongly push and roll these heavy ones, but it would not
be easy. Boys could not even move some of these heavy ones. What was it that the boys lacked
that men had, to move these boulders? The answer to this question according to the Reference
group responses, was that the boys could not apply ()[ exert sufficient force.
TABLE 4.6
Responses to the question "Boys could not even move boulders, because ..."
INS N NoP NoE 1'fo F Not FIT W OTHER
0,,10 0/0 ~~ 0/0 0/0 %
UNQ 20 15 (3) 5 (1) 25 (5) - 20 (4) 35 (7)
B 4 25 (1) 50 (2) - 25 (1) - -
BN 43 16 (7) 21 (9) 14 (6) - 26 (11) 23 (10)
TAU 5 - - 100 (5) - - -
TS 6 17 (1) 34 (2) - 17 (1) 17 (1) 17 (1)
T3 19 26 (5) 42 (8) 10 (2) 5 (1) - 18 (3)
T2 19 26 (5) 68 (13) - 6 (1) - -
TOTAL 116 22 35 1~~ 4 16 21
0/0 100 19 30 le) 3 14 18
INS :Institution
N :Number of subjects
UNQ :University of the North
No P :No power
No E :No energy
No F :No force
Not FIT:Those not fit
W :Weak















The results are shown in Table 4.6. Most of the answers given were about what the boys did not
have when they could not even move the boulders. 30% (35/116) stated that the boys did not
have enough energy, 19%(22/116) stated that boys lacked power, 14%(16/116) stated that the
boys were weak, 16% (18/116) stated that the boys lacked force, while 3% (4/116) stated that
boys were not fit. 18% (21/116) gave responses in the category that was not expected. They
included reasons like: they were tired, they were young, immature, the lacked of rnass, lacked
weight and others were left blank.
Comment
The aim of the question was to find physics words from the subjects to determine if they could
differentiate the matlalamandla concept in physics English terms at all. Being weak and being
not fit are deliberately evasive answers that are not scientific but nevertheless make sense in
everyday speech. The percentages were 14(% (16/116) for weak, 3% (4/116) for not fit and 18%
(21/116) for "OTHER" responses which were not expected. Ofthe 21responses, 3 indicated the
lack of mass and 8 indicated the lack of, or weight smaller, than that ofmen as responses. 35%
answered with no translation from which conceptualisation could be derived, but gave answers
which made sense as translations of matlalamandla, while energy, power and force were still
appearing from the subjects, providing further evidence of the difficulty in differentiating the
concept. A correct answer in mother tongue is: ha ba na matla / abanamandla (they do not have
matla/amandla). What don't they have in physics English? Further discussion of this
phenomenon of "ha ba na matlalabanamandla/they don't have matlalamandla" is done
comprehensively in Chapter Six (6.2).
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Interviews
On this question of the difference between boys and men, the Pilot group on interview gave
various response~, ofinterest. Extracts of interviews with teachers Nts, Mok, Paul and Ma ofthis
Pilot group were as given below:
Teacher Nts's extract (Appendix 19)
I :When small boys try to roll the boulders up, they cannot move, but when men move
them, they manage to move and roll them. \Vhat is the difference? how are men different
from boys?
Nts :Ba na le matla a fapaneng; E ka re bale ba sa le banyane (they have different matla,
it seems the others are still young).
I :Ok, say it in English, my dear! (with much persuasion).
Nts : ... Force applied is different.
Teacher Mk 's extract (Appendix 9)
I :Some small boys could not even move the boulders. In terms ofmechanics concepts, in
what ways were the boys different from Inen?
Mk :I think it was in terms of the energy they have, and of course the energy that they are
applying is not the same ...
I :You say energy? What kind of energy? And what else?
Mk :I can always say the power that they are using.
I :You haven't said energy and power in your language!
Mk :Energy is still matla, and power ... (long silence) nkare ke bokgoni (I can say bokgoni).
Teacher Paul's extract (Appendix 10)
I :Ok, I am coming to the 4th question: What was the difference between boys and men
since boys could not even move some boulders?
Paul :Boys did not have very much, shall I say power or energy? No energy as men would do.
So they would fail to exert enough to push the boulders up.
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I :Alright, what is the connection between power and energy? What is power in your
language?
Paul :Ke matla (is matla).
I :So you are counting four now? Energy, f()rce, momentum and power. Ke matla kaofela
(all matla)?
Paul :Hantle, ke matla kaofela (Exactly, all are matla).
Teacher Ma's extract (Appendix 17)
I :Let's go to the fourth question. Some boys could not even move some boulders. Now
in terms of the mechanics concepts, what is the difference between boys and men?
Ma :The difference is their mass. For these to roll the boulders up, they need a certain amount
ofweight.
I :Let's come back to it, I think I like that one. You say their mass, the mass of men and
boys, or the mass of boulders?
Ma :The mass of men and boys to the boulders [indicating the push with her hands].
I :Ok, why do you think a boy needs to have some mass?
Ma :For these boulders, say it is lOOkg, it will need a minimum force to push it to be lOOON.
So boys with small mass maybe llkg will not apply a force of lOOON. It will be very
difficult for them to meet the requiremenlc. At least if they are three, they will meet the
requirement.
I :So then in order for a man to be able to roll the boulder of lOON he must at least ...
Ma :[interruption] ... be able to exert that lOON, but to roll it upwards, it must be more!
Comment
The interview extracts illustrate difficulties the Pilot group subjects had in knowing which
English term to use when translating from the word "matla". The misconception demonstrated
by Ma, that the object could only move another object whose weight was less or an object could
only move ifacted on by a force greater than its weight has been reported (Halloun and Hestenes
1985).
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4.2.7 Entity (mechanics quantity) A has to outrun B
In an ordinary race some athletes outrun others. After leaving boulders at the tc.,p ofThaba Bosiu,
men would run downwards again to find boulders that could still be rolled up easily. Boys outran
men. Boy A outran man B down to the boulders. If A outran B, what does A have that Blacks?
It was correct to say A has more speed than B; momentum and kinetic energy would depend on
the mass of the boy.
TABLE 4.7
Quantity A has over B for A to outrun B
INSTITU- N POWER ENER- ]?ORCE M SPEED OTHER
TION GY
0/0 0/0 ~VO 0A» 0/0 0/0
UNQ 21 19 (4) 38 (8) 2~8 (6) - 10 (2) 5 (1)
B 4 - 25 (1) - - 50 (2) 25 (1)
TAU 5 - - 4~0 (2) - 40 (2) 20 (1)
BN 44 13 (6) 37 (16) " (2) - 35 (15) 11 (5)...1
TS 6 - 66 (4) - - 17 (1) 17 (1)
T3 21 24 (5) 38 (8) - 5 (1) 24 (5) 10 (2)
T2 19 32 (6) 16 (3) - 11 (2) 16 (3) 26 (5)
TOTAL 120 21 40 10 3 30 16
0/0 100 18 33 8, 3 25 13
UNQ :University of the North N :Number of the subjects
B :Boitjhorisong
TAU :Taung BN :Bonamelo
M :Momentum TS :Teachers
T3 :Tshiya College - 3rd year
OTHER:Answers different from those expected T2 :Tshiya College - 2nd year
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Results
The results an: presented in Table 4.7. 33% (40/] 20) stated that B lacks energy, 25% (30/120)
stated that B lacks speed, 18% (21/120) stated that B lacks power, 8% (10/120) stated that B
lacks force and 2% (3/120) said that Blacks monaentum, while 13% (16/120) responded with
unexpected answers such as stamina, confidence, or strength, including those answers that were
left blank.
Comment
Again this was a test of the Pilot group subjects' translation of another mearung of
matlalamandla. Although 25% stated that A had more speed than B, which looked obvious, it
was still a kind of matlalamandla to translate frorn mother tongue to physics English, because
there was no dispute in South Mrican vernacular that Blacked matlalamandla as A outran him.
4.2.8 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y at the mountain top rolling identical
boulders since X has more ...
When boulders were rolled up, the boys who were quick as they ran down were now no match
for the men they outran. Men were arriving at the :mountain top with their boulders far ahead of
the boys. They were men, they had more of this quantity than the boys. What was this quantity?
Could this quantity be different from the quantity the boys had to outrun men as they were going
down hill? Man X arrived 10 minutes before man 'Y at the top ofthe hill since X had more ofthis
quantity than Y. X had more ability to generate povver than Y is the correct answer. This question
was not very different from the previous one where boys outran men; this time men outran boys
only that they pushed some boulders uphill.
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TABLE 4f.8
Responses to the question "X arrives tc~n minutes before Y rolling the
boulders since X has more ... than. Y.
INSTITU- N POw- ENER- FORCE M SPEED A OTHER
TION ER GY
0/0 0/0 0/0 0';" 0/0 0/0
UNQ 22 23 (5) 50 (11) 18 (4) - 9 (2) - -
B 4 75 (3) 25 (1) - - - - -
BN 44 30 (13) 39 (17) 2 (1) 2 21 (9) - 7 (3)
(1)
TAU 5 20 (1) 20 (1) 20 (1) - 20 (1) - 20 (1)
TS 4 75 (3) - - - 25 (1) - -
T3 25 44 (11) 28 (7) - - 12 (3) 4 (1) 12 (3)
T2 20 25 (5) 15 (3) 5 (1) - - 5 (1) 20 (4)
I
TO 124 40 40 7 3 22 2 11
0/0 100 32 32 6 2 18 2 9
UNQ :University of the North N :Number of subjects
B :Boitjhorisong
BN :Bonamelo TAl] :Taung
M :Momentum TS :Teachers
S :Speed T3 :Tshiya College-3rd year
A :Acceleration T2 :Tshiya College-2nd year
OTHER:Answers different from the expected ones
Results
The results are shown in Table 4.8. 33% (42/123) stated that X has more energy, 32% (40/123)
stated that X has more power, 17% (22/123) said x: has more speed, 5% (7/123) said X has more
force, 2% (2/123) said X has more acceleration and 2% (3/123) said X has more momentum. 9%
(11/123), however supplied answers like faster, stamina, gravity and blank spaces were left.
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Comment
X had more matlaJamandla this time going uphill ",here men appeared better than the boys. They
used it to outclass boys that outran them down the hill. Although the answer was given that men
had more power than boys, 33% (42/123) still responded with energy, 5% (7/123) with force
and 2% (3/123) with momentum. Use of these terms again showed that there was a problem
of interpretation caused by concept translation; energy, power, force and momentum were
difficult concepts for the subjects to differentiate, one from the other.
4.2.9 Why boulder P arrives ahead of bouldler Q both being identical
Boulder P got to the bottom much quicker than boulder Q, while they were identical boulders in
all respects. The only difference was the path they followed. The idea was to investigate
whether students noticed that the difference would be in the path.
TABLE 4.9
Identical boulders reach the bottom at different times
INS N V A Force OBS MA MATH OTHE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 19 5 (1) 11 (2) - 42 (8) 5 (1) 11 (2) 26(5)
B 4 25 (1) - 25 (1) o (2) - - -
BN 41 49 (20) 10 (4) - 12 (5) - 2 (1) 27 (11)
T2 20 40 (8) - 5 (1) 30 (6) 5 (1) 5 (1) 15 (3)
T3 19 32 (6) - - 32 (6) - 5 (1) 32 (6)
TS 8 13 (1) 13 (1) - 38 (3) - - 38 (3)
TAU 5 - 20 (1) 20 (1) - - - 60 (3)
TO 119 39 8 3 30 2 5 32
0/0 100 33 7 3 25 2 4 27
INS :Institution
N :Number of subjects


















:Tshiya College - 3rd year





The results are presented in Table 4.9.32% (37/116) stated that P had more velocity than Q, 7%
(8/116) stated that P had more acceleration than Q, and 3% (3/116) stated that P had more force
than Q. 26% (30/116) however, stated that Qhad more obstacles or obstructions than P. 27%
(31/116) stated several reasons about P like such as P had more stamina, more mass, or was
heavier and others left blank.
Comment
Subjects had difficulties even just understanding the meaning of some expressions in the
language that was not mother tongue; the meaning of "identical in all respects" was not
conceptualised properly. This difficulty will be addressed in Chapter Five handling the Language
difficulties and further in Chapter Seven.
4.2.10 Summary (Task One)
The understanding, that is, the ability to identify and the insight to distinguish the distinct
entities and mechanics concepts, force, energy, nlOmentum and power were investigated.The
following observation and conclusions were made:
1 The quantity gained as boulders fell was not satisfactorily supplied by the research
subjects. Although the majority of responses were correct, they contained only a single
word or term where more than one term should have been given. The incorrect responses
were, among others, acceleration (as noted in teacher Ma's interview), force and vigour.
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2 The quantity (entity) with which boulders fell on the enemy ranged among power, force,
momentum, impact and energy. Si~lce thes.e terms have one word in the African
languages, namely matla/amandla, the suspicion is that the responses were first thought
out in vernacular (as Rutherford and Nkopodi 1990 suggest), which came out to be
matla/amandla, so the problem was to translate this response back into English, which
is the language of instruction. Hence any of the five conceptual terms might be chosen
which, although they are related in mechanics, are distinctly different from one another.
The problems associated with reverse translation were picked up in this response.
3 Quantity imparted to a stationary boulder by a moving boulder on collision, confirmed
the suspicion:
a. that the quantity causing or involved in motion in some direction is the said
matla/amandla since some subjects did not even translate it, but leave it openly
as matla
b. that the problem of reverse translation from matla/amandla into any of the
terms force, power, energy, monlentum and impulse correctly, indicates the
difficulty the subjects have in differentiating not only the meaning of the
conceptual terms, but also the words themselves.
4 The quantity involved in large amounts to kill a man as a boulder fell on him was not
consistently identified since the responses ranged across all terms: power, energy, force,
momentum and even included impact which is not a technical term in mechanics. While
the correct responses were momentum and kinetic energy, the majority of the subjects
from the written responses preferred power (25%) and force (35%), while momentum was
given by 3% and kinetic energy by 10%. :tYfost of the teachers on interview sai.d "a large
amount of force".
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5 The question on the quantity that caused the boys not to be able to even move the
boulders, which was their inability to exert sufficient force, had another variety of
responses: not sufficient power, energy, not fit and weak .
6 The matla/amandla quantity appears to be viewed as a quantity intrinsic or carried or
contained in the object or a person. Ha ba na matlalabanamandla is translated: They have
no matlalamandla. All the concepts in tb~s question also appeared to be incorrectly
thought to be intrinsic such as: to have force, to have enough power or to have much
energy. This problem is aggravated when some books incorrectly express the concept
in a way which makes them appear intrinsic e.g. in Nelkon, M. 1975. C S E Physics
(Appendix 7), or one Professor in the Reference group who responded "The boys did
not have enough force". This problem may have further been exacerbated by the wording
of the questionnaire, which was changed after the pilot.
7 The idea was identified that one needs to have a mass equal to or more than the mass of
the object one had to move for motion to occur. The interview statement ofteacher Ma,
who argued that to move a boulder a boy needed mass or weight that was larger than
that of the boulder confirmed the three responses which said boys needed more mass
and 8 which said boys needed more weight (Watts and Zylbersztajn 1985;
Grayson 1990).
From the above observations, reverse translations from vernacular to English seemed to be used
in responding to the questions. Further evidence for this interpretation is presented in Chapter
5. It was seen that the subjects could not successfully differentiate the conceptual terms in that
where a concept such as power was expected, energy, force and matla were almost equally given
as responses since they all appear to mean matla to the subjects. Teacher Paul, who had been
teaching physical science for more than twenty y~lars at matric level, admitted in the interview
that all four concepts are translated as matla (Appendix 10).
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4.3 FORCES ON A BALL RISING ANn FALLING
Task Tv/o, which was labelled as Quiz Two, is given in Appendix 6. This second task in the
investigation of conceptual difficulties pertained to problems that seemed to exist amongst the
learners who were novices studying physics all over the world according to the work of several
physics education researchers (e.g. Watts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982; Arons
1989; Hestenes and Wells 1992; Grayson 1994b). The work of these researchers supported a
constructivist theory, showing that students came to study physics with id~as already constructed
about the world around them even long before the physics instruction was given to them.
Examples of such constructed ideas were that:
1. motion occurs only when force is applied
2. motion is in the direction of the force applied
3. the larger the force, the faster the motio~
The general suspicion that one could get from the 'work of the above-mentioned researchers was
that African students were likely to have preconceptions similar to the ones above. This
conclusion was derived from the responses of other students around the world even before
analysing the local results. The preconceptions in the minds of the students in most cases will
be misconceptions, and these preconceptions will be revisited in the discussion in Chapter Seven
(7.3). It is necessary for such misconceptions to be known by the teachers before successfully
introducing new and correct concepts to be assimilated or accommodated by the students
through a process of conceptual change.
On Task 2, there was a general consensus by the vvhole Reference group that ifthe air resistance
was to be neglected, there was only one force acting on the ball at all three positions 1, 2 and 3,
that is, the gravitational force acting in the dowm;vard direction.
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Forces on the rising ball (position 1)
TABLE 4.10
Forces on the rising ball (position 1)
UPWARD G-RAVITY UPWARD UPWARD
INSTITUTION N ALONE ALONE = >
GRAVITY GRAVITY
0/0 ~10 0/0 0/0
UNQ 14 36 (5) - 43 (6) 21 (3)
TSHIYA3 19 26 (5) :.- (1) 11 (2) 58 (11)..J
TSHIYA2 19 63 (12) - 5 (1) 32 (6)
BOITJHORISONG 4 50 (2) 2~5 (1) - 25 (1)
BONAMELO 41 83 (34) - 7 (3) 10 (4)
SEFIKENG 19 47 (9) - 5 (1) 47 (1)
TAUNG 5 80 (4) - 20 (1) -
TOTAL 121 71 2~ 14 34
PERCENTAGE 101 59 2 12 28
N :Number of subjects
UNQ :University of the North - QwaQwa
UPWARD ALONE: The upward force acting alone
GRAVITY ALONE: Gravitational force acting alone
UPWARD = GRAVITY: Upward force equal to Gravitational force
UPWARD > GRAVITY: Upward force larger than Gravitational force
Results
The results are summarised in Table 4.10. From this table an interesting conceptualization was
noted. Four distinct answers were given by the subjects about the forces on the ball at the position
labelled 1, where it had just left the hand and was on its way up. The results are as follows:
58% (71/121) ofthese subjects from all seven institutions, all ofwhom were pre-service and in-
service teachers, believed that there was only an upward force acting on the ball when it was
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moving upwards. Note was taken of the large Bonamelo contribution to this belief(83%). 28%
(34/121) indicated that there were two forces: the: upward force and the force due to gravity but
the upward force was the larger one. This response was particularly prevalent among Tshiya 3
subjects, 58% (11/19) ofthem. 12% (14/121) indicated the presence ofboth the upward and the
gravitational forces on the ball on its way up, both forces were seen to be equal. 2% (2/121) of
the subjects, one in-service teacher, and one Tshiya student, indicated that there was only one
force on the ball, the weight alone, which was the correct answer. A further comment on the fact
that only 2% of these teachers gave the correct answer will appear in Chapter Seven.
Comment
The following was an interpretation ofthe above 'written results that came from the responses of
the subjects as to how they comprehend forces on the ascending ball at position 1:
Altogether 98% (119/121) of these present and future teachers believed in the existence of an
upward force as the ball was moving upwards. Most ofthem were almost ready in a few months
to be distributed as qualified science teachers to prepare pre-university physics students; some
ofthem were in-service teachers who had already been teaching for a long time. This beliefthey
had was not different from what other research subject counterparts around the world had offered
as response, according to the above-mentioned researchers, showing that many learners have
in their minds the constructed conceptions that there will be a force in the direction ofthe moving
ball, even after instruction.
Only 2% (2/121), however, of all these subjects, correctly responded that there was only a force
due to gravity operating on the ascending ball. This meant that only 2% ofthe African teachers,




Con\ ersational interviews were carried out with the subjects. Although interviews wen~
conducted for all the tasks in almost all institutions visited, only one or two typical extracts are
presented below in order to indicate how interpretive conclusions were obtained. Two extracts
of the interviews conducted immediately after the written responses were collected, from
Boitjhorisong and Vniqwa, are given below.
Uniqwa extract (Appendix 15)
There were 14 students participating in the study at Vniqwa in this Pilot group. It is worthwhile
to mention that only five of them were active in open discussions in interviews. The rest were
quiet and passive. For the sake ofconfidentiality, the names ofthe subjects are withheld and they
are only labelled VI, V2, V3, etc at Vniqwa, while the investigator is I. The extract follows:
I: Let us talk about forces at position 1. Ho\\! many forces?
VI: There are three!
I: Somebody says three, what do other people say? (Everybody was quiet with heads
down, occasionally glancing at one another).
V2: One
(Suddenly an argument started. Even those who vvere quiet responded openly and loudly to V2.
This shouting participation was condoned, and t:ven those who were quiet were showing life
now. A strong contingent of these subjects emphasised two forces).
I: Other people say two, one person says one and another says three. When you say one,
which force is it? (pointing at V2).
U2: I say one for gravitational force downwards.
I: When you say two, which forces are they?
V3: It is the force input by the hand...
I: But it has left the hand!
V3: The force of gravity and the upward force
I: (Pointing at VI )You said three, which ones?
VI: Other force will be what is an additional force.
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[UI was not sure of which force he was speaking about, the additional force was probably just
in case there was another force he did not realise].
Boitjhorisong extract (Appendix 14)
Four in-service teachers ofBoitjorisong were also included in the interview investigations. They
were teachers who have taught in Qwa-Qwa schools for several years. They were all four over
thirty (30) years of age, all very free with the investigator, knowing him from teaching together
in the local Winter School of Science. 50% (2/4) ofthese teachers had gone through at least first
year University physics besides the physics curriculum oftheir Colleges ofEducation. There was
one lady and three gentlemen present in the course for physical science in this institution.
Avoiding complications of asking the name of each subject who responds, the names of the
subjects were replaced by B1: B2, B3 and Lele for the lady. After being instructed to neglect the
air resistance on the ball just thrown up, the extract of their interview was as follows:
I: On the ball in position 1, how many forces and what are the directions?
B1: There are three forces, the one applied from the throw, there's also external
unbalanced force and the last one is the force pushing the ball upwards.
1: Who is differing with you or who wants to add something?
B3: I think there are only two forces: it is the force that pushes the ball upwards, and the
force of gravity that press the ball down.
(B2 interrupted with the investigator's permission and a hot argument started since B2 insisted
there is only one force, namely gravity).
1: What do you think? (looking at Lele, th<:~ lady teacher who had been quiet up to this
moment).
Lele: I think as long as you are throwing a ball upwards, the force is upwards from the hand.
1: So but at position 1 the hand is not there, the ball is already going on its own.
Lele: The only force will be upwards.
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Teacher Ma's extract (Appendix 17)
I :Ok! Let us go back to position 1; What has happened to the force which has been facing
upwards?
Ma :That force that has been used to throw the ball upwards has been balanced. It was greater
than the ball's weight at position 1, at position 2 where the ball is stationary the forces are
now balanced, but immediately it starts going down, the gravitational force starts
exceeding that other force.
I :What would you say to someone who says that there is never an upward force on the ball
once it has left the hand?
Ma :How come the ball has gone and continues upwards without the force upwards?
Comments
Interview transcripts also showed and supported the idea that was concluded from the work of
international researchers that the novice physics ,students have ideas constructed in their minds
as they come to class even long before instruction which are difficult to change by instruction
(Halloun and Hestenes 1985; Osbom 1985; Redish 1994; Moji and Grayson 1995; Lynch 1996).
These results agreed with the written responses where 98% seemed to harbour the incorrect
force ideas mentioned earlier (4.3.2). The results further showed how difficult it was to displace
these preconceptions because these subjects had all gone through physics instruction and hence
the study is post-instruction.
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4.3.2 Forces on the highest ball (position 2)
TABLE 4.11
Forces on the highest position of the ball (position 2)
INS N UP UP=GR UP<GR NO GR
FORCE ONLY
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 14 - 36 (5) 21 (3) 7 (1) 36 (5)
T3 19 5 (1) 68 (13) . - 26 (5)
T2 20 - 60 (12) 5 (1) 10 (2) 25 (5)
B 4 - 50 (2) . - 50 (2)
BN 41 10 (4) 59 (24) .. 12 (5) 20 (8)
SEFIKENG 19 - 26 (5) .. 5 (1) f 68 (13)
TAUNG 5 20 (1) - .• - 80 (4)
TOTAL 122 5 62 4 9 42
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At the highest position, the only force acting on the ball is the force of gravity, downwards. The
results of the questions on forces on the ball at the highest position marked 2 (Table 4.11)
showed five different kinds of responses.
51 % (62/122) of the research subjects stated that there were two forces, namely the upward
force and gravity, which at this position were equal. 35% (42/122) said there was only gravity
operating at this position of the ball. 7% (9/122) said there was no force. 4% (5/122) indicated
that the upward force was the only force that acted.
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30/0 (4/122) stated that the upward force was still larger than gravity. Altogether 65%, of the
subjects believed in an upward force while 35% thought that gravity alone acted at this highest
positlun of the ball.
Comments
When the ball had finished ascending, it appeared instantaneously stationary before it fell down
again. A large group, (58%) of these pre-service and in-service teachers, agreed that when the
ball was stationary, it was in equilibrium and hence all forces on this object added up to zero.
Where could the other forces be developing from to cause the ball to be in equilibrium since there
was the strong "upward force" on the way up for 98% ofthese teachers? Could it be that some
forces were decreasing while some were increasilng to a point where they ultimately added up
to zero at this position?
35% ofthe subjects however responded with gravity alone. This was the correct answer but it is
a question if it was correctly obtained, particularly when compared with the 98% of the same
groups that indicated the existence of the upward force on the upward going ball. Where could
the upward force have disappeared to now such that it was now only gravity that was left? The
last 7% were still confused about the upward force.
Interviews
As in the interview for position 1, the interview for position 2 was carried out immediately after
the submission ofthe responses given about the ba.ll when it was at the highest position. Sample
extracts of interview transcripts follow below froIn two institutions, namely Uniqwa and Tshiya.
Again the participating Uniqwa subjects were labelled VI, V2, V3, etc, while Tshiya subjects
were labelled SI, S2, S3, etc.
It is important to add here that the general attitude of the subjects was changing, showing some
tiring, in most of the institutions. The interviews became lengthy and more inquisitively prying
into their science knowledge. Apparently this was not acceptable. The subjects became more and
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more passive to questions, especially the ladies who seemed to dislike being singled out,
particularly ifthey were to have their voices on cassette recorders. Uniqwa subjects were not very
cooperative.
Uniqwa extract is as follows ( Ball at position 2) (Appendix 15)
1: On the second ball position, how many?
U1: On the second ball it seems as there are t,;\/o.
1: Which one and which one?
U2: The second ball is the highest, the forces there will be the sum of all the forces acting
on the ball.
1: Which forces would they be?
U2: The upward force exerted by the hand still acting but will be counteracted by the force
of gravity.
1: One of the ladies, do you agree or disagree?
U3 : Alright I agree.
Tshiya extract is as follows ( ball at position 2) (Appendix 16)
1: Ok! Let us go to position 2. Who wants to mention forces at position 2?
SI: They are also all around the ball (indicating with the hand that there are forces pulling
the ball in all directions).
1: Ok, yes (pointing at another student).
S6: An upward force is equal to the gravitational force.
I: You are speaking about two forces?
S6: Yes, for from position 1 we said upward orce is greater than the gravitational force.
l: Anybody else differing with him?
S5: I don't think there are forces on that ball, but I think it is the masses...
(A lengthy debate started among the subjects themselves. A contingent convinced the whole
class that the upward force(s) will equal the downward (gravitational) force because the ball is
not moving but is in equilibrium ( presumably from the mechanical definition of the stable
equilibrium, where an object not moving is said to be in stable equilibrium).
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I: So you all settle with the response that the upward force which is equal to
gravitational force on the ball at that pos,ition do cancel each other and render the ball
to be in stable equilibrium!
There was a general consensus and agreement on this point that the ball was stationary since it
was in the said stable equilibrium.
Comments
This maximum height position was the critical position for conceptual understanding of forces.
The stationary appearance of the ball was the beginning of the confusion because if indeed the
ball was not moving, it is in equilibrium, according to the knowledge the students had about
objects at rest, which were at equilibrium. This ball was at rest in position 2, which implied that
the sum of all forces acting on the stationary oc~ect added up to zero. The students were thus
confusing the fact that the velocity of the ball was zero at that instant with a situation in which
a ball remained at rest and therefore would be in equilibrium (McDermott 1984; Osborne 1984;
Gilbert, Watts and Osbome 1985; Sadanand and Kess 1990; Sequeira and Leite 1991 and
Hestenes, Wells and Swackhammer 1992).
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4.3.3 The ball moving down (position 3)
TABLE 4.12
Forces on the ball moving down (position 3)
INSTITUTION N GRAVITY 4JTHER GRAVITY NO
ALONE ]~ORCES + FORCES
OTHERS
0/0 tyo 0/0 0/0
UNQ 14 43 (6) 14 (2) 29 (4) 14 (2)
TSHIYA3 19 53 (10) .. 47 (9) -
TSHIYA2 20 50 (10) 10 (2) 25 (5) 15 (3)
BOITJHORISONG 4 50 (2) .. 25 (1) 25 (1)
BONAMELO 41 78 (32) 5 (2) 10 (4) 7 (3)
SEFIKENG 19 68 (13) .. 11 (2) 21 (4)
TAUNG 5 40 (2) .. 20 (1) 40 (2)
TOTAL 122 75 6 26 15
PERCENTAGE 100 62 5 21 12
N :Number of subjects
TSHIYA 3 :Tshiya College-3rd year
Results
illlQ :University of the North
TSJHIYA 2 :Tshiya College-2nd year
As for the other positions, the only force acting on the ball was the force of gravity, downwards.
The results are given in Table 4.12. This part investigated the subjects' understanding of the
forces on the ball on its way down from the highest position. This position was labelled 3. It was
in a way almost at the same position as the ball in position 1 but only in the opposite direction
of movement, going down when the first ball was. ascending.
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With this task it was noticed that the longer the task took to complete, the more the deterioration
of the concentration of the subjects and the less the encouragement from the investigator
succeeded. Table 4.12 indicated the results of the data collected from all seven institutions.
Four distinctly different responses were obtained from the subjects. Much less confusion was
apparent. It seemed clear that the subjects thought the main force wais gravity. The results were
as follows:
62% (75/122) ofthe subjects stated the forces as gravity alone. At Bonamelo 78% (32/41) ofthe
subjects indicated gravity alone, against 43% (6/14) of Uniqwa subjects. 21 % (26/122)
indicated the presence of the gravitational force along with some additional forces, such as
normal forces (which did not make much sense). 47% (9/19) ofTshiya third year students gave
this response.
12% (15/122) said there is no force on the ball as it falls; in particular 30% (5/15) ofthis group
expressed their responses by not even drawing and labelling these required forces. 5% (6/122)
labelled a force pointing downward as a downward force, which could still have meant the
gravitational force.
Comment
It was apparently easy to accept that the falling 'was brought about by the gravitational force
since 83% (98/122) indicated that; 21 % (26/122) ofthis 83% however, indicated their beliefthat
there existed some other forces. 5% (6/122) had different names for the forces: downward
forces and tension acting down as other forces, but all acting downwards. This could, however,
be added to 83%, so that the total number of subjects who suggested downward forces was
88%.
Comparing both the results on the rising ball and falling ball: 98% of subjects believed in the
upward force with the rising ball while now 88% indicated a downward force on the descending




On carrying out a conversational interview about the free:y falling ball at position 3, the
interview at Uniqwa became suddenly quite interesting. I was for the investigator, and the
university students are labelled Vx, Uz, VI for participants. The interview extract follows:
Uniqwa extract (position 3) (Appendix 15)
I: Position 3, how many forces are there?
Ux: I am thinking about the frictional force
I: Let us neglect the frictional force
Ux: There are three: the gravitational force ... (some quietness and scratching of head for
some time). I wouldn't say the upward force, then others are still there...
I: Ladies, what about one of you? (pointing at one of the few ladies who would not be
quick to respond unless singled out specifically)
Ul: I think: the upward force is still there but since the ball is towards the earth, the
gravitational force has taken over since the upward force is weak.
I: What has actually decreased that upward force?
(Silence)
I: Because you are saYing the upward force is now weak, what made it weak?
(Silence)
Ux: It is because there must be increasing magnitude gravitational force ...
I: Is the gravitational force ever changing?
(Silence)
Uz: It is not changing, but all the objects are attracted with the same kind offorce of
gravity...
(Silence)
Uz: But the only change is in the upward force
I: What changes the upward force?
(Silence)
(There was a loud shout from one student to his neighbour: "Is it not the height?")
Uz: (Having overheard the whisper) I don't think: is the upward force (shaking his head
vehemently)
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I: What happened to it do you think?
Uz: On the falling body? Yea it is!
I: The upward force is still there?
U: The upward force is still there
Comment
Indeed it ws the force of gravity that pulled the ball downwards, according to the subjects, but
where was it when the ball was on its way up? Where was the upward force presently that was
so highly regarded when the ball was on its way up? This confusion was found to be very wide
spread among these subjects and was similar among many subjects in most of these institutions.
Many of these subjects got the answer right that it was gravity that pulled the ball down, but
there was no guarantee that they did not mention gravity because the ball was falling
downwards, in the same way as they mentioned the upward force when the ball was rising. It was
the upward force that caused confusion among the subjects. Even though many of them were
right about gravity, they could not understand what had happened to the upward force. Also,
where was gravity during the upward motion?
4.3.4 Summary (Task Two)
The conceptualization of the forces on the ball that was rising and falling revealled numerous
difficulties. 98% of the subjects indicated the presence of an upward force on the rising ball.
Only two subjects indicated that it was the gravitational force alone that acted on the rising ball
if the air resistance was neglected.
Most subjects confused the fact that at the lTIaxtmum height where the ball had zero
instantaneous velocity with its being in a state of equilibrium and thus thought the total force on
the ball was zero. All subjects indicated that the dominant force was in the downward direction
when the ball was coming down.
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Further enlightening differences of opinion were dug out when the investigator was explaining
the expected responses to the subjects. A group indicated that they expected the ball to fall
directly downwards after it had left the hand if there was no other force except the gravitational
force. They expected the "upward force" to sustain the "upward motion" of the ball. This
misconception became conspicuous when stressed by teacher Ma in the interview when she
furiously said: "How come the ball has gone pwards without the force upwards?" This
illustrated the presence of the misconception that there must be a force in the direction of the
motion.
4.4 SPEED, VELOCITY AND ACCELERAlTION
Task 3 labelled Quiz Two, is given in Appendix 6. J\.1oving bodies can be fast, slow or stationary
(moving with zero ve locity) and can be moving v/ith constant or changing speed. Task 3 was
thus used to determine ifthe research subjects could distinguish the concepts that had to do with
motion. Table 4.13 shows the results:
TABLE 4.Jl3
Understanding speed, velocity and accelteration
INS N SC SB SI VC VB VI AC AB AI
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 13 39 (5) 15 (2) 46 (6) 23 (3) - 77(10 8 (1) 31(4) 62(8)
B 4 50(2) - 50(2) 25 (1) - 75 (3) 25 (1) 50(2) 25 (1)
T3 20 30 (6) 30 (6) 40 (8) 15 (3) 10 (2) 75(15 10(2) - 90(18
T2 21 29(6) 33(7) 38(8) 10(2) - 90(9) 5(1) - 95(20
BN 42 31(13 24(10 45(19 5(2) 2(1) 93(39 7(3) - 93(39
TO 100 32 25 43 11 3 86 8 6 86
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The results are presented in Table 4.13. Results are given for the concepts speed, velocity and
acceleration. 100 subjects from four institutions took part in the Pilot group investigation, the
institutions being Boitjhorisong, Uniqwa, Bonamelo and two groups in Tshiya. Only the
conceptual difficulties theme was handled in this chapter from this task; the language difficulty
theme from this same task will be handled in the next chapter.
Speed:
The question asked for the positions where speeds of the ball were the same when the it went up
and when it came down. The speeds were equal at A and G, at B and at F and C and E. It had
not been shown experimentally to these African students at any stage during their education that
at some positions, during the upward motion, and during the downward motion, speeds were
equal, but might have been mentioned occasionally by teachers in passing that the object
thrown up and coming down would have the saJne speed at the same height. In most cases
lecturers tended to regard it as obvious.
32% (32/100) ofthe subjects gave correct answers, 43% (43/100) gave incorrect answers such
as speeds at positions A, Band C are equal, and at positions E, F and G; while 25% (25/1 00)
did not give any answers.
Velocity:
The question asked for the positions where velocities of the ball were the same along the ball's
trajectory. Although there were positions where the speeds were equal, there would be no
positions where velocities are equal. This answer might also have appeared obvious, but the
result seems different:
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11 % (11/100) were correct in giving the answer that at no position would the velocities be the
same while 3% (3/100) did not respond and 86(Yo (86/100) gave incorrect answers such as
velocities would be the same when the ball went up and be the same when the ball descends,
(930/0 {39/42} of Bonamelo students contributed to these incorrect responses), suggesting a
confusion between velocity and speed.
Acceleration:
This acceleration concept also had to do with the motion of the objects. It was expected that it
was going to be obvious to the subjects that all the objects were moving with the gravitational
acceleration. Perhaps a more subtle point was subjects' difficulty in realising that an object can
have velocity in the opposite direction to acceleration. The results were however as follows:
8% (8/1 00) gave correct answers that the acceleration was the same everywhere, while 6~~
(6/1 00) gave no response. Of the remaining 861% (86/1 00) who gave incorrect answers, such
as accelerations were equal at A and G, but different from at B and F, and at C and E, 45%
(39/86) was again the Bonamelo students who responded incorrectly. That means 92% ofthese
subjects were not really able to correctly apply the acceleration concept.
Comment
Generally there was still much to be learned about these mechanics concepts by these Pilot study
group before they could be qualified to produce proper matriculants acceptable to university.
The problem here was with their training about vvhat the concepts really meant and not their
ability to understand; this was shown when the investigator explained every task after it was




Only 32% of the Experime~1talgroup gave correct responses about the concepts of speed, 68%
were having difficulties, that is, while 25% ofthe subjects did not respond or left the blanks, 43%
gave incorrect responses such as the speed at A. was equal to the speed at B. Only 11 %
understood the concept of velocity, 89% are having difficulties since 86% gave incorrect
responses such as velocity at A was equal to velocity at G while 3% did not respond at all; Only
8% ofthe subjects gave satisfactory responses for a.cceleration while 86% responded incorrectly
such as saying the acceleration at B was equal to acc1eration at F and different to the acceleration
at A which was equal to the acceleration at G and 60/0 did not respond at all.
Summary (Pilot group)
This study showed that the Pilot group had numerous difficulties in understanding the concepts
referring to quantities in mechanics. For the quantities gained as boulders fell, most of the
subjects gave correct responses but only one term 'Nas given by most ofthem leading to the idea
that if they gave more conceptual terms it would be giving synonyms. The same occurred in
other questions, such as the one in which the quantity was needed which got imparted as one
boulder collided with a stationary one. The same also happened in other questions,
The belief among these teachers in the Pilot group that there was a force upward when the ball
was moving in that direction was very strong. 98% of the Pilot group had this belief. The
majority of these research subjects could not distlguish speed, velocity and acceleration from
one another as indicated in the results of the Task 3 (Trowbridge and McDermott 1980, 1981).
It was thus shown that a number of alternative conceptions identified by researchers in other
countries were also held by African teachers, (W'atts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982;
McDermott 1984; Grayson 1990; Sequeira and Leite 1991; Thijs and Van den Berg 1994). It was
disturbing that in South Africa it was teachers who had these difficulties while the same were
the difficulties of students that were identified in other countries. Additional problems were also
identified, both the way matlaJamandla was translated and how it was conceptualised (i. e. as a
quantity which was intrinsic).
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The existence ofthese incorrect conceptions about force in mechanics suggested that it might not
be in physics alone but could be in the whole science curriculum, that teachers, in-service and
pre-service, still must be trained well before being read) to be sent out for service. If they went
out to the community schools with 980/0 of them propagating the existence of the upward force
on the ascending ball to their students, the difficulty was with the teachers. They would continue
to have this difficulty despite the multitude ofbooks and other remedial equipment used to teach
them about forces. Such problems could occur where such misconceptions were being relayed;
these teachers who constituted the Pilot group might have been misinformed by their teachers
who taught these misconceptions to their pupils, who presently were pre-service teachers and
everybody got trapped in a vicious cycle of misconceptions about force. 98% was a very large
number that showed how difficult it was for these teachers in the Pilot group. How much more
difficult would it be for students? It was interesting that 2% correctly stated that there was only
one force on the ball, namely, the gravitational force, both in the written responses and in the
interview sessions.
Further, on the basis of other researchers' work, the difficulties were apparently the results of
the ideas constructed about these science conceptions in the minds of the research subjects even
before they received instruction. The difficulties were seen to persist even after instruction,
proving them to be difficult to overcome. If the teachers of these subjects knew about these
misconceptions that their students had, and how difficult they were to replace, as emphasised by
research workers such as McDermott (1984), it would be easier for such a teacher to address the
actual difficulties their students had, as suggested also by Bell and Freyberg (1985).
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4.5 THE STUDENT GROUP
4.5.1 Quantity or Quantities in and on the boulders
The Student group consisted of subjects from various language and ethnic groups. Whites and
Indians had English as their home language while iurican subjects had various African languages
spoken in South Africa as their vernaculars. The correctness of their responses was compared
between those having English as their home language and those having African languages as
their home languages. Furthermore, the responses were compared racially, for White subjects,
Indian subjects and African subjects. The subjects were all in the same class, taught by the same
professor, where their learning environments were similar. Task 2 was distributed to both the
Pilot and Student Groups unchanged, while the Task 1 that was given to the Student Group was
abridged from ten questions that were given to the Pilot Group to only five questions which were
reworded to make them clearer. The groups were both introduced in Section 3.4 under Sample
selection.
The data was collected from the Student Group (w'hich consisted of Physics 11 OS students who
were in their first year physics, who will be continuing with engineering or majoring in physics,
and also Physics 11 OB students who were those who would continue with life sciences) and the
results are tabulated in this section in tables 4.14 through 4.23. The tabulation was classified
according to the language spoken at home by the subjects. The "correctness" of the subjects'
responses was determined by the responses of the Reference Group (introduced in Section 3.4
under Sample selection).
Tables 4.14,4.16, 4.18, 4.20 and 4.22 present th~l number of responses given by the particular
research subjects as R. In some questions more than one response was correct. Some of the
subjects gave more than one response as was requested. In these tables responses were corrected
and classified, regardless of the number of responses that were given from each subject.
However, tables 4.15,4.17,4.19,4.21 and 4.23 give the kind of responses given by each
subject. Some subjects gave correct but incomplete responses, some correct and complete, some
both correct and incorrect answers, some gave correct, complete and extra incorrect responses,
some gave altogether incorrect responses while some left blanks.
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As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gain?
The first question in Task 1 asked for quantities which were gained by the boulders as they
rolled down the mountain. There were four answers that were supplied by the Reference group,
which were regarded as "correct" responses. The responses were momentum, kinetic energy,
speed and velocity. Some of the subjects in the Student group gave all four conceptual terms
while some gave different numbers ofthese terms; some gave only one term, some two and some
three of these correct terms. It was however, in the light of these terms given by the Reference
group that responses from the Student group were declared correct or incorrect. Generally, three
of these answers were accepted as the correct and complete response, where speed and velocity
were accepted as one quantity for a boulder rolling down the mountain. The expected response
would then be momentum, kinetic energy and speed or velocity.
Table 4.14 shows the number of responses given by the subjects. 71 responses were given by
subjects speaking African languages, 82 responses by English speakers (32 Indian subjects and
50 White subjects). (48/50) 96% of the White subjects l responses were correct, (22/32) 69%
ofthe responses from the Indian subjects were correct while (49/71) 69% ofthe African subjects
were correct. Among the responses of the White subjects, only two were incorrect; that is 4%.
(1150) 2% gave acceleration as an answer while the other 2% gave power as the answer. Ten
responses of the Indian subjects were incorrect: (7/32) 22% gave acceleration as the answer
(1/32) 3% gave force.
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TABLE 4.. 14
Responses from students whose home language is English and those whose home
language is any of the African languages to the question: As boulders rolled down,
. d'd th '?which quantity or quantities I ey gain.
R KE P ~I, KE s/v acc OTHER
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 22 2 5 10 3 1 1
110S 28 10 - 18 - - -
Indians 110B 16 6 - 1 1 6 2
110S 16 5 - 9 - 1 1
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 58 21 7 3 6 11 10
110S 13 12 - .' - - 1
Total 153 56 12 41 10 19 15












: Other incorrect responses
(1/32) 3% gave power as the answer. African subjects however, gave 71 responses, 22 of which
were not correct. Of these incorrect responses, (11171) 16% were acceleration while among
responses other than those mentioned, that is, the responses marked "OTHER", (2/71) 3% were
force, (2/71) 3% were potential energy, while the rest, 10% (7/71) were responses such as
"death of the enemy", "collision", "crops" and "destructions".
Table 4.15 shows the kind of responses given by the subjects. It indicates with N the number
of subjects who participated; subjects were c1assi1ied according to the language spoken at home.
III
TABLE 4.15
Kinds of responses on the question: "A.s boulders rolled down, which quantity
or quantities did they gain?"
N Correct Correct Correct Correct Incor- Blank
but and and Complete, reet
Incom- Com- ][ncor- Incorrect
plete plete rect
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 21 10 5 4 2 - -
1108 27 15 11 1 - - -
Indiansll0B 14 6 - 8 - 2 -
1108 16 12 1 .. 2 - 1
AFRICAN
LANGUAGE
110B 60 36 - 10 1 13 -
1108 16 12 - 4 - - -
Total 154 91 17 :~7 5 15 1
0/0 100 59 11 18 3 10 1
N :Number of the subjects :Percentage
Comparison was made among 49 White subjects, 30 Indian subjects having English as their
home language and 76 African subjects having seven of the African languages in South Africa
as their home languages. (25/49) 51 % of the 'White subjects gave correct but incomplete
responses, (16/49) 33% gave correct and complete responses, (5/49) 10% gave both correct and
incorrect responses, while (2/50) 4% gave responses that were correct and complete with extra
incorrect ones; there was nobody who did not give an answer or who left a blank. Similar items
were also observed among Indians and African subjects. It was however, interesting to note that
51% of the White subjects gave responses that were correct although incomplete, (16/30) 53%
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of the Indian subjects gave correct but incomplete while (48/76) 63% of African subjects gave
correct but incomplete responses. Furthermore (16/49) 33% of the White subjects gave correct
and complete list of responses, (1130) 3% of the Indians gave correct and complete responses
but no African subjects gave this kind of responses. While there was no altogether incorrect
response from among White subjects, (2/30) 70/0 of Indian subjects gave altogether incorrect
responses while (13/76) 17% of African subjects gave altogether incorrect responses. The rest
of the results are presented in Table 4.15. Most incorrect responses given were acceleration,
force or weight.
"When a boulder collides with a neighbouring boulder, which quantity or quantities
does it impart to its neighbour?"
The second question needed a quantity imparted. From the Reference group kinetic energy and
momentum were regarded as correct and complete. The results from the data collected from the
Student Group appear in Tables 4.16 and 4.17.
TABLE 4.16
Responses from students to the question: "Wihen a boulder collides with a
neighbouring boulder, which quantity or quantities does it impart to its
. hb ?"nel2· our.
R KE P p, KE: F s/v acc OTHER
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 22 9 5 4 2 1 1 -
110S 28 7 4 13 - - - 4
Indiansll0B 16 4 7 - 3 1 - 1
110S 16 8 2 5 - - - 1
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 58 8 22 2 7 5 - 14
110S 12 3 8 - - 1 - -
Total 152 39 48 24 12 8 1 20
0/0 100 26 31 16 8 5 1 13
R :Kinds of responses KE :Kinetic Energy
p :momentum
s/v : speed/velocity






Table 4.16 shows the responses R given by the subjects of the Student Group where some gave
one or more responses while others did not give any response. (42/50) 84% responses from the
White and (26/32) 81% from Indian subjects both as English speakers, were correct and (43/70)
61 % responses were correct from subjects whose vernaculars are African.
It was interesting to note that incorrect responses were in the following order: (8/50) 16% were
from the White subjects, (6/32) 19% from the Indian subjects and (27/70) 39% from the African
subjects. It was further interesting to note that thos,e who said force was imparted, (2/50) 4% was
Whites (3/32) 9% was Indian and (7/70) 10% was African subjects. There were other responses
that were not correct such as force, speed, velocity, acceleration and others that were not
expected such as vigour, anger and destruction. Table 4.17 shows the kind of responses the
subjects in the Student group gave about this entity or quantity imparted as the boulders collide.
The observation made on correct and complete percentages on all groups, was: (18/50) 36% was .
from the White subjects, (7/32) 22% from the Indian subjects, and (7/76) 9% of correct and
complete responses from the African subjects. (6/50) 12% ofthe incorrect responses came from
White subjects, (4/32) 13% from the Indian subjects, and (26/76) 34% from African subjects.
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TABLE 4.17
Kinds of responses on: "When a boulder collides with a neighbouring boulder, which
quantity or quantities does it impart to its neighbour?"
N Correct Correct Correct Correct Incorrect Blank
but and ;flnd In- Comple




Whites 110B 23 7 5 4 2 5 -
110S 27 6 13 4 1 1 2
Indiansll0B 14 3 3 .3 1 4 -




110B 60 20 3 8 1 23 5
110S 16 7 4 - 1 3 1
Total 158 50 32 22 9 36 9
0/0 100 32 20 14 6 23
N :Number of subjects
"Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder to kill a man it must have a large
amount of ... "
As the boulders rolled down from the mountain top, they 11 carried" with them some quantity or
quantities, much of which would kill a man if the boulder having it fell on him. The responses
that were supplied by the Reference Group consisted ofthree terms: Kinetic Energy, momentum
and impact. However, impact was not found to b~~ a mechanics concept taught in physics classes
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these days. Old physics books did use impact, but those books used in the physics classes where
the present research subjects were taught, did not handle the concept "impact"; hence impact
was excluded as ore of the correct responses to the third question by the Student Group of this
study.
TABLE 4,.18
Responses from the subjects on: "Some: falling boulders can kill a man. For
such a boulder to kill a man it must have a large amount of ..."
R Kinetic momen- w,eight mass Impact Force Other
Energy turn
ENGLISH
Whites110B 22 3 4 3 5 - 2 5
110S 28 6 10 4 4 - 3 1
Indians110B 16 2 1 3 5 - 4 1




110B 58 4 5 1J- 15 6 13., -
110S 13 4 3 2 2 1 - 1
Total 153 25 24 30 34 2 16 24
0/0 100 16 16 20 22 1 11 16
R :Number of responses
Table 4.18 gives the number, R, of the responses given. (23/50) 46% of the responses from the
White subjects were correct while (7/50) 14% said weight, (9/50) 18% said mass, (5/50) 10%
said force, while the rest mentioned power, speed or velocity. Indian subjects, however, gave
(8/32) 25% correct responses, while (16/71) 23% ofAfrican subjects gave the correct responses.
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TABLE 4\.19
Kinds of responses on: "Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a
boulder to kill a man it must have largf~ amount of ..."
N Correct Correct Correct Correct, Incorrect Blank
but In- and and In- Comple
comple Comple- eorrect te and
te te In -
correct
ENGLISH
Whitesll0B 21 5 1 :L 1 11 2
110S 27 10 2 cl 1 8 -
Indiansll0B 14 2 - 2 - 10 -




110B 60 6 1 4 2 38 9
110S 16 6 - ~) 2 6 -~..
Total 156 32 4 Jl6 7 83 13
0';" 100 21 3 JlO 4 53 8
N :Number of subjects
In Table 4.19, (15/48) 31% of the White subjects gave correct but incomplete responses and
(3/48) 6% gave correct and complete responses; (5/32) 16% ofIndian subjects gave correct but
incomplete responses while no one gave correct and complete answer among Indian subjects.
However, (12/76) 16% ofthe African subjects gave correct but incomplete answers and (1/76)
1% gave correct and complete. The incorrect responses are interesting: (19/48) 40% ofWhite
subjects were incorrect, (20/32) 63% ofthe Indian subjects were incorrect and (44/76) 58% of
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the African subjects gave incorrect responses. 30% (21/71) of African students who gave
incorrect responses indicated that the quantity was supposed to have been intrinsic to the boys,
while 7% (5/71) of these African students who gave incorrect responses gavf, a quantity that
seemed intrinsic to the boulders, such as mass and weight (which some students regard as
intrinsic, even though it was not).
"Some boys could not even move the boulders; in terms of mechanics concepts in what
ways are boys different from men?"
When boulders were rolled back to the top of the mountain there were times when boys could
not even move the boulders. Only men rolled them up. What was the difference between men and
boys? The Reference Group members were not unanimous in their responses. Although most
members indicated that boys could not exert or apply sufficient force on the boulders, one
member said the difference was weight, another said the difference was power generation, and
the third member of this group said the boys did not have enough force. However, the response
that was regarded as correct was that "the boys could not exert or apply sufficient force" alone.
Table 4.20 shows the number of the responses that were given by the study subjects. Force was
regarded as a correct conceptual term. (27/50) 54% ofthe responses from White subjects were
correct, (13/32) 41 % of the responses from Indian subjects were correct and (21/67) 31% of
African subjects were correct. "Other" responses which were not correct were responses such
as "boys were not yet strong", "the muscles ofthe boys were weak" or "boys have not eaten well".
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TABLE 4.20
Responses from the subjects on: Some boys could not even move the boulders; in
terms of mechanics concepts, in what ,vays are boys different from men?
R F P E m w Ep OTHER
ENGLISH
Whites110B 22 7 7 - 2 1 1 4
110S 28 20 3 - 2 - - 3
Indians 16 7 1 3 1 2 - 2
110B
110S 16 6 4 2 - - - 4
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 54 16 11 12 5 - - 10
110S 13 5 2 3 - - - 3
Total 149 61 28 20 10 3 1 26












OTHER :Different responses, unexpected
Table 4.21 shows the kind of responses given by the individual subjects. There were five kinds
or categories of responses given; the sixth category was a very interesting one which was not
expected. It was labelled "S-I" for special incorrect. It was a category that gave either weight or
mass as the response, just as one of the Reference Group gave weight as a response. This seems
to be the same misconception observed in section 4.2.6 among the Pilot group.
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TABLE 4.21
Kinds of responses: "Some boys could not even move the boulders; in terms
of mechanics concepts, in what waY:J alre the boys different from men?"
N Special Com- Com- Com- Incorrect Blank
In- plete plete plete,




Whites 110B 21 2 3 - 7 8 1
110S 27 - 16 6 - 5 -
Indians 110B 14 - 7 - - 6 1
110S 18 1 8 3 - 5 1
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 60 9 21 3 - 26 1
110S 16 - 3 2 - 7 4
Total 156 12 58 14 7 57 8
0/0 100 8 37 9 5 37 5
The kinds of the responses were: correct, both correct and incorrect, and incorrect. There were
some blank responses. (19/48) 40% of the White subjects gave the correct responses; (15/32)
47% of the Indian subjects gave the correct responses and (24/76) 32% of the African subject
gave the correct responses. Altogether incorrect responses were given as follows: (13/48) 27%
ofthe White subjects gave them, (11/32) 34% ofthe Indian subjects gave them and (33/76) 43%
of the African subjects gave them.
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Some boys could not even move the boulders: Associated Verbs
There were several responses which were given for the question of what the difference was
between boys and men that boys could not even nlove the boulders. Several subjects gave force
as a response; the interesting responses were given associated with certain verbs, as shown in
Table 4.22 below.
TABLE 4.22
Boys different from men: FORCE (Associated verbs)
APPLIED EXERTED HAD ONLY
INSUFFICIENT FORCE
ENGLISH
Whites 110S 8 12 - 2
110B 3 1 - 5
Indiansll0S 1 5 - 2
110B 2 2 - 6
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110S 11 3 - 1
110B 2 1 6 8
TOTAL 27 24 6 24
List of responses: Boys different from men:
There were responses, which according to responses of the Reference group, were incorrect;
however, these responses were translated that boys "abanamandlalha ba na matla" (they don't
have matlalabanamandla). Appendix 18 shows a list of most of these translations. Several of
the English responses together with translations appear below preceded by the language of the
subjects:
Tsonga
Boys have less energy
Setswana






weak relative to their mass
:abafana abanawo amandla
:ba na le matla
:ba na le matla a manyane




they are weak and powerless :abanamandla
they don't have enough power :abanawo amandla
not have enough energy :abanawo amandla
don't have enough power :abanawo amandla
do not have force :abanawo amandla
Force, energy, mass and power from this list appear all to be translated to matlaJamandla. This
list shows both the conceptual and language difficulties intertwined.
l\1an X arrives at the top ten minutes before man Y while rolling identical boulders up the
mountain. Describe the differences between the man X and man Y in terms of as many
mechanics concepts as you think relevant.
Men X and Y were rolling identical boulders up the identical routes back to the top of the
mountain; man X however arrived ten minutes before man Y. What was the difference between
the two men? The Reference Group was unanimous in the responses they gave except two
members, of which one gave an answer that did not sound serious which said "l can go on the
whole day 11 , and the other did not give any answer. However, most ofthe members indicated that
man X expended or generated more power than man Y. Power was thus regarded a "correct"
response against which the responses of the subjects were assessed.
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TABLE 4.23
Responses from the subjects on: The differences between man X and man Y fnm
X arrives ten minutes before man Y in mechanics concepts.
R F P E acc vel m Other
ENGLISH
Whites110B 22 7 6 6 - - - 3
110S 28 19 7 - - - - 2
Indians110B 16 9 1 - - 1 - 5
110S 16 4 1 1 1 1 - 8
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 55 17 14 4 2 3 2 13
110S 13 5 2 1 - - - 5
I
Total 150 61 31 12 3 5 2 36

















Table 4.23 shows the conceptual term responses given by the subjects of the Student Group;
(13/50) 26% of the responses from White subjects answered with power; (2/32) 6% of the
answers from Indian subjects were power, and (22/76) 29% of the African subjects responses
were power. However, force as a response to this question seemed to have been preferable among
most subjects; (26/50) 52% of the responses frorn the White subjects were force, (13/32) 41 %
of the responses from the Indian subjects were force and (22/68) 32% of the responses from
African subjects were force. The percentage of correct responses from the White, Indian and
African subjects were therefore: 26, 6 and 29. Although force was regarded as an incorrect
response, one member of the Reference Group responded as follows:
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Man X exerted a large force (or torque) and did more work in the given time i. e. his power
output was larger.
"Other" responses were that man Y was "weaker" than man X or man X was "stronger" than
manY.
Table 4.24 shows the number ofthe study subjects and the individual kind ofresponses they gave
TABLE 4..24
4.24 Kinds of responses: Difference between man X and man Y if man X arrives
ten minutes before man Y in mechanics concepts
N Correct and Correct and Incorrect Blank
Complete Incorrect
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 21 5 - 15 1
110S 27 4 31 20 -
•.-
Indians110B 14 - - 10 4
110S 18 2 - 12 4
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 60 17 .., 32 9~.
110S 16 5 ., 7 4
Total 156 33 ,- 96 22..~
0/0 100 21 3 62 14
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4.5.2 Forces on the ball rising and falling
Task Two ,vas given to the Student Group unchanged from what it was when it was given to the
Pilot Group in Section 4.3. It inquired about the forces on a ball thrown up, on its way upward,
as it turned at the highest position and as it came down. If the air resistance was neglected as
requested, the only force on the ball at each ofthe three positions was the downward gravitational
force of attraction, according to the unanimous responses of the Reference group.
Forces on the rising ball
Several different responses were given by the subjects as shown in Table 4.25. However, it was
useful to arrange the percentages ofthe correct responses according to language spoken at home
by the subjects.
TABLE 4.25
Forces on the rising ball (Student group)
N up down uIJI = down up> down
only only
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 22 2 3 1 16
110S 28 - 23 - 5
Indians 110B 16 1 3 3 9
110S 16 - 8 - 8
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 60 4 17 6 32
110S 13 - 6 - 7
Total 155 7 60 10 77
0/0 100 5 39 6 50
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Of the English speaking White subjects, (26/50) 52% gave correct responses on the rising ball,
(11/32) 34% of the responses given by the English speaking Indian subjects were correct and
(23/72) 32% of the subjects speaking African languages gave correct responses. Hence the
percentages of correct responses for Whites, [ndians and Africans were 52, 34 and 32
respectively.
Comment
There were subjects who mentioned, besides many other forces, the existence ofthe upward force
on the ball that was rising. Of the English speaking groups, (24/50) 48% of the White subjects
showed an upward force on the rising ball while (21/32) 63% ofthe Indian subjects showed the
upward force. There were (50/73) 69% of the subjects with African languages spoken at home
who showed the presence of the upward force. The presence of the upward force was thus
indicated in the percentage for Whites, Indians and Africans as 48, 63 and 69.
Forces on the highest ball (position 2)
From the Reference group the correct response was that the only force on the ball at the highest
position was the downward force of gravity if a.ir resistance was considered negligible. From
the results in Table 4.26: Of the English speaking groups, (31/50) 62% of the White subjects
gave the response that there was only the downward force alone on the ball at this highest
position, while (19132) 59% of the Indian subject~; gave the downward force only; (27/73) 37%
of the subjects who have African languages as their vernaculars gave a downward force only.
The percentages of correct responses for Whites, Indian and African subjects respectively were
therefore: 62, 59 and 37.
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TABLE 4.26
Forces on the highest position ball (position 2)
N Up Down Up = Down Up > D,~wn Up < Down
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 22 - 7 1:5 - -
110S 28 - 24 4 - -
Indians 110B 16 1 5 10 - -
110S 16 - 14 2 - -
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 60 1 23 32 - 4
110S 13 - 4 7 1 1
Total 155 2 77 70 1 5
0/0 100 1 50 45 1 3
N :Number of subjects participating
Comment
Again, it was interesting to note how the upward force was indicated by various study subjects
where there were (19/50) 38% of English speaking White subjects, (13/32) 41% of Indian
subjects who indicated it; while (46/73) 63% of the subjects whose vernaculars were African
languages indicated the presence of the upward force. The percentage of the indication of the
upward force by the groups in the Student group were for Whites, Indians and Africans: 38, 41
and 63.
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Forces on the ball moving downwards (position 3)
The correct answer is that only a downwards force acts on the ball while it is moving downwards.
The results are shown in Table 4.27. Most subjects were correct (according to the Reference
group) on this question. Among the subjects who have English as their home language, (43/50)
86% of the White subjects and (22/32) 690/0 of he Indian subjects were correct, while (39/73)
53% of the subjects whose vernaculars are African languages gave the correct responses. The
percentages of correct responses in the order of\Vhites, Indians and Africans is: 86, 69 and 53.
TABLE 4.:27
Forces on the ball moving dovvnwards
N Down alone Up = Down Up < Down
ENGLISH
Whites 110B 22 17 1 4
110S 28 26 - 2
Indians 110B 16 8 5 3
110S 16 14 - 2
AFRICAN
LANGUAGES
110B 60 32 7 21
110S 11 7 2 4
Total 155 104 15 36
0/0 100 67 10 23
N
Comment
:Number of subjects participating
Although most subjects gave correct responses for this question, some still have in mind the
upward force operating on the ball: (7/50) 14% ofthe White subjects, (9/32) 28% ofthe Indian
subjects and (34/73) 47% of ~rican subjects. The subject percentage indicating the presence
of the upward force could not be ignored; that is, for Whites, Indians and Africans being 14, 28
and 47.
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As with the Pilot group, the majority of African subjects indicated that there had to be a force in
the direction of motion both when the ball went up and when it came down.
Summary (Student group)
The student group responded to the questionna:lres under post instruction conditions. Their
performance was compared according to their languages and ethnicities. White and Indian
subjects stated that their home language was English, while the African subjects had seven
different home languages.
On the question of the quantity which was gained as boulders fell the order of correctness was
the White, Indian and African. The "complete and correct" arrangement of the responses were
also in the same order.
On the questions of quantities imparted as a falling boulder collided with a stationary boulder
the percentage correctness was still in the order of Whites, Indians and Africans; the same order
was also shown on the question of the quantity with which the boulder fell on a man to kill him.
On the question of the reason why the boys could not even move the boulders the correctness
percentages were again in the same descending order of Whites, Indians and Africans. However,
in the final question where man X pushed the boulder faster than man Y the correctness order
was Africans, Whites, Indians: 29, 26 and 9.
In the second task where the forces were investigated on the ball on its way up, turning at the
highest point and coming down on its own, the correctness also showed the order of Whites,
Indians and Africans.
Where force was the quantity which was to be the response, the associated verbs were supplied
by a good number of subjects in all the three groups. Only a number of African subjects
mentioned that the boys did not "have" force; so appearing to understand force to be an intrinsic
quantity. The African subjects also gave incorrect quantities as responses where "have" was used
indicating that the quantities were intrinsic, such as: boys did not "have" sufficient energy, did
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not "have" enough power. This intrinsic factor is noted in Section 4.5.1 where the translation of
the list of responses is given.
The implication was that African subjects had more problems in responding to these questions
correctly, and the problems were difficult to eradicate from these African subjects even though
they were taught by the same professors in the same classes with their White and Indian
counterparts.
4.6 GROUPS RESPONSES COMPAREI> (PILOT AND STUDENT)
The summary of the correctness of the results on Task 1 and Task 2 which were performed by
both the Pilot group and the Student group, is given below:
1 On the question of what boulders gainedl as they rolled down, ,vhere kinetic energy,
momentum and speed were expected as the response I'correct and complete", the
percentage of correct responses given by members of the Student group who were
White, Indian and African were 96,69 andl69, respectively against 79 ofthe Pilot group.
When observing responses grouped as "correct and complete" the percentages were 32,
3 and 0 from the Student group, while also it was a 0 from the Pilot group. The Pilot
group members gave only single terms as responses except in interviews where they
were persuaded to give "anything else".
2 On the question ofwhat colliding boulders imparted, momentum and kinetic energy were
expected as "correct and complete" response while mixed responses were given.The
percentage of correct responses from Whites, Indian and African subjects were 84, 81
and 61 respectively against 38 of the Pilot group. However, the "correct and complete"
individual responses from Whites, Indians and Africans were 36, 22 and 9 respectively
against 1 (11109) of the Pilot group.
3 On the question of a large amount of what a boulder must have when falling on a man
in order that it should kill him, kinetic energy and momentum were the two quantities
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expected in a response which would be "correct and complete". However, results from
single responses for Whites, Indians and African subjects ofthe Student group were 46,
25 and 23 against 13 of the Pilot group, while the "correct and complete" percentages
from Whites, Indians and Africans in the Student group were 6, 6 and 1 against 1 from
the Pilot group.
4 On the question of what the difference was between men and boys that boys could not
even move the boulders, force was the only term expected in the responses. The question
was, however, so open that some subjects. did not only give the term force alone as a
response but also gave special verbs which are associated with the concept, such as "force
exerted". The correct percentage from the Student group for Whites, Indians and Africans
were 54,41 and 31 respectively against 16 of the Pilot group.
5 The last question on the Task 1 asked about what X had above Y that X arrived ten
minutes before Y at the top ofthe mountain. The only one term needed as a response was
power, that is the rate ofwork done. In this question alone the Africans were better; from
the Student group the responses for Whites" Indians and African subjects were 26, 6 and
29 against 33 of the Pilot group.
For Task 2 the data was collected on the forces the subjects thought acted on the ball when it
was going up, turning round, and coming down.
6 On the question of the forces acting on the rising ball if air resistance is neglected, the
percentages of correct responses, namely the gravitational force downward alone, were
for the Whites, Indians and Africans from the Student group 52, 34 and 32 against 2 of
the Pilot group. From Boitjhorisong Lele., and Teacher Ma, both argued that the ball
could not go up if there was no upward force.
7 On the question ofthe forces on the ball at the highest position the correct responses from
the Whites, Indians and Africans of the Student group were 62, 59 and 37 respectively
as compared to 35 of the Pilot group.
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8 Finally, on the question of force on the ball moving down the percentage of correct
responses for Whites, Indians and Africans ofthe Student group 86, 69 and 53 against
62 of the Pilot group.
In general, the order of percentages of correct answers for White, Indian and African students
mirrored the relative resourse devoted to the education ofthese ethnic groups under the previous
South African government as outlined in Moji and Moji (1993). The results indicated that
understanding of mechanics concepts investigated in this study by African subjects appeared
to be poorer than that ofother ethnic groups. The performance of the teachers in the Pilot group
was very weak. This result was distressing when one remembered that the members of this Pilot
group were expected to lay down the mechanics or physics foundations in the pre-tertiary
institutions (before universities and before technikons). It was not surprising then when the first
year African students from these teachers performed weakly, because they were coming from the
teachers who taught what they did not understand. However, the results of the African subjects
in the Student group were much better as compared to those of the African teachers in the Pilot
group. This implied that further training of the Pilot group was necessary and could improve
African teachers' mechanics understanding (although some ofthe teachers in the Pilot group were
physics graduates who still gave incorrect responses).
4.7 SUMMARY
The conceptual difficulties of the African teachers (in Pilot group) were investigated in this
chapter. The investigation was carried out on the Pilot group which consisted of teachers from
the Qwa- Qwa region as outlined in the section ofthe sample selection (Section 3.4). The results
from these African teachers in the Pilot group were compared with those of African university
students and students of various ethnicities to verify if indeed these difficulties were particular
to the African subjects. This comparison was achieved using the data collected from the Student
group as discussed in Section 3.4. African teachers (the Pilot group) generally performed worse
than African first year university students.
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Generally the African subjects performed poorly in their responses. This performance was noted
from the African responses in the Student group as compared to the respor ses of members of
other ethnicities. It was further noted when the performance of the Pilot group was compared
to that of the Student group.
The Pilot group together with the African members of the Student group, mostly gave a single
word even when three or more terms were possible correct responses. These single conceptual
term responses which were mostly given by Africans, led to the interpretation that in the 'African
context, these conceptual terms needed as correct responses were synonymous and hence it
would not be necessary to write two of them as a response to one question. Africans further
therefore did not do well in giving responses which were "correct and complete" since most of
their responses were incomplete as single terms responses. The synonymous aspect of the
concepts is supported by the examples of the Biblical verse task where about eight terms, even
though not mechanics terms, were all understood to mean matlaJamandla.
The African subjects alone among the study subjects used the idea that boys did not "have" the
necessary quantity, be it force, momentum, energy or power. The use of this verb led to the
interpretation that these quantities were understood to be intrinsic among these African subjects.
To "have" was to possess in the African context. If somebody had force, he or she could either
"give" it out or keep it according to how the investigator had grown to understand to "have".
However, this "have" is not correct in cases such as "having" force since force is an interaction
between objects and not owned by one object. It 'was possible that the misconceptions of force
and other quantities were revealed by the use of inappropriate verbs such as this "have". It was,
however, noted that those subjects who used appropriate verbs were correct and had the
necessary understanding of the concepts, verbs such as "exerted " or "applied" force, energy
"dissipated" or "expended", work "done" or power "generated". Such incorrect association of
verbs was noted by Gilbert, Watts and Osborne (1985) and Grayson (1990). Touger (1991),
however, warned strongly against phrases such as "force acting", "force pulling" or "force on
X". He indicated that they must be stated as, for example, "force exerted on X". So he warned
about the careless association of the verbs.
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On the question of forces on a ball or a coin thrown upwards, international researchers used
school children and university students as their study subjects where 85% of the subjects (Watts
anrl Zylbersztajn 1981), 66% of the high school students (Osborne 1985), 88% of high school
students (Sadanand and Kess 1990) and 52% of university students (Sequeira and Leite 1991),
indicated that force was maintaining the motion upwards. However, in the present investigation
it was teachers who had taught for several years and those who were just ready to begin to teach
at matric level who were the subjects; 98% of whom still believed that it was force which
sustained the upward motion, vertically upwards. This was a poor performance by the teachers,
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Besides the conceptual difficulties that were investigated in the previous chapter, a wide variety
of socio-cultural issues seemed to present further difficulties which could not be ignored.
Language, standing out as the main difficulty in the cultural category, particularly when
affected by numerous socio-cultural issues such as thought and mind, social attitudes, religious
beliefs and other socio-cultural issues such as political affiliations (Seretlo 1973; Chomsky 1988;
McKinley et al 1992; McNaught 1994), would at this stage, be investigated as a theme on its
own. African students in South Africa appeared to have problems in differentiating concept
terms they learned in mechanics as they interpreted them in mother tongue in order to understand
their meaning. The language problem might be expected to complicate students' understanding
because:
1 English is the language of instruction while it was a second or a third language for the
students
2 Few physics teachers are English-speaking, so most still have problems in using
English
3 Textbooks and most remedial material are not locally produced, hence analogies and
examples may not be easily understood
4 African languages spoken in South Africa do not have indigenous words for many
scientific terms
The results reported in this chapter are concentrated on the theme of "Language Difficulties" in
learning physics by African learners.
This study was conducted in order to investigate:, among other things, how in-service and pre-
service African teachers in the Pilot group translat~~d certain physics concept terms from English
into their own languages. The English version of these concepts under study contained several
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distinct but related concept terms. The subjects of the Pilot group in the first task fluctuated
around the number 110 in-service and pre-service teachers from several institutions, as
introduced in Section 3.5. The first task used in this theme of language difficulties was the
translation into the home languages of the subjects of the mechanical quantities (or entities) the
subjects named to be involved with boulders and men, as boulders rolled down the mountain
onto the enemies of Moshoeshoe. However, the task needed the vernacular terms for the English
terms supplied as the answer. Again, Task 1 "vas the same as in the previous chapter:
Moshoeshoe's wars (Appendix 4),but the vernacular responses were used to investigate the
theme of language difficulties.
The second task in this theme again needed the translation of the concept terms in the task that
was labelled Quiz Two (Appendix 5), being the third task in the first theme. It was in this task
where the translation of the concept terms for speed, velocity and acceleration were compared
with those given in vernacular.
A minor task of translation of a Bible verse froni the second chapter and the nineteenth verse
of the book of Ephesians (Eph.2: 19), was included in the questionnaire of the task of
Moshoeshoe's wars. This Bible verse task was included to show that over ten words in English
which were distinct, could be seen to mean only one word in one of African languages.
Task 1, Moshoeshoe's wars questionnaire (Appendix 4) was to have the responses translated into
African mother tongues. Task 2, Quiz Two (Appendix 5), needed translation of conceptual
terms in the problem where the object was thrown up, went upwards on its own, turned at the
highest point and fell down again. The final task administered was the minor task of translation
of a Biblical verse, where a number of concept terms appeared, and the purpose of translation
by the subjects was to determine how they would differentiate these conceptual terms.
The responses of the Student group were taken into consideration. This group consisted of the
African students among first year students in the Physics Department ofthe University ofNatal,
Pietermaritzburg. They were taught mechanics at university level and were expected to have a
clearer understanding of mechanics concepts and their respective vernacular words than the
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Pilot group. The Reference group in this chapter was expected to respond with the responses
similar to thse ofthe Chapter 4 Reference group and then agree together on the vernacular words
for the responses they gave ablJut the mechanics quantities. However, this was not found to be
the case, the members ofthe Reference group did not agree together on the vernacular words for
the English mechanics words they gave. Therefore, a separate section was devoted to the
responses of this Reference group this chapter, namely Section 5.2.
5.2 REFERENCE GROUP RESPONSES
For the language theme a Reference group was used which was different from that used in the
theme of the conceptual theme. The Reference group for the tasks in Chapter 5 to consist of
African physicists. This group was composed of African university physics lecturers teaching
in South African universities and post graduate students. A convenient occasion where most of
these physicists could be found together was at the annual conference of the South African
Institute of Physics (S A I P), which is held annually at a South African university. Such a
conference was held at Pretoria University in July 1996. The investigator went there to collect
the necessary data from the mentioned African physicists.
There were eight African physicists at the conference who belonged to several different African
language groups of South Africa. The modified Task One and Task Two were given to all eight
physicists and they were requested to hand the responses to the investigator before the end ofthe
conference. Only three questionnaires were retunled with responses. Of the three which were
received, one from Mr J, was only answered in Zulu, no English. The responses in this Zulu one
were such as the boulders were gaining 11 amandla and isivinini 11 as they rolled down. It was
difficult to say which mechanics concepts were meant by these terms. One from Mr N, was only
in Sesotho except for in Task 1, question 3, where he responded with "matla" "power" and the
last was Mr D of the North West who responded only in English. These subjects were lecturers
at their various universities and they ought to have seen the instructions on the questionnaires
which indicated that both English and vernacular 'were needed, but they quietly gave single terms
in single languages.
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The three subjects were too few to be counted as the base on which to build a Reference group
for Chapter 5 where two categories were expected, namely, the correctness of the responses as
in Chapter four and either the appropriate vernacular terins for the concept names of the
quantities observed to be involveo or accurate translations of the English terms they have given
as responses.
To build a substantial Reference group at least three more subjects who were authoritative in the
language and in physics would be appropriate. The investigator then approached the Zulu
Department of the University of Natal in Pietermaritzburg to supply the translation of the
English concepts given in Chapter 4 by the Reference group so that there could be authoritative
terms supplied for the concepts. The Zulu Department did not give the Zulu terms for these
concepts because they were technical terms which cannot be translated by the Language
Department. They referred the investigator to the Department of Education in the same
University. The Education Department also did not have anybody to help with either the Zulu or
any Mrican vernacular terms for the mechanics concepts referred to in Chapter 4.
Finally Steve, a Masters student and Mike, an Honours student (not real names), both in the
Physics Department in the University ofNatal in Pietermaritzburg, were consulted and given the
two questionnaire tasks to respond to. Further efforts to collect information about the African
vernacular terms for the responses on the questionnaire were made by contacting three African
Physics professors who apparently could not sUPJPly responses to the questionnaire. However,
Steve, Mike and Mr J, the lecturer in Physics in Zululand University, were regarded as adequate
reference for the Nguni language group, while a third person was necessary for the Sotho group
responses beside the investigator and Mr N who is lecturing Physics in the University of the
North. The third subject among the Sotho group became Mr Qofthe Physics Department in the
National University ofLesotho who agreed to be interviewed by the investigator. Mr Q was then
visited and interviewed by the investigator on the 28th ofNovember 1996. The r~sponses ofthese
Reference subjects are given below:
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5.2.1 Responses of the vernacular Reference group
Sotho
MrN.:
1 As boulders fell they gained: matla, lebelo
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: matla, lebelo
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: rnatla power
4 The difference between boys and men when boys could not move boulders: matla, kelello
5 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y since X 0 na le matla ho feta Y
MrQ.:
As boulders fell they gained: lebelo/speed; matla a ho senya/kinetic energy
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: potential energy/matla; momentumo
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: energy
4 The difference between boys and men when boys could not move boulders: matla a bona
a fokola/their force output is weak or less
5 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y: the power output of man X is more than that
of man Y/mosebetsi wa X 0 potlakile.
Investigator:
1 As boulders fell they gained: Kinetic Energy/sefutho; momentum! sekgahla; speed/
lebelo
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: Kinetic Energy, sefutho; momentum,
sekgahla
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: Kinetic energy, sefutho; momentum, sekgahla
4 The difference between boys and men when boys could not move boulders: cannot exert
enough force, tshututso e a fokola





As boulders fell they gained: isivinini and umfutho
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: umfutho
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: amandla and umfutho
4 The difference between boys and men when boys could not move boulders: amandla
nesisindo zincane
5 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y: amandla kaX ngomzuzwane maningi
kunalawo kaY
Steve:
As boulders fell they gained: momentum, umfutho; Kinetic Energy, isivinini
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: umfutho, momentum
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: lisinde, force/power
4 The difference between boys and men 'when boys could not move boulders: abafana
abanamandla, not have enough power
5 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y: X has greater power, exerts more force
Mike:
1 As boulders fell they gained: momentum, umfutho/amandla
2 As boulders collided the moving one imparted: umfutho/momentum
3 To kill a person boulders must fall with: umfutho omkhulu/large amount of force
4 The difference between boys and men 'when boys could not move boulders: abafana
banamandla amancane/boys have less energy
5 Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y: X unamandla amakhulu/has more energy
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5.2.2 Comment on responses
The individual responses of Task 1 from the Reference ~ubjects were considered for both the
correctness and the consistency in the vernacular meaning given:
On the quantities gained as the boulders fell or rolled down (Question 1):
Sesotho:
All three agreed about lebelo; those who gave an English term called it speed. The second term
given was matla from both Mr Nand Mr Q. While Mr N did not give the English term for matia,
Mr Q referred to matla as kinetic energy. Hovv'ever, the investigator called kinetic energy
sefutho and momentum he called sekgahla.
Two subjects here gave two correct conceptual terms while the other gave three correct
ones.
2 Matla was given by two subjects, where :Mr Q called it kinetic energy, the investigator
did not give matla, but called kinetic energy sefutho - they differed in that Mr Q called
it matla.
Zulu:
Mr J said boulders gained isivinini and umfutho, Steve said isivininilkinetic energy and
umfutho/ momentum, while Mike said they gain~~d umfutho or amandla meaning momentum.
The three agreed that umfutho was gained which Steve and Mike referred to as momentum.
Two subjects gave two conceptual terms 'while one gave only one term where three terms
were expected.
2 Two subjects referred to momentum as unlfutho, one called momentum amandla.
On the quantities imparted as a moving boulder collidedwith a stationary boulder (Question 2)
Sesotho:
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Mr N said lebelo and matla were imparted. Mr Q said matlalpotential energy and momentumo
while the investigator said kinetic energy/sefutho and momentum/sekgahla were imparted. Mr
Q did not think there was a word in Sesotho which could accurately have the mec.ning of
momentum, hence he prefered to leave it "Sothofied" as momentumo.
While lebelo was not correct from Mr N, momentum was correct from the other two
subjects while Mr Q differed with the investigator in that he said potential energy in the
place ofkinetic energy.
2 Matla was energy for Mr Q while sefutho was energy for the investigator. They
differed on the meaning of energy and of momentum - Mr Q did not want to give a
Sesotho word, while the investigator called it sekgahla. Again they differed on the
Sesotho meaning of these concepts.
Zulu:
While Mr J said umfutho was imparted, Steve said umfutho/momentum was imparted and Mike
said umfutho/momentum was imparted. There was agreement among the Zulu speakers here:
Umfutho was imparted. Umfutho was given as meaning momentum.
The subjects only gave one term, umfutho/momentum, kinetic energy was left out.
2 There was consensus that momentum is given by the Zulu term umfutho.
On the quantity boulders need in order to kill a person (Question 3)
(if a boulder with a large amount of this quantity fell on a person, would kill the person)
Sesotho:
Mr N said boulders should fall with matlaJpower ( the only matla for which he gave an English
word). Mr Q said boulders had to fall with energy. Although in question 1 he referred to kinetic
energy as "matla a ho senya", for the energy he mentioned here in question 3 he did not attach
the Sesotho word for this energy or give a translation, as if the energy he mentioned here is
different from the energy in question 1. The investigator said boulders must fall with much
kinetic energy/sefutho and momentum!sekgahla.
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1 Power/matla was a response which is both incorrect and incomplete from Mr N. Energy,
if it was kinetic, was correct but incomplete from Mr Q while the investigator gave
kinetic energy/sefutho and momentum/sekgahla which was correct and complete,
according to the Reference group in Chapter 4. They differed on correctness and
completeness.
2 Mr N said power is matla; Mr Q did not give Sesotho word for the energy he mentioned
and the investigator gave sefutho for the energy he mentioned. They were not unanimous
in these vernacular terms.
Zulu:
Mr J said amandla nomfutho (amandla and mfutho) were necessary to kill. Steve said "lisinde"
(meaning it must be heavy) as well as force and power while Mike said boulders needed a large
amount of forcel umfutho omkhulu.
Mr J's answer was complete and correct if truly amandla was energy and umfutho was
momentum. Steve was not correct with force and power while Mike was also not correct
with large amount of force.
2 Steve referred heaviness of "lisinde" to DJrCe and power while Mike refers to force as
mfutho. Although they agreed about force as the response (which was incorrect), they
disagreed on the Zulu term for force.
On the difference between boys and men when boys could not move the boulders (Question 4):
Sesotho:
Mr N said matla and kelello was the difference, Mr Q said matla a bona a fokolal their force
output was less while the investigator said tshututso ya bona e a fokolal they cannot exert enough
force.
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1 From Mr N if matla was power as he mentioned in question 3, and kelello was sense as
the investigator knew it, the responses vvere incorrect. From Mr Q force output was
correct and from the investigator exerting force was correct. Two were correct and one
was not.
2 While Mr N mentioned matla to mean povv'er in question 3, Mr Q mentioned matla to be
energy in question 1. Mr Q in this que~;tion said "matla a bona a fokolaJ their force
output was less while the investigator spoke about force as tshusumetso. They did not
agree on the meaning of matla. Mr Q now indicated matla to mean force, unlike in
question 1 where he said matla meant energy.
Zulu:
Mr J said amandla nesisindo zincane (amandla and isisindo were small). Steve said abafana
abanamandla/boys did not have enough power while Mike said abafana banamandla amancane/
boys had less energy.
1 While Mr J said amandla and isisindo (which meant heaviness) was the difference, Steve
spoke about power being the difference between the boys and the men in moving the
boulders and Mike said energy. They all three differed and were incorrect. Force was the
correct response.
2 Steve linked amandla to power and Mike linked amandla to energy but did not qualify
which kind ofenergy. Mr J also mentioned amandla but gave no English word. Amandla
was therefore agreed upon as the correct response while its English counterparts were
different from different interviewees. There was no consensus about the English word for
amandla.




Mr N said man X had more matla than Y, Mr Q said the power output fro.,n X was
more/mosebetsi wa X 0 potlakile (work was fast) and the investigator said X generated more
power/ X 0 na le matla a fetang a Y.
1 Since Mr N said matla was power in question 3, he probably regarded matla as power in
this question also. Mr Q spoke about povver output while the investigator also said X
generated power. All three were correct and complete responses.
2 Mr N and the investigator agreed on matla being power, which was a term for the rate
at which work was done. Mr Qstated that work was done rapidly/mosebetsi 0 potlakile.
They all agreed on the word for power.
Zulu:
Mr J said amandla kaX ngomzuzwane maningi (arnandla ofX in a second was more). Steve said
X had greater power and gave no Zulu word while Mike said X unamandla amakhulu/ man X
had more energy.
Mr J and Mike agreed on amandla where Steve did not give a Zulu term but where his
response of power was correct. The English term for amandla from Mike, i. e. energy,
was incorrect.
2 There was no agreement between Steve and Mike whether amandla was power or
energy.
Matla/amandla was used for most ofthe mechanics quantities involved. However, there was no
consensus as to which particular concept it referred to among the various English mechanics
concepts. In question 1 Mr Q said matla is energy while Mike said amandla is momentum, in
question 4 Steve said amandla was power while Mr Q referred to matla as force. However
Steve was in agreement with the investigator in question 5 who said power for matla as opposed
to Mike who said energy for amandla.
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Extract from the interview with Steve and Mike (Appendix 24):
Steve: What I unders·~and about amand1a? If you have more amandla it means you have more
power.
I: So amandla you will say is power? How do you feel Mike?
Mike: Yes, that's what came to my mind as well, amandla means power and energy.
5.2.3 Summary
There was therefore no consensus as to which concept could be referred to as matla/amandla.
Apparently several concepts were seen to be matla/amandla but were not consistently
differentiated one from the other.
The expectation was that the responses would be similar to those of the Reference group of
Chapter 4 which are shown in Section 4.2. They were in some cases not the same. The African
physicists mostly gave single terms for responses, such as giving only momentum as a quantity
which was gained when boulders rolled down the mountain, where otherwise three or four terms,
speed, velocity, momentum and kinetic energy were expected. This tendency to give only a single
response was also noticed among the African learners who were the subjects of this study. On
a few occasions African physicists qualified the energy they gave as kinetic, but in most cases
they mentioned only energy unqualified, unlike the Reference group in Chapter 4 who were
explicit in mentioning "kinetic energy".
To build up a reference memorandum, a further consultation was done on a Sesotho-English
dictionary by Casalis (1981). Table 5.1, summarize the results as follows:
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TABLE 5.1
Mechanics terms from Sesotho speaking physicists
.
Investigator MrQ MrN Dictionary
Energy sefutho matla matla matla
Momentum sekgahla momentUJmo matla does not appear
Force tshututso matla matla matla, sekgahla
theselo, kgulo
Power matla mosebetsi 0 matla matla
potlakile
For the Zulu language the Reference memorandum was put together in a similar way. The last
authority consulted about the meaning of the conceptual terms was the combined English-Zulu
Zulu-English Dictionary by Doke et al (1990). Table 5.2 gives the English words which the two
post-graduate students mentioned earlier gave for amandla, and the indication as to how
interchangable is the use of amandla among the mechanics concepts which are otherwise explicit
in English.
TABLE 5.2
English word for amandla from Zulu speaking physicists
Steve Mike Dictionary
Energy umdlandla amandla amandla
umdlandla
Momentum umfutho umdlandla umfutho
Force No Zulu word umfutho amandla
Power amandla amandla amandla
umdlandla
Mr J did not give English words for the Zulu termlS he gave.
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With the aid ofthe responses gathered in these tables, the investigator put together the Reference
responses which were the most likely to be the right ones since the Mrican physicists did not
always give the correct English term.
It was from these results that it was concluded that the terms in Mrican vernaculars did not have
consistent English counterparts with the same meaning in mechanics. This absence of
consistency in conceptual meaning of the quantities studied across the language gap would be
likely to affect the learning and understanding of such concepts adversely. Because of this
inconsistency among Mrican Physics authorities, Science teachers and dictionaries about which
African words to identify in order to differentiate one concept from another accurately , the
investigator failed to put together a proper Reference memorandum in which "correct" African
terms are contained. It was thus not possible to assess whether the responses in African
languages were correct or incorrect from the Pilot group and the Student group.
5.3 MECHANICS QUANTITIES IN VERNACULAR
5.3.1 As boulders rolled down, they gained ... (mechanics quantity in vernacular)
When the enemy was approaching, Moshoeshoe ~Nould collect everybody up onto Thaba Bosiu
together with all the flocks and herds. He would allow the forces of the enemy to climb a single
climbable path quite a distance up the mountain and then unleash the boulders down the path!
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TABLE 5.3
As boulder:; rolled down, they gained '0" in vernacular
INS N SLJ MMA EMA S M E V OTH
0/0 0/0 0/0 .Yo 0/0 0/0 0/0 %
B 4 25 (1) 50 (2) - ., 25 (1) - - -
UNQ 1 13 15 (2) 8 (1) 23 (3) 8 (1) 15 (2) 15 (2) - 15 (2)
T2 20 5 (1) 20 (4) - 20 (4) 20 (4) 20 (4) - 15 (3)
T3 20 5 (1) 40 (8) 35 (7) ., 5 (1) 5 (1) - 10 (2)
BN 43 5 (2) 2 (1) 2 (1) 26 12 (5) 19 (8) 2 (1) 33
(11) (14)
UNQ2 6 - - - 17 (1) 33 (2) 33 (2) - 17 (1)
TOTAL 106 7 16 11 17 15 17 1 22

















UNQ :University of the North
B :Boitjhorisong
BN :Bonamelo




The results are shown in Table 5.3. The questionnaire had an instruction that the given answers
should also be translated into the vernacular of the subjects. The four correct answers were:
speed, velocity, momentum and kinetic energy. There were four sets of responses from the
subjects.
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1. The first set consisted of subjects who gave incorrect answers. Most of these subjects
gave wrong answers in English which were nevertheless interesting answers such as
force, power and acceleration. There werl~ 22 out of 106 subjects in this answer set and
they constituted 20% of all the five institutions that were the venues of this project. Of
all these institutions, Bonamelo had 33% (14/33) in this answer set; most other
institutions had the average of 15% of thejr subjects in this answer set.
2. The second set consisted of those who did not give the vernacular terms as requested in
the instructions but kept to English alone in their responses with the expected
answers. There were 50 out of all 106 that fall in this category making up 47%.
3. The third and fourth sets were those v/ha tried, or followed the translation
instruction on any ofthe answers: 6% (7/106) translated speed as lebeloljubane depending
on whether they were Sotho or Nguni while 15% (16/1 06) translated momentum as
matla/amandla.
4. The last set of these subjects: 10% (11/1 06) translated energy (kinetic) as matla/amandla
in their responses.
In all the responses of these subjects 34 out of 106 gave the vernacular words as required; they
constituted 33%. 50 out of 106 did not give vernacular terms but gave correct English terms;
they constituted 47%. The last 22 ofthese subjects out ofthe 106 were those that did not get the




There are three or more ways in which these responses can be interpretea. the first is to
appreciate the 33% ofthe subjects who gave the vernacular terms according to instructions. The
second is to investigate the reason(s) why 46% of these subjects did not follow the instruction
to supply the vernacular, while the third could be to look into the wrong responses supplied by
the 200/0 of these subjects (as shown in Table 4.1).
7 of all 106 (6%) subjects translated speed as lebelo/jubane while no one translated velocity at
all. It was, likely however, that it was because of these undifferentiated terms in mother tongue
of these subjects that they translated this entity that was being gained being speed, as
lebelo/jubane, and ignored velocity since they both appeared the same to the learners, namely,
as a change of position with time. It was, however, worthwhile to note that, ofthe subjects who
responded with the wrong answers, 12 out ofall the 106 (11 %) research subjects responded that
the entity that would be gained as the boulders fell is acceleration. According to the
interpretation of the investigator, these students (learners) also regarded acceleration as similar
to both speed and velocity since all three were viewed as the change of position with time. Of
these subjects who gave incorrect responses, which constituted 21% (22/1 06), 14 were from
Bonamelo which was actually 33% of the Bonamelo subjects.
The second set of subjects either did not notice the instruction that they should give the
vernacular translation terms, or they ignored the instruction, possibly because of the problem of
undifferentiated concept terms in African vernaculars. 47% was a considerable number to have
not followed the instructions.
12 subjects out of 106 ( 11%), indicated that energy (kinetic) was gained as the boulders fell, all
translating this energy as matla/amandla, while 19 of these subjects (about 17%), gave kinetic




The complete interview transcript of Teacher Mk appears in Appendix 9. The extract below
shows how he responded to the question concerning the quantity gained as the boulders rolled
down the mountain.
Teacher Mk's extract (Appendix 9)
I :Ok, you say potential energy as well. Is there anything else or they are the only two? Are
you satisfied with potential energy and momentum?
Mk :Yea, I am satisfied.
I :What would you call them in your own language? Remember we must also know them
in our own bnguage.
Mk : (He frowned a long time) Momentum in my own language? (He shook his head).
I :Is there no word for that? ( I asked because it him took a long time to respond further).
Mk :Yea, I think so, not unless I explain it.
Teacher Ma's extract (Appendix 17)
I :Can you express in your language? What can you call momentum and acceleration in
your language? (Ka puo ya henolIn your language).
Ma :Ka puo ya ka (In my language?) Di gainile acceleration-Iebelo le eketsehile (They gained
acceleration - lebelo has been increased).
I :Ok, momentum ona ke eng (what then is lTIOmentum?)?
Ma :Momentum (frowning! ) nkare mass le velocity di a eketseha ( I can say mass and
velocity increase).
I :Ke batla 0 hlalosetse motho eo e leng ngoana wa matric, 0 se ke wa hlalosetsa nna (I
want you to explain to a matric child and not me).
Ma: :Nkare (I can say)... (long quietness).
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Comments
These two teachers failed to give vernacular words for momentum. The subjects who did not give
the translation in the Pilot group seemed to be reluctant to commit themselves, since such
concepts were apparently not a familiar part of their own mother tongue that they may be given
names.
5.3.2 Boulders fell down on the enemy with .... ( the quantity in vernacular)
Boulders needed to be "strong" as they fell on the enemy in order to kill them. There is therefore
an entity they must have when they fall on the enemy. The question needed this (mechanics
quantity) entity both in English and in the vernacular from 117 subjects.
Table 5.4 appears below:
TABLE 5.4
Boulders fell on the enemy with... - vernacular
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INS N PM EM FM !MA SLJ P F S M OT
A A A HE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 15 - 20 - 5 10 5 25 - 20
(3) (4) (1) (2) (1) (5) (4)
B 4 - - 25 - 25 - 25 - - 25
(1) (1) (1) (1)
BN 42 - - 2 7 19 38 14 5 14
(1) (3) (8) (16) (6) (2) (6)
TAU 5 - - - - 20 - 60 - - 20
(1) (3) (1)
TS 6 17 - 17 17 17 - - - 17 17
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
T3 19 21 5 26 5 16 - 5 5 - 16
(4) (1) (5) (1) (3) (1) (1) (3)
T2 21 5 5 19 5 11 - 24 19 - 14
(1) (1) (4) (1) (2) (5) (4) (3)
TO 117 9 2 16 6 ~9 10 27 16 3 19



























T3 :Tshiya College - 3rd year





Table 5.4 wat> tabulated from the responses of the subjects. 36% (42/117) responded with both
English and vernacular. Several concept terms were given as the entity with which boulders fell
down on the enemy. They were power, energy: force, impact and speed, all translated to, or
from vernacular as matla/amandla (in Sotho/Nguni). 48% (56/117) of the subjects did not give
any vernacular word for the concept terms they wrote. They gave only English answers. 16%
(19/117) gave answers that were different from those that were expected. Some of these
unexpected terms were translated:
strong, which was not expected because the instruction had indicated that it was
not to be used although it was translated as matla/amandla; effort, being vague
and unscientific, was also not expected, but it was given and translated as
matla/amandla.
150/0 of the subjects did not answer the questions.
Comment
36% (42/117) of these subjects responded with translations and gave the terms power, energy,
force and impact as matla/amandla. It was interesting that the unexpected terms, strong and effort
were also translated as matla/amandla. 48% (56/]l17) did not give the vernacular words either
because they did not notice the instruction that they should supply it, they did not know it or
maybe they did not want to run into a repeated matla/amandla translation, if they previously had
given matla/amandla as translation. There was a probability that they saw that the wanted word
was matla/amandla for all the terms that were so explicitly differentiated in English; it was
embarrassing to give one word on translation when one knew that the terms did not have one
meaning. In short, these related mechanics concepts ofpower, energy, force, impact, momentum
and impulse seemed to be translatable only to a single term, namely, matla or amandla
depending on the vernacular group, by the Pilot group, although other vernacular terms were
given by the Reference group. There were a few subjects who used other terms inconsistently
. to mean any of these above-mentioned mechanics terms: some said force was umfutho in Zulu,
while some said umfutho was momentum. Such translations appear under "other".
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5.3.3 Each boulder colliding with its neighbour imparts ... to it (quantity in vernacular)
As a boulder rolled down the slope, it collideJ vvith those boulders that were left on the way and
never reached the top of of the mountain. These rolling boulders then imparted some entity to
these stationary boulders and they all started roll'lng down. The entities in English are momentum
and kinetic energy. What are they in mother tongue? Table 5.5 gives the results.
TABLE 5.5
Each boulder colliding with its neighbour imparts ... to it ( in vernacular)
INS N PM EMA FM MM P E F M MA OT
A A A H
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 %
UNQ 20 - 10 - - 5 20 - 15 10 40
(2) (1) (4) (3) (2) (8)
B 4 - 50(2) - 50(2) - - - - - -
BN 43 2 - - - 5 2 16 19 - 56
(1) (2) (1) (7) (8) (24)
TAU 5 - - 20 - :20 40 - - - 20
(1) 1(1) (2) (1)
TS 6 17 - - - .. 33 17 33 - -
(1) (2) (1) (2)
T3 19 - 21 - 10 - 5 5 21 - 37
(4) (2) (1) (1) (4) (7)
T2 19 - 5 11 5 ,. 5 11 21 37~I -
(1) (2) (1) (1) (1) (2) (4) (7)
TO 116 2 9 3 5 5 11 11 21 2 47













































Table 5.5 was compiled from the results. 39% (12% + 270/0) responded with energy and
momentum, 8% said energy is matlaJamandla "'hile 4% momentum is matlaJamandla which
were the correct terms. MatlaJamandla was also further given as the mother tongue term for
power and force, which are tenns that are not correct. 17% (19/116) gave vernacular versions
of these terms, while 2% (21116) answered only with matla and did not give the English word
for the answer.
42% (50/116) of the subjects did not translate the tenns they gave as answers. 40% (47/116),
however, gave answers with other responses diJferent from the correct ones, such as effort,
strong, movement and push. Their dominant translation was matlaJamandla. Other subjects did
not answer the questions and their number was counted with the 41 % of the answers that were
not expected.
Comment
16% (19/116) indicated that matlaJamandla was imparted from the rolling boulder to the
stationary boulders and set them to roll along. Translation from vernacular to English differed
across power, energy, force and momentum, but they were all translated from matlaJamandla.
Apparently matlaJamandla was a sure answer among these subjects, while English tenns were
difficult to decide about. This hypothesis was further supported by the 2% (2/116) that left
"matla" untranslated.
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41 % (471116) either did not see the instruction that translation or expression in vernacular was
needed, or were shy to make redundant repetition of matlaJamandla, and left the answer
untranslateJ.
Matla was left untranslated by 2%, possibly indicating that there was a problem with the reverse
translation. First the entity or this mechanical q antity was understood in mother tongue to be
matla, then this matla was to be translated into English where the difficulty showed up since there
were several conceptual terms from among which the correct one should be chosen.
5.3.4 To kill a man a boulder must fall on hilU) with much ... ( the quantity in vernacular)
In those Moshoeshoe's wars the aim was to kill the enemy. Boulders needed to fall hard on the
enemy with much of some entity to accomplish the purpose. What entity was it in English and
in vernacular that boulders had to have? Momentum and kinetic energy are the correct answers.
The results are shown in Table 5.6 :
TABLE 5.6
To kill a man, a boulder must fall on hiim with much... vernacular
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INS N PM SLJ FM lMU ]~ E F M S OTH
A A E
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 l~ 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 10 10 15 - JlO 15 20 10 5 5
(2) (2) (3) (2) (3) (4) (2) (1) (1)
B 4 50 - 25 25 •. - - - - -
(2) (1) (1)
BN 43 2 2 - - 23 19 21 - 14 19
(1) (1) (10) (8) (9) (6) (8)
TAU 5 - 20 20 - 20 - 40 - - -
(1) (1) (1) (2)
TS 6 - - 17 I 17 - - 50 17 - -
(1) (1) (3) (1)
T3 19 16 16 32 5 .c' 5 5 - 5 11.J
(3) (3) (6) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2)
T2 19 5 - 16 5 3,2 - 32 - 5 5
(1) (3) (1) (6) (6) (1) (1)
TO 116 9 7 15 4 20 12 25 3 9 12
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Table 5.6 above shows the written results. 90% (104/116) of the subjects responded with one
of the following results, namely, power, energy, force, momentum, impact and speed. Of this
90%,24% (28/116) translated power, energy, D)rCe and impact as matla/amandla, 6% (7/116)
gave speed as an answer and translated it as lebelo/jubane. The other 60% (69/116) did not
translate the terms they gave as answers which 'were power, energy, force, impact and speed.
10% (12/116) gave other responses different from those mechanics terms, which were effort,
action, work and pressure, some of which were translated as matla/amandla. some were left
blank.
Comments
Power, energy, force and impact were all traLllslated as matla/amandla depending on the
vernacular. As in previous responses, matla/amandla appears to be the entity to identify. Hence
the translation was concluded to have been from vernacular to English. 24% (28/116) translated
from the certain vernacular term to uncertain English terms. 58% (69/116), however, did not
translate the terms they gave as responses, namely, power, energy, force, momentum and speed.
5.3.5 Men rolled the boulders up faster than boys, because ...
In peace times the game the males played in Moshoeshoe's community was to roll the boulders
up the slope. Those males who had more matla/amandla than the others rolled boulders faster
than those who did not have enough matla/amandla in them. The question is asked in English
why men rolled boulders faster than boys. The answer that would come from the Moshoeshoe
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community would be: "Ha ba na matla" in Sesotho, "Abanamandla" in Ngunis, meaning, "They
don't have matlaJamandla"; men have more matlaJamandla than boys. The problem is to translate
the idea into English.
Results
The written results are shown in Table 5.7:
TABLE 5.7
Men rolled the boulders faster than bo~ys, because ... (vernacular)
INS N PM EM FM FSM )) E F M OT
A A A HE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 ~i/o 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 - 20 10 5 10 20 10 10 15
(4) (2) (1) (2) (4) (2) (2) (3)
B 4 50 - 25 25 - - - - -
(2) (1) (1)
BN 43 5 - - 5 315 19 14 5 19
(2) (2) (15) (8) (6) (2) (8)
TAU 5 - 40 - - 40 - - - 20
(2) (2) (1)
TS 6 33 17 - - - 17 - - 33
(2) (1) (1) (2)
T3 19 26 26 16 11 - 5 - - 16
(5) (5) (3) (2) (1) (3)
T2 19 16 16 - 5 11 21 21 5 5
(3) (3) (1) (2) (4) (4) (1) (1)
TO 116 14 15 6 7 21 18 12 5 18
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36% (42/116) gave translations of the ternlS power, energy, force, strong and fit as
matla/amandla.48% (56/116) gave responses in English alone, with no translations, while 3%
(4/116) gave answers as matla with no English t1enn. 16% (18/116) gave words like mature,
fast, old, heavy and strong with diverse translations.
Comments
The results indicate from the 36% (42/116) that matla/amandla is the answer the subjects
accepted to be correct. 3% (4/116) confirmed the idea by giving matla alone with no English
term as an answer. However, 48% (56/116) may have felt shy to give matla/amandla over and
over as the answer and only gave an English ansvver.
5.3.6 Boys could not even move the boulder:s because ... (vernacular)
When only heavy boulders were left, boys could not even move them in the game to roll them
up the hill. Surely there must be something these boys lacked which men had in order to be able
to roll these heavy boulders up. These boulders 'were separating men from boys.
Results
Table 5.8 shows the results: 32% (37/116) of the subjects responded in English and vernacular
with one of the following responses: boys had no power, no energy, no force, not fit and they
were weak. The translation was that" Ba hloka rnatla", "Abanamandla".
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TABLE 5.8
Boys could not even move the boulders because ... (vernacular)
INS N NP NE NF WF NP NE NF W OT
M M M HE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 (Yo 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 20 - 5 10 20 15 - 15 - 35
(1) (2) (4) (3) (3) (7)
B 4 25 50 - 25 .. - - - -
(1) (2) (1)
BN 43 2 2 - 5 L4 19 14 21 23
(1) (1) (2) (6) (8) (6) (9) (10)
TAU 5 - - 60 - .. - 40 - -
(3) (2)
TS 6 17 17 - 17 .. 17 17 17
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
T3 19 26 37 5 5 .. 5 5 - 18
(5) (7) (1) (1) (1) (1) (3)
T2 19 18 42 - 5 Ll 26 - - -
(3) (8) (1) (2) (5)
TO 116 11 20 6 10 11 15 12 10 21








































500/0 (58/116) of the subjects responded in English only indicating that boys lacked power,
lacked energy, lacked force, did less work and they were weak. 18% (21/116) responded with
answers different from those expected such as the boys were tired, were young and were
immature, given with some translations.
Comments
32% (37/116) responded with expected answers and translations that boys lacked
matlalamandla. While the subjects were sure that the boys lacked matlalamandla, the trouble was
to translate matlalamandla to the appropriate English term. 50% (58/116) were non-committal
by not giving vernacular terms, while 18% (21/116) gave some apparently random translations
such as they are weak: "ba fokola" , not fit: I'abakaqini" and others translations ofthe same order.
However, in the everyday conversation, boys do not have matla/amandla. 'IBa hloka matla",
"Badinga ama.ndla", I'They lack matlalamandla" or "ha ba na matlalabanamandla".
Interviews
The interviews showed the confusion about the vernacular terms given as terms for the English
responses provided. Teacher Paul was the best of all the subjects. He was very open about the
matla issue on all the conceptual terms in questi.on. Teacher Mk battled in search of a word
which will fit where people ordinarily use "matla".
Teacher Paul's extract (Appendix 10)
I : Ok, I am coming to the 4th question. What was the difference between boys and men
since boys could not even move some boulders?
Paul :Boys did not have much ... , shall I call it power or energy? no energy as men would do:
so they would fail to exert enough force to push the boulders up.
I :At first you said energy or power, now you say force .... alright what is the connection
between energy and power. What is power in your language?
Paul :Ke matla.
I :So you are counting four? Energy, force, momentum and power! Ke matla kaofela (all
matla1s)?
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Paul :Hantle! Ke matla kaofela (exactly, all matla's).
Teacher Mk's extract (Appendix 9)
I :We go to the fourth question. Some boys could not even move boulders. In terms of
mechanics concepts, in what ways were the boys different from men?
Mk :I think it was in terms of the energy that they have, and of course the force that they are
applying is not the same as ...
I :You said energy? What kind of energy? And anything else?
Mk :I can also say the power that they are using.
I :You said energy and power?
Mk :Yea, I want to combine the two
I :You haven't said energy and power in your language!
Mk :Energy e ntse e le matla, power [long thinking], bokgoni (energy, matla; power,
bokgoni).
Comment
Teachers in the Pilot group differed a great deal about the vernacular translations of the given
conceptual terms. They appeared reluctant to cornmit themselves to naming the concepts which
they know to be different in English by only one name. Mk took a long time in thinking.
However, teacher Paul said the boys did not "have" the necessary quantity; he was not even sure
himselfwhether it was power or energy the boys did not "have" but he was sure that it was matla
they did not "have". He admits openly that the concepts energy, force, momentum and power
are all "matla's" even on direct confrontation. This matla translation was shown in Appendix 21
which is the collection of all translations of African subjects of the Student group which are
similar to the translations of the Pilot group. The list shows that matlalamandla is the term for
energy, force, momentum, impulse and power in the vernaculars of these subjects.
5.3.7 If A outruns B, what does A have that ]fJ lacks? (in vernacular)
When two or more people are in a race, one person usually breaks the tape before the others to
win the race. What does this person have which others are lacking? What does A have which
B lacks that B is being outrun? This entity that A has was needed both in English and in
vernacular from 120 research subjects in the investigation.
TABLE 5.9
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If A outruns B, what does A have that Blacks? (in vernacular)
INS N PM EM FM MM SLJ P E F S OT
A A A A HE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 21 5(1) 10 10 - ,- 14 29 19 10 5
(2) (2) (3) (6) (4) (2) (1)
B 4 - 25 - - 25 - - - 25 25
(1) (1) (1) (1)
BN 44 2 5 - - 5 11 32 5 30 11
(1) (2) (2) (5) (14) (2) (13) (5)
TAU 5 - - 20 - 20 - - 20 20 20
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
TS 6 17 33 - - - - 33 - - 17
(1) (2) (2) (1)
T3 21 19 24 - 5 14 5 14 - 10 10
(4) (5) (1) (3) (1) (3) (2) (2)
T2 19 16 5 - - 11 16 11 - 16 26
(3) (1) (2) (3) (2) (3) (5)
TO 120 10 13 3 1 9 12 27 7 22 16
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Table 5.9 shows the results: 23% (27/120) indicated that A had more matlaJamandla than B,
and translated the matla they gave into power, energy, force or momentum. 8% (9/120) gave
the answer for the entity as lebelo/jubane translated as speed. 57% (68/120) gave the terms
power, energy, force, momentum and speed as answers, but did not translate. 13% (16/120)
gave answers different from those expected including matlaJamandla and other translations.
Answers given were stamina, confidence and strength. Some questions were left blank.
Comment
MatlaJamandla was still the entity that was generally accepted as the answer. It was translated
into either power, energy, force or momentum.
5.3.8 X and Y are rolling up boulders. X arrives at the top ten minutes before Y since X
has more ... than Y (in vernacular)
It is difficult to roll boulders up the hill. However: X was found to be quicker than Y when both
were engaged in rolling almost identical boulders up the hill. What was the reason, what is it that
X had that Y lacked?
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TABLE 5.10
X and Y are rolling up boulders. X arrives at the top ten minutes before Y since X has
more ... than Y (in vernacular)
INS N PM EM FM MM SLJ P E F M OT
A A A A HE
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0A.
UNQ 22 9 9 9 - - 14 41 9 9 -
(2) (2) (2) (3) (9) (2) (2)
B 4 75 25 - - - - - - - -
(3) (1)
BN 44 - 5 - - 5 30 34 2 18 7
(2) (2) (13) (15) (1) (8) (3)
TAU 5 - - 20 - 20 20 20 - - 20
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1)
TS 4 50 - - - 25 25 - - - -
(2) I (1) (1)
T3 25 36 16 - 4 12 8 12 - - 12
(9) (4) (1) (3) (2) (3) (3)
T2 20 10 10 - - 10 15 5 - 30 20
(2) (2) (2) (3) (1) (6) (4)
TO 124 18 11 3 1 9 23 30 3 16 11
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Table 5.10 shows the results: 34% (42/124) gave the terms power, energy, force, momentum
and speed, together with their translations. Of this total 27% (33/124) gave matlaJamandla as
the answer and their various translations as power, energy, force and momentum and 7%
(9/124) gave speed as an answer translated into lebelo/jubane including the word isipidi, which
is speed "Zulufied". 58% (72/124) gave untranslated responses of power, energy, force,
momentum and speed. 9% (11/124) gave answers like faster, stamina, gravity, with translations
and the others were left blank.
Comment
MatlaJamandla was consistently considered as the answer even though English answers were
clearly different. There were 58% who did not give vernacular words. 34% did give some
vernacular words.
Boitjhorisong Interview Extract (Appendix 14)
What do you think Mistress about this [ the intenriewer calls her by the title the children use
at school for a lady teacher]?
Lele: I think what it really stresses is the fact that we do have problems with Sotho when we
teach, because most of the words, force, energy and power, in Sotho is matla. We can't
express what type of matla.
Uniqwa Interview Extract (Appendix 15)
1: What do you think about the questionnaire? - [Long Silence] - Nothing?
VI: [the names were not given hence these Uniqwa subjects were labelled U1,V2 etc] I think
we do not like to translate to our language.. .in English and then translate it to our
language...we are repeating the same word over and over, like for instance talk about
force in Zulu is amandla.
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1: What about power?
U1: The same thing with power
I: So what do you think about our African languages?
UI: To me it is poor - forget!
[The rest of the group was conspicuously passive to the invitation to the interview. The
interviewer needed to be tactfully polite to be acceptable and be able to continue].
1: What did you write? Did you write in Sesotho?
U1: I wrote in English.
[UI was the only responding person in the group. The investigator, suspecting the students are
shied away by English, added in Sesotho though the subjects in Uniqwa are mixed language-
wise].
1: Molato ke eng ka Sesotho (what is wrong in Sesotho)?
UI: Re loketse ho sebedisa mantswe a mang, jwale Sesotho ha se na wona (We must use
different words which Sesotho does not have) ...
U2: [Interrupted] Ha se na mantswe, ke hore ho buuwang e le hore Englishing a teng,
mantswe ao a English ha a yo ka Sesotho ( Sesotho does not have appropriate words,
those words used lavishly in English are not present in Sesotho)...
U3: [Interrupted] Mantswe a English a mangata ha a yo ka Sesotho (most English words do
not exist in Sesotho).
The chatting was becoming lively in Sesotho with interruptions.
1: What would you think if I say we should teach physics to Zulus in Zulu, to Sothos in
Sotho... ?
All: No! It won't be right!
Comment
Teachers admitted the apparent vocabulary lirnitations of their African languages. Lele in
Boitjhorisong had been teaching physics in high school for many years, and she had a University
degree with physics as a major. Her contribution that the lack of differentiating words was a
problem in teaching must be taken seriously, because she must have experienced this problem
over many years in which she was teaching physics. The Uniqwa subjects openly admitted the
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African languages' poverty by supplying one 'word for several conceptual terms. All subjects
indeed, show the problems brought about by the undifferentiated conceptual terms in vernacular.
5.3.9 Comments on interviews
The attitude of the subjects was perturbing v/hen they indicated unpleasantness with the
investigator when the investigation sessions v/ere long, say longer than half an hour. This
happened in almost all institutions. Impatience \vas aggravated when the investigator discussed
some concepts and disagreed with the subjects. English was not the best accepted medium for
open and free discussions. When Sesotho or Zulu was included, resulting in a language mixture,
depending where it was, in some discussions, most subjects came alive again. Rollnick (1988)
came across this attitude among Swati students where mixed language became the best for
discussions.
5.4 SPEED - VELOCITY - ACCELERATION
Speed, velocity and acceleration in African languages in South Africa were not distinct words
that were differentiated, but rather all seemed to nlean just the movement, which could imply any
way the position of the object in question changed with time. The investigator viewed the
understanding of these students as being that they observed or visualised this change in position
with time becoming more and more as the boulders fell lower and lower. This change ofposition
with time was translated as lebelo/jubane, being undifferentiated as speed, velocity or
acceleration. Would the language undifferentiate ness not contribute to conceptual difficulty in
differentiation? It was the question to be answered. Learners would therefore have problems as
to which word in English to choose as a correct translation ofthe lebelo/jubane concept they had
in mind.
Task 2 (shown in Appendix 5) in the language theme investigated the translation of the concept
terms for speed, velocity and acceleration. Translation of force would also be investigated,
particularly as compared to the translations that were given for energy in the preceding task. Th~
aim in this task was again to investigate the effect of the mother tongue interpretation of these
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concept terms compared with the physics conceptualization of these related but distinctly
different concepts. Table 5.11 is a summary of the responses gathered from the subjects.
Indications were given to the subjects that the vernacular terms were essential.
TABLE 5.11
Speed - velocity - acceleration in vernacular
INS N S S S V V V A A A F F F
LJ B S LJ B V LJ B A MA B F
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 % 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
UNQ 1 31 46 23 23 46 31 8 54 39 23 54 23
3 (4) (6) (3) (3) (6) (4) (1) (7) (5) (3) (7) (3)
B 4 100 - - 100 - - 75 25 - 100 - -
(4) (4) (3) (1) (4)
T3 2 24 62 14 19 71 10 10 81 10 29 52 19
1 (5) (13) (3) (4) (15) (2) (2) (li) (2) (6) (11) (4)
T2 2 57 33 10 10 76 14 10 71 19 29 57 14
1 (12) (7) (2) (2) (16) (3) (2) (15) (4) (6) (12) (3)
BN 4 64 21 14 41 45 14 36 50 14 50 45 5
2 (27) (9) (6) (17) (19) (6) (15) (21) (6) (21) (19) (2)
TO 101 52 35 14 30 56 15 23 61 17 40 49 12
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Table 5.11 shows the results: 101 subjects from four institutions were involved in this task. 52~/0
(52/101) of these subjects translated speed as lebelo for Sotho groups and as jubane for Nguni
groups. 35% (35/1 01) did not give answers or gave vernacular coined terms, such as "isipidi"
which is a Zulu word coined from "speed" and isivinini which would be given as meaning
velocity or acceleration hence it was inconsistent; while 140/0 (14/101) stuck to English alone
in the question that needed translation of the conceptual term, speed.
The same subjects were asked to translate velocity into their own language and 30 of the 101
(30%), responded with lebelo/jubane. 56 (56%) of them gave no answer at all, while 15% of
them mentioned only the English name, velocity.
The third conceptual term to be investigated was acceleration. The results were that 23 of these
subjects (23 %), translated acceleration as lebelo/jubane depending upon Sotho or Nguni. 61 %
gave no translation or some inconsistent coined terms such as "mafura" in Sesotho meaning fat,
or "mafutha" in Zulu also meaning fat, the mafuralmafutha idea taken from the fact that it was
always said that the vehicle accelerator was a fat giver to the vehicle; while 17% gave no
vernacular term but only gave acceleration.
Comment
Among these teachers, lebelo for the Sotho group population in South Africa, and jubane for
the Nguni group, seemed to be widely accepted as the word for movement or the change in
position with time, be it speed, velocity or acceleration. The descending order ofthe numbers that
translated the required terms into lebelo/jubane \vas noted as 52% (52/101) for speed, 30%
(30/1 01) for velocity and 23% (23/1 01) for acceleration. It was, however, interesting that
teachers who were ready to teach physics to pre-university students, should be reluctant to
translate the concepts they knew to be different using the same vernacular word, hence more
subjects fell into the more uncommitted categories of blank responses and English alone. A
reasonable conclusion could be that they had noted the undifferentiated nomenclature of their
vernacular for what they have learned as different.
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It was, again, very interesting to note that the other two alternative categories of these subjects
had the ascending order, but their rates of ascending differed considerably. The category that did
not give answers at all increased for speed, velocity and acceleration: 35%, 56% and 61 %, while
the category that only used English and avoided translation were: 14%, 15% and 17%. The
higher rates of ascending non-response suggested the spirit of discomfort among the subjects,
while the lower rate ofEnglish alone could be due to more confusion and uncertainty. These two
categories, where one category gave no response to the request, and the other remained with
English alone, were both understood by the investigator as a result of confusion among these
teachers in the Pilot group. It was, therefore, not necessarily that the teachers did not know what
to write, but indeed, it was embarrassing to write the same word for the concepts that one has
discovered in the classroom were distinctly different, even though they were related. Teacher
Mk (Appendix 9) indicated this difficulty when he battled and failed to find different words
where people ordinarily used matla for all the concepts in question. Teacher Paul (Appendix 10),
however, stated it clearly that "Ke rnatla kaofela" (they are all matla).
5.5 THE BmLICAL VERSE
A minor task which also fell under the same class:ification of language difficulties consisted of
a translation ofa verse from the Bible. When Africans learned languages they used every possible
means from all angles to achieve their purpose. The example was how the investigator and his
contemporaries learned English. It was not explained to them that English would differ according
to the disciplines in which it was used: that the defence force, police force and air force in the
military discipline were not the same forces of attraction or of repulsion defined and used in
mechanics or physics in general; that energy, DJrCe and power were not synonymous in
mechanics as in everyday communication where to be forceful, to be energetic and to be powerful
meant the same as shown in a short interview with Mavlyn (Appendix 11); that the Christian
power in the Blood ofthe Lamb would not mean the rate ofdoing work or the rate of dissipation,
of energy was not easy to distinguish.
A minor task of a Biblical verse was introduced to show how many terms were meaning
matlalamandla from a Biblical point of view, which could confuse a mechanics learner if an
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explicit line was not drawn or emphasis made that the speech or the language of the Biblical
verse was strictly in the "religious kind ofexpression", as it should be done in cases ofmechanics
teaching.
This minor task was considered by the investigator as important in that the Mrican students in
South Mrica were heavily evangelised with the Bible of the Christian religion. Since it was so
widely used, English Bibles were used by most students among the indigenous population to
learn English language construction. The investigator in this project learned much ofthe English
he presently knows by using the Bible translations everyday. He was astonished to discover that
Biblical English was not necessarily the same as physics English.
Results
The Biblical verse, paraphrased as shown in the second page of Task 1, last item, about God
"who gives us strength with mighty power, far above all authority, all power, against forces
of evil by the right to be His children". The aim in this task was to show how the ordinarily
spoken language, as well as the authoritative Biblical language which was supposed to be
understood well and not be mistaken, both appeared to be different from the language used to
express physics. Table 5.10 shows how the distjinctly different concept terms were generally
translated by students and teachers, who all v/ere the subjects in this study. All accepted
unanimously without influencing one another that all underlined words should be rightly
translated to matla/amandla. Typical examples of translations were as follows:
From the Sesotho Bible:
ya re neang matla, ka matla a matla, ka hodima matla ohle, matla oWe kgahlanong le matla oWe
a bokgopo ka matla a ho ba bana ba Hae. (Sesotho)
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TABLE 5.12 Matla/Amandla from the Biblc:~
--
ENGLISH strength mighty power authority force right
NGUNI's amandla amandla amandla amandla amandla amandla
SOTHO's matla matla matla matla matla matla
From the Zulu Bible:
osinika amandla, ngamandla anamandla, ngaphezu kwamandla onke, mandla onke, maqondana
namandla onke obubi ngamandla okubangabant'Nana bakhe. (Zulu)
Comment
There were some occasional differences from the general translation which was considered
correct from the majority of the subjects. Sets~'ana, for instance, in its several dialects, had a
synonym to matla as thata; although the two words have the same meaning, to sound different,
the two words were used interchangeably.
Yore fileng maatla ka thata ya gagwe .
Yore fileng thata ka maatla a gagwe .
(who gives us "maatla" with His "maatla"oo.)
The accepted Bible translations into the African languages also stated the conceptual terms in
this verse all to be matla or maatla (Sotho), amandla (Nguni), maanda (Venda).
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5.6 STUDENT GROUP
Of the Student group described in Section 3.4.3,71 subjects had African languages spoken in
South Africa as their vernaculars. They were all in first year university physics in the University
of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, in the first semester of 1996. 15 of the subjects were enrolled in
Physics 110S (for engineers and physics majors) while 56 were enrolled in Physics 110B (for life
science students). Conceptual terms which were given as responses to the task which was
handled in Chapter 4 were to be translated into vernacular in order to investigate language
difficulties the subjects might have. Ofthe several languages the subjects used, those with Zulu
as home language were 47 subjects, with Sesotho were 5 subjects, for Setswana were 4, for
Xhosa were 7, with Venda was 1 and with Sepedi were 4 subjects; there were 3 Tsonga
speaking subjects but they did not translate into Tsonga.
In the following sections the results of translations to questions on Task 1 are presented. The
concept term that was given as the English response is given followed by translation terms from
various subjects and the number of subjects who gave the response. There were those terms
which were unexpected and untranslated responses that were considered as well.
As boulders rolled or fell down the mountain, they gained some mechanics quantities or entities.
What these mechanics concepts were, was given in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2). However, the
translated responses are given in this section.
5.6.1 As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gain?
Translations:
Table 5.13 shows the responses. There were 47 responses given by the subjects in Zulu, Xhosa,
Venda, Sesotho and Setswana. Some were correct according to the Chapter 4 Reference group,
some were translated into vernacular terms, some were untranslated while some were incorrect.
The conceptual terms which were given as responses were Energy (kinetic), momentum, speed,
velocity and force.
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There were 7 other responses with their translations and some without, such as enemy /lenaba,
kamokaltogether both in Sepedi; collisionlukushayisa, accelerationlamafutha and much
deathlukufa kakhulu in Zulu. Kinetic Energy was given alone untranslated in one response. The
rest of the subjects did not respond.
For energy, momentum and force, maanda, matla and amandla were given by various subjects;
for energy, speed and force, the Zulu word umdlandla appeared; For force, momentum and
energy, amandla appeared. For speed and momentum jubane and lebelo appeared. Jubane also
appeared under "other" terms as well with acceleration. [The numbers following the vernacular
terms in Table 5.13 represent the number of responses giving the same vernacular term for the
concepts opposite it].
TABLE 5.13
As boulders rolled down, which quantlity or quantities did they gain... (in
vernacular)
Zulu Xhosa Sesotho Setswana Sepedi Untransl-
Venda ated
Kinetic umfutho8 - matla 1 kgokolog- maandal 1
Energy amandla6 o 1
umdlandl
a 1
Moment- amandla2 isantya 1 lebelo 1 - - -
urn jubane 1 sekgahIal





Velocity isivinini 1 - - - - -




5.6.2 When a boulder collides with a neighbouring boulder, which quantity or quantities
does it impart to its neighbour?
52 responses were gathered from the subjects on this question in Zulu, Xhosa, Setswana and
Sesotho. Some were untranslated. The mechanics concept terms which were given as responses
were Energy (Kinetic), momentum, force, acceleration, velocity, speed and mass (Table 5.14).
TABLE 5.14
When boulders collide, what quantity or quantities do they impart in
vernacular?
Zulu Xhosa Sesotho Setswana Sepedi Untran-
slated
Energy amandla - - kgokolo- - 1
2 ga 1






Force umdlandl - - - - 1
a2
dudula 1
Accelera- isivinini 1 isantya 1 - - - 1
tion
Velocity jubane 1 - lebelo 1 - - 4
speed isivinini 3 - - - - -
Mass amandlal - - - - -
isisindo 1
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There were 13 "other" responses with their translations such as frictionlkgotlhagano in Setswana
and potential energy/umdlandla and pressure/isisindo. Energy, momentum, force, acceleration
and velocity were given in some responses but \vere not translated, others were blank.
Again amandla was given by different subjects to mean energy, momentum and mass in Zulu.
Now isivinini appeared to mean both acceleration and speed unlike in the previous question
where speed and acceleration were given jubane in Zulu
5.6.3 Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder to kill a man it have a large
amount of ...( appropriate quantity)
There were 45 responses which were gathered frOlu the subjects ofthe Student group. The correct
conceptual terms for this question were Kinetic energy and momentum. However, the subjects
gave energy (Kinetic), momentum, weight, mass, speed, power and force in their responses. In




Some falling boulders can kill. For sueh a bou~der to kill a man it must have
a large amount of ... (the quantity or quantities in vernacular)
Zulu Sesotho Setswana Sepedi untranslat-
ed
Kinetic amandla 2 - - - -
Energy umfutho 2
Momentum amandla 2 - - - -
nqubuzo 1




Mass amandla 1 boima 3 - - -
isisindo 14
Speed umfutho 1 - -- - -
kushesha 1
Power amandla 2 - - maatla 1 -
Force umdlandla2 matla 1 - - -
umfutho 2
There were eight "other" responses from the subj ects which, including their translations were:
collisionlukungqubuzana and impulse/ingqubuzo.
Energy, momentum, mass and power were translated amandla, maatla and thata. Umfutho was
given by several subjects as a word or a translation for the conceptual terms energy, weight,
speed and power. Umdlandla appears to mean 'weight and force.
5.6.4 Some small boys could not even move the boulders; in terms of mechanics concepts,
in what ways are the boys different from men?
45 responses were gathered from the subjects. The vernacular terms were given only in Zulu and
in Sesotho. While the correct response according to the Chapter 4 Reference group was that the
boys could not exert or apply sufficient force, the responses which were given by the subjects
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were that the boys had less or insufficient energy:, power, force, mass and weight (Table 5.16).
TABLE 5.16
Some small boys could not even mov(~ the boulders; in terms of the mecr:anics
concepts, what was the difTerenc:e between boys and men in vernacular?
Zulu Sesotho Untranslated
Less or not enough abanamandla 6 .0 -
Energy abanamfutho 2
Less or not enough abanamandla 7 ha ba na matla 1 -
Power
Less or not enough abanamandla 4 ha ba na matIa 1 -
Force
Less or not enough abanasisindo 3 Ula fokola 1 -
Mass
Less or not enough abanamandla 1 .. -
Weight
Others
There were nine (9) other responses as to in what ways boys were different as compared to men,
responses such as: the boys had no experience/botlhale in Setswana, and had no
strengthlamandla, muscles, were not fully developed/akukaqini in Zulu.
For boys who supplied less energy it was said "abanamandla", less power, "abanamandla", less
force, "abanamandla" and less weight "abanamandla"; less power, "ha ba na matla", less force,
"ha ba na matla".
General responses from most of the research subjects were that boys did not "have" that
particular quantity, had less ofthat quantity or applied less ofthe particular quantity, i.e. boys had
no force, less force or applied less force (the general responses and translations of the question
4 by the Student group appear in Appendix 21).
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5.6.5 Man X and man Y are rolling identical boulders up the mountain. Man X arrives
at the top ten minutes before man Y. Describe the differences between man X and
man Y rolling tbe boulders in terms of the mechanics concepts.
There were 50 responses which were collected from the subjects for this question. The
vernaculars were Zulu, Sesotho and Sepedi. Some were untranslated. The correct response
according to the Chapter 4 Reference group, is that man X generated more power. The subjects
gave power, force, energy and acceleration as responses (Table 5.17).
TABLE 5.17
Man X arriving at the top ten minutes before man Y. The difference between
X and Y with vernacular translation.
Difference Zulu Sesotho Sepedi Untranslated
Energy - sekgahla 1 - 1
(kinetic)
Power umfutho 3 - - 3
amandla 5
Force amandla 3 sekgahla 2 maatla 1 3
umfutho 3
Acceleration - lebelo - 2
There were nineteen (19) other responses that were not expected; most of them were not
translated, such as: man X had greater mass, raan X had greater strength, man X is eating
properly and man X is strong.
Power and force were translated or given the vernacular word amandla by some Zulu subjects,
and umfutho by others. Energy and force were given sekgahla in Sesotho by the subjects who
translated.
5.7 GROUPS COMPARED (PILOT ANn STUDENT)
It was important to establish if the vernacular terms given by the subjects were the concepts in
vernacular or were the Elllllish concents translated into suhiects' vemacnJ;:Jr The nrnhJem ~t::trterl
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with the Reference group ofthe language difficulties which consisted ofAfrican physics lecturers
and post-graduate students in various universities in South Africa. They did not give responses
which were "correct and complete" compared to thE responses of the Reference group of the
theme of Conceptual difficulties. Despite the instruction given that their responses should be
both in English and in mother tongue, most of theJffi still gave responses in one language, either
in English or in mother tongue. As the tables show, there was a general reluctance to give the
conceptual terms in vernaculars both among the Pilot and Student groups.
For the quantity or quantities gained as boulden. rolled down, 320/0 of the Pilot group gave
matlaJamandla for Kinetic energy, momentum, force and power; while 42% ofthe Student group
gave the mixture of matlaJamandla and umdlandla. (which also was a kind of amandla and also
courage) for these concepts.
For the quantities imparted when a boulder collided with a stationary boulder 17% of the Pilot
group gave the mother tongue term matlaJamLandla for power, kinetic energy, force and
momentum which were given as the English responses, while 40% of the Student group gave
several different mother tongue terms for the same terms.
For the quantity the boulder must have much of in order to kill a man, 24% of the Pilot group
gave matlaJamandla for power, kinetic energy and force which were given as responses, while
61 % ofthe Student group gave a variety ofmother tongue terms for the same concepts but with
mass also included in the responses.
For the difference b~tween men and boys in moving boulders when boys could not even move
some boulders, 32% of the Pilot group gave matlavamandla for power, Kinetic energy and force
while 34 % ofthe Student group gave different responses excluding matlaJamandla for the same
conceptual terms plus weight.
For the difference of man X and man Y when man X arrives ten minutes before Y at the top,
34% of the Pilot group gave matlaJamandla for power, kinetic energy, force, momentum
and lebe10 for speed, while 61 % ofthe Student group gave a variety ofmother tongue terms for
power, kinetic energy and force which were given as the English responses.
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It was therefore noted that the Pilot group was greatly limited to matlaJamandla while also that
they were reluctant to give the vernacular words. The highest percentages where the Pilot group
gave the vernacular terms is 34%. It w_as either that there was no vernacular term for tt.~ concept,
the subjects did not know it or they were reluctant to repeat it ifthey used it before for a different
concept.
Translation ofthese concept terms by the Pilot group indicated that indeed there were problems.
Those subjects who did translate showed that the various English concept terms were translated
in an inconsistent way by synonyms or were undifferentiated in African vernaculars in the
South African context, terms such as amandla, umdlandla and umfutho in Zulu which were
usually used interchangeably as shown in Steve and Mike when interviewed (Appendix 24).
Such undifferentiated terms 11 mislead 11 students to conclude that various concept terms in the
English used in physics are synonymous just as it is in everyday English communication,
particularly if the emphasis is not made that the language spoken in physics needed to be very
special. The translations done by the Student group were different in that they used additional
words such as umdlandla (still matla in Sotho languages), which was still synonymous with
amandla. This umdlandla was not a consistent translation of any particular term. Thus the
Student group appeared to have a richer vocabulary in vernacular which they could associate with
mechanics concepts than the Pilot group. Even so, there was little consistency among the Student
group in how the various vernacular terms were used, a problem also observed with the
Reference group.
5.8 SUMMARY
If the ten English terms that mean matlaJamandla in some sense, namely force, energy, power,
momentum, right, authority, strength, might, strong and majesty, did have explicit meanings that
could be differentiated, the difference was not very apparent to the African learner who grew up
in the communities that did not differentiate these terms. Rather the learners would have
difficulties not only in separating the terms as they should be separated, but probably also in
understanding the actual concepts referred to by these terms. The same difficulties would be
experienced by the learners with the conceptual terms speed, velocity and acceleration.
. Rutherford and Nkopodi (1990) show how problematic the comparisons of the concepts are
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between the two languages, namely English as language of instruction and the home language
of the learner, be it Zulu or Sesotho. In addition, there were several vernacular terms that could
be used to refer to T:arious concepts in mechanics, but neither the Reference group nor the
Africans in the Student group agreed on which vernacular terms correspond to which English
terms.
CHAPTER SIX
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The aim of this study was to investigate difficulties among African learners in understanding
several concepts in mechanics and how their vernaculars affected their learning of those
concepts. However, there were several other difficulties which were hurdles to the learning and
understanding of mechanics, physics or even science in general, which were excluded in this
study as variables, such as those outlined in by Seretlo (1973) in the Overview, in Section 1.1 and
those given in The limitations of the Study in Section 6.4.
In this chapter the various findings summarised; the relationship between the research study and
the literature reviewed is outlined, and the limitations of this study to adequately investigate the
difficulties of the Mrican students globally are discussed. The discussions are based upon the
observations and data analysis from among the pre-service teachers and in-service teachers who
had been teaching high school physics in the Qwa-Qwa region as the Pilot group. Thos~ findings
were compared with the responses from the Student group consisting of first year physics
students at the University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg. The results were collected from subjects
in several Teacher Training Institutions, Colleges of Education and Universities. The
investigations of these difficulties were considered post instruction. Since Task 1 originated
from the experience of the investigator, who considered the Moshoeshoe's wars story as a
practical example of cross-cultural physics familiar to African people (Opalko 1991), it had
no direct reference in the literature except the history books which relate it. On the other hand,
the Quiz Question in Task 2 was familiar from the extensive research work on similar
difficulties done around the world (Watts and Zylbersztajn 1981; Clement 1982; Halloun and
Hestenes 1985; Rollnick 1988; Jegede and Okebukola 1990). The results ofthese international
researchers were compared with the results obta.ined from the Pilot subjects of this research
study, who were all African students in typical South African institutions where much less
research had been conducted on these difficulties (Grayson 1994a).
The conceptual difficulties among the Mrican subjects in this study were similar to those noted
by McDermott (1991). She noted that students did not respond correctly, not because instructors
failed to present the course content clearly and correctly as viewed from a physicist's perspective,
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but usually because what the instructor or the rem.edial material taught or implied and what the
student interpreted or inferred as having been taught or implied were not the same.
New findings related to the identification of a quantity that the subjects indicated was intrinsic
to a person or object. This quantity was usually identified by a single term matlaJamandla in the
vernacular of the research subjects, but reverse translation into English resulted in the
inconsistent use of a number ofmechanics terms. A lack of consensus among African physicists
and students was also identified with respect to the correspondence between several vernacular
terms and English mechanics terms.
6.2 FINDINGS AND COMPARISON W][TH THE LITERATURE
FINDINGS
There were ten findings made in this study from the observations. Some were similar to those
findings already observed elsewhere by other researchers, while some were surprisingly new.
The findings are classified below:
General Comparison
1 African subjects' performance was poor in mechanics compared to that of ethnic groups
that used English as first language in South Africa.
Conceptual Difficulties
2 Correct force conceptualisation among African teachers in the Pilot group was lower
compared to that of the subjects of the international researchers.
3 African subjects mostly gave only one ternl in their responses even where more than one
could be given.
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4 Most African subjects considered the concept "matlaJamandla" as an intrinsic quantity.
5 Some of the study subjects had a misc(.Inception that one needed to have mass or
weight at least equal to that of the boulder if he or she was to succeed to roll it.
Language Difficulties
6 Reverse translation (from vernacular to English) ofvernacular terms was apparently used
in the responses where mechanics terms force, energy, momentum and power were
given resulting in confusion of the choice of appropriate conceptual term in English.
7 Most subjects understood the four distinct mechanics concepts, namely power, energy,
momentum and force to be synonymous and found them difficult to distinguish one from
another.
Difficulties Intertwined
8 The vernacular terms matla and amandla did not convey any distinction between the
different mechanics terms into which they could be translated.
9 Some English speaking subjects successfully used verbs associated with mechanics
quantities while the African subjects did not generally associate correct verbs with the
quantities.
10 Distinct concepts of mechanics stated in English did not have consistent counterparts in
African vernaculars according to the Pilot, Student and Reference groups. There was no
consensus on vernacular counterparts.
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LITERATURE REVIEWED INFORMIN(~ THE STUDY
This section contains a comparison ofthe reviewed literature with what was fou..ld in the present
study concerning the difficulties investigated. The misconceptions referred mostly relate to the
"coin toss" task since the Moshoeshoe's wars and Task 3 were the two tasks newly introduced
in the present study.
6.2.1 General Group Comparison: The Pilot against the Student
A general comparison of the correctness of the responses given by the subjects from the Pilot
and the Student group were made for the questions in Task 1 and Task 2. The correctness ofthe
responses was determined by the Reference group in Chapter 4 which consisted of physics
lecturers and professors from several universities. The correct responses from the Student group
were divided according to ethnicities for White, ][ndian and African subjects and cOinpared with
those ofthe Pilot group. Table 6.1 below summarises the results ofTask 1. On the results ofTask
2, the "coin toss" task, similar results are observed. Table 6.2 summarises the results of Task 2
about forces on the rising ball.
TABLE 6.1
Percentages of correct responsE~s given by the Pilot group
and by each sub-group in the Student group to Task 1
Question Pilot Student Group
No. Group Whites Indians Africans
1 79 96 69 69
2 38 84 81 61
3 16 46 25 23
4 13 54 41 31
5 33 26 6 29
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TABLE 6.2
Percentages of correct responses given by the Pilot group and by each sub-
group in the Student group to Task 2
Position Pilot Student Group
No. Group Whites Indians Africans
1 2 52 34 32
2 35 62 59 37
3 62 86 69 53
The responses on question 5 of Task 1 were interesting. It was the only question which was
answered correctly by more African subjects than others followed by White students then
Indians. The investigator suggests that this fact. was influenced by reverse translation. Most
responses were given to be matla/amandla by the African subjects of both the Pilot and the
Student groups. Most ofthese subjects knew "power" as a reverse translation for matla/amandla
in most of the five questions, which was incorrect except in question 5 where power was
incidentally the right answer. Hence they gave the right response, not necessarily because they
understood it to be right, but by the coincidence that power was chosen as the appropriate term
upon reverse translation.
Conclusion
Although there were a few exceptions in the pattern of the results, the indication was that the
general responses given from the subjects in the Student group followed some trend such that
White subjects appeared the best, while the Indian subjects appeared better than African subjects
in the understanding of these mechanics concepts in question. The African teachers in the Pilot
group appeared to show the least understanding. More specifically, for most questions, the
performance of the African teachers was worse than that of African students studying first year




Task 2 has been used by many researchers around the world in the investigation of the
understanding of their students as far as force is concerned. This task was used in this study to
determine how the results of the South African students and teachers compared with those of
their international counterparts. Task 1 was an original set of questions introduced in this study
to further probe the conceptualization of force, nl0mentum, kinetic energy, speed, velocity and
power.
1 Comparison with International Student Difficulties
Numerous physics researchers around the world used a task similar to Task 2 which involved a
ball or a stone thrown upwards, where force on this object were required from their subjects.
Among many results which were given, 85% of the subjects used by Watts and Zylbersztaijn
(1981) from Surrey in England indicated the pres~mce of an upward force on the rising ball, 66%
ofthe subjects used by Osborne (1985) stated there was a continuing upward force, 69% of the
subjects in the study of Gilbert, Watts and Osborne (1985) from New Zealand had the idea that
the ball was acted upon by an upward force, 88~) of the subjects in the study of Sadanand and
Kess (1990) from Connecticut indicated the up·ward force and 52% of the subjects tested by
Sequeira and Leite (1991) from Braga in Portuga.l indicated this upward force. All the subjects
with whom the above researchers worked were investigated post instruction. The subjects in
the present study were in-service and pre-service teachers, also investigated·post instruction.
98% of the Pilot group in this study stated the presence of the upward force while the ball was
going up, while the percentage of the subjects of the Student group who gave responses
indicating an upward force are: Whites: 48%; Indians: 66% (both having English as vernacular)
and Africans: 69%.
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550/0 of the Pilot group indicated the presence of an upward force on the ball at the highest
position, namely position 2, while the subjects ofthe Student group indicated the presence ofthe
upward force as follows: Whites: 360/0; Indians: 28% and Africans: 60%.
260/0 of the subjects in the Pilot Group indicated the presence of the upward force on a falling
ball at position 3, while the subjects of the Student group showed the presence of the upward
force on the falling ball as follows: Whites: 14%;, Indians: 28% and Africans: 47%.
The following quotation from the interview with Teacher Ma (Appendix 17), illustrated the type
of thinking underlying the misconception:
I :What would you say to somebody that v/ould say there's never an upward force after
the ball has left the hand?
Ma :How come the ball has gone upwards without the force upwards?
Comparison with the Literature
The results were similar to what the international researchers observed in their studies such as
in Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) where 85% of the subjects associated the force with motion as
in this study. Most subjects in this study labelled the "pushing" or "applied" force from the
thrower as the force acting upwards on the ball as was noticed in Clement (1982). The majority
ofthe subjects in the study conducted in McDennott (1994) indicated an upward force indicating
the idea of "motion implies force I!. Osborne (1985) had 66% of his subjects having the same
"upward force" problem who did not abandon it even after appropriate instruction. Most
international and local researchers such as in Se:epe (1993) and in Grayson (1995) noted how
their subjects associated force with motion, the higher the speed, the higher the force and in the
same direction of the force causing and maintain~ng the motion. However, the 98% of the Pilot
group subjects in this study, who believed in the upward force, was the highest figure reported,
even higher than the 87% observed in Thijs and Van der Berg (1994). Considering the fact that
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the Pilot group consisted of teachers, this finding has serious implications. Since it was teachers
like these who taught the Mrican students, this also probably partially explains why the Mrican
students in the Student group did worse than their peers.
Conclusions
1 The force misconception, that there was an upward force on the three positions of the
ball, namely, on the way upwards, at the highest position where the ball turned around
and at the position where it was falling back downwards, existed among the African
subjects who were the subjects of the study, as it did among the subjects of the
international researchers mentioned.
2 This force misconception was relatively more prevalent among the Mrican subjects
compared to other subjects. In the Student group the African subjects' responses are
poorer than those of Whites and India.n subjects. That is, the force misconception
under investigation is more common aInong Mrican subjects.
3 The belief in the existence of an upward force of the ball when it was moving upwards,
was very much more prevalent amongst the teachers in the Pilot group than amongst any
of the Student group. This suggests poorer understanding of the physics concepts
amongst the teachers than amongst the first year university students.
Matla/amandla elaborated
Task 1 had ten questions originally, which were answered by the Pilot group. These questions
were rephrased and their number was reduced to five which were answered by the Student group
in this study. However, in both versions the aim was to investigate if the subjects understood
how the mechanics concepts force, momentum, kinetic energy and power differed and whether
the subjects could readily identify these concepts where they occurred.
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Most African subjects indicated that these concept terms had a single term in their vernaculars:
matla in Sesotho, Setswana and Sepedi (Sotho group) and amandla in Xhosa, Zulu, Swati and
Ndebele (Nguni group). Zulu and Sesothc dictionaries and authorities in these languages were
consulted for the authoritative meaning of matla in Sotho group term and amandla in Nguni
group term.
Casalis (1981) in The English-Sesotho Vocabulary gave the Sesotho term for force as "matla",
for energy as "matla" and for power as "ma-tla" while momentum did not appear in the
vocabulary. Mabille and Dieterlen (1985) in their Sesotho-English Dictionary gave matla as
meaning force and strength.
Doke, Malcolm, Sikhakhana and Vilakazi (1990) in their Zulu-English, English-Zulu Combined
Dictionary indicated amandla to mean "mighty", "strong" and "powerful".
The investigator used the Bible translations to learn most languages spoken in South Africa since
that proved to be the easiest and the cheapest lnethod to learn other languages. There was a
likelihood that his many other African colleagues learned other languages in a similar manner.
The minor task incorporated in the Moshoeshoe's wars task, which needed translation of a
Biblical verse, indicated how twelve distinguishable terms in English were indistinguishably
translated as matlaJamandla.
The Constructivist's ideas could therefore be applied to this case of the matlaJamandla concept
in the following manner: Cobern (1996) fronl Arizona, who focused his attention on non-
western students with non-western cultures, proposed that students constructed knowledge under
the influence of prior observations of their sunrounding world; he warned that students from
different cultures would have different perspectives to western science, which he suggested must
be incorporated into their knowledge structure. Since according to the theory ofConstructivism,
learning occurred when there is a knowledge input to the learner resulting in new construction
of sense over and above the learner's current understanding of the world around them, it could
only be concluded that in the African perspeclcive the matlaJamandla concept that had been




It was, at this juncture that the investigator suggested that African students in South Africa
appeared to use a concept constructed as " matlaJamandla" which was an entity or a quantity
contained in objects or systems universally to cause some motion or change in position. There
was no line drawn to separate and differentiate: matlaJamandla from one context to another
different context: in mechanics, politics, religion, traditions, economy and otherwise. All twelve
terms, namely, force, energy, momentum, impulse, power, strong, might, mighty, strength,
strong, privilege and right are translated as matla/amandla.
"Amandla!" was the well-known political quantity in South Africa which was so much "power"
that it replaced one strong government regirne with another. In teacher Paul's interview
(Appendix 10), for energy, force, momentum and power he said "Hantle, ke matla kaofela
(exactly, all are matla's).
2 Single Term
In surveying the responses to question 1 ofTask 1 by the Pilot group, only 5 subjects out of 106
gave more one response. 24 said speed alone, 31 said energy (kinetic) alone, 22 said force or
acceleration or anger or vigour. 95% ofthe subjects gave only one term for the response where
they could have given three correct terms, when the instructions said give as many terms as
possible. While the Student group subjects were not interviewed, one factor noticeable among
the teachers in the Pilot group who were intervie'wed was the frequent need for prompting "and
anything else" by the investigator when the subjects were just giving one term and appeared
satisfied. The Student group responses showed how rife it was among African subjects to give
just single term responses as for example in Table 4.15 where 32% (16/50) of the White
subjects gave "complete and correct" responses while no African subjects gave any "complete
and correct" responses but 63% (48/76) gave correct and incomplete responses. The tables which
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show the kinds ofresponses the subjects gave, such as Table 4.15,4.17, 4.19 and 4.21 show that
the African subjects gave more "correct but incomplete" responses than other ethnic groups in
the Student Group.
Table 4.13 which summarises the subjects l understanding of acceleration, velocity and speed,
confirmed the idea that only one term was given :ln most responses for the movement with time,
either speed, velocity (which were correct according to the Reference group) or acceleration.
Literature Information
This difficulty of learners in noticing the distinction among speed, velocity and acceleration has
been recorded by researchers such as Trowbridge and McDermott (1980, 1981), Minstrell
(1982) and Grayson (1990).
As Cobern (1996) suggested, these Africans should be allowed to construct their world view their
own way. For almost all questions of the tasks, most African subjects gave a single term as a
response. Since most African subjects appear to have thought there was only one vernacular
term, namely matla/amandla, only one English term was given as the concept constructed as
matla in their response to any of the questions. ~v1r N gave the single response "matla" for four
of the questions in Task 1. Teacher Paul gave all five responses in Task 1 as matla even though
he was aware that the responses were distinctly not the same.
Conclusion
Most African subjects gave only a single term as response even where there could be three or
more possible correct terms. The conclusion could be that the African people had only
constructed a single concept of the quantity "matlalamandla", for example, which was gained as
the boulder was rolled down. Only one term was therefore constructed for the four concepts,
namely power, energy, momentum and force.
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3 Matla/amandla intrinsic
From Section 4.5.4, in the discussion of the difference between boys and men in that men could
roll the boulders which boys could not even move, there appeared a list of responses as to how
the boys were different from men. The Sotho group of subjects said men "ba na le matla" (men
have matla) or boys "ha ba na matla" (boys have less or no matla) and Nguni group of the
subjects said men "banamandla" (men have amandla) or boys "abanamandla" (boys have less or
no amandla).
There were few of the subjects who have Englilsh as their home language who said that boys
"have" force. However, this idea that boys "have" force was very prevalent among African
learners in this study. Incidentally, "have" implies that the quantity has to be one's property, or
be one's entity which one can impart or give away or keep it or even walk around with it within
himself Such a quantity would be intrinsic to, say the boy. This is the meaning of "they have
matla", implying that matla is not the quantity which gets applied or exerted between two or more
objects but a property belonging to a single object.
Literature Information
This idea of "has force", "have force" referring to a moving object or even "the force it has" was
noted by Watts and Zylbersztaijn (1981), Watts (1983) and Grayson (1990), while presently
among these African subjects it was the phrase that indicated the reverse translated idea of
"possessing" or having the "force" within oneself It clearly indicated the presence of the
misconception that these quantities were believed to be intrinsic among most of these subjects.
Before the inception of this study, the investigator himself believed that most ofthese quantities
were intrinsic as well.
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Conclusion
Since the correct response to the question asking for the quantity needt;d by the boys was force,
it was a quantity which could not be intrinsic if it was understood well. It was an interaction
between two or more bodies or objects. It could not be intrinsic to a single body. This idea "to
have" indicated that the subjects believed that the: quantity was intrinsic, which was an incorrect
understanding.
4 Mass - Weight Misconception
Several subjects in the Pilot group, 11 out of 119 subjects, ( 9%), stated that if either the mass
or the weight of the boys were smaller than that of the boulders then the boys could not even
move the boulders. This idea appeared among the Student group where the response distribution
of those who said boys could not move the boulders since their mass or weight was smaller than
those of the boulders they needed to move was as follows: Whites: 6% (3/50); Indians: 22%
(7/32) and Africans: 17% (12/70).
The following extract from the interview with Teacher Ma (Appendix 17) illustrates the type
of thinking involved:
I :Let us go to the fourth question. Some sInall boys could not even move some boulders.
Now in terms ofsome mechanics concepts, what is the difference between boys and men?
Ma :The difference is their mass. For these to roll boulders up, they need a certain amount
ofweight.
From the argument ofthis teacher Ma the mass of the boy in kilograms should contribute to the
quantity that was "needed" to roll the boulder. To roll the boulder of 1000N he had to be able to
exert 1000N which was contributed by the mass he had; since the mass the boy had contributed
to some force or the weight ofthe same boy, the force which needed to be 11 exerted" appeared to
be a quantity intrinsic in the boy since it was due to his mass or weight, although it was said to
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be exerted. The meaning of force being exerted appeared here not to be understood as an
interaction between bodies but appeared to be intrinsic to the boy concerned.
One member ofthe Reference group in Chapter 4 had this weight misconception. Lecturer J. also
had this misconception such that he said that boys. had "isisindo esincane" (smaller mass/weight).
Literature Information
This misconception was similar to the one which was noted by Gunstone and White (1981),
Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) and Grayson (1990) using the Atwood machine where their
subjects believed that a lighter object could not lift or cause a heavier object to move.
Conclusion
This misconception that the subjects believed that a person needed at least the mass equal to that
of the object he/she must push or roll, otherwise it could not be rolled or pushed successfully,
was an interesting misconception. While it was seen amongst 9% ofthe Pilot group, the Student
group exhibited this difficulty as follows: Whites: 6%; Indians: 22% and Africans: 17%. This
was the second category where the African learners were not the worst. This misconception also
appeared to indicate that the subjects thought the force was intrinsic in the boys, depending on
the mass or weight they had, who needed to move the boulders.
6.2.3 Language difficulties
Language difficulties were also shown to contribute to African learners' problems in
understanding physics. For example, when the ball was thrown up, African learners knew that
it could not go very high if not much matla/amandla was given to it. The more matla/amandla
given, the higher it would go. African vernaculars, as was seen in Table 5.2, treated power,
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energy, force and momentum as matlalamandla undifferentiated. The study subjects then, when
asked about forces on the rising ball, probably understood the question in mother tongue, and
indeed, matlalamandla was carrying Oi' pushing the ball upwards. The problem was the reverse
translation from mother tongue to English. 98~~ of the teachers in the Pilot group translated
matlalamandla as force, probably because they were led by the question to think about force.
They were wrong to say that there was an upward force, but there was an entity upwards,
although not force but momentum; they recognized that entity and that entity was generally
accepted amongst them as matlalamandla. It vvas however, likely to be a matter of reverse
translation that they called it force and not energy or momentum. If the question needed
momentum on the rising ball 98% could still have said there was an upward momentum, because
they would have been led to momentum which is also matlalamandla. More research needs to
be performed in this area.
1 Reverse Translation
Seretlo (1973) voiced the problem of African languages in expressing physics concepts such as
the situation where weight, mass and density were all isisindo in Zulu and there were no terms
for numerous physics concept terms. Rollnick (I 988) supported the idea that students not taught
in their own mother tongue had difficulty in language clarification to the extent of resorting to
mixed language of say SiSwati and English for clear expressions in inter-student discussions.
In general, therefore, studying in the second language appeared to be very problematic.
Teacher Paul insisted in his interview (Appendix 14), that all concepts in Task 1 could only be
translated into matla in Sotho group vernaculars. In Chapter 5, the English responses shown in
Tables 5.3 through 5.7, from numerous subjects on question 1,2,3,4 and 5 were spread across
force, energy, momentum and power but were in the majority of cases translated into
matla/amandla. In Table 5.3, 25% of the 31 % who gave the vernacular word for the English
terms they gave translated momentum and energy as matlalamandla. In Table 5.4,29% who gave
the mother tongue words, gave power, energy, force and impact as matlalamandla; in Table 5.5,
the 17% who gave the vernacular terms gave power, energy, force and momentum as
matlalamandla. It is in this question where 2% of the subjects left matla as it was, untranslated.
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Similarly the interview of teacher Ma showed (Appendix 17), how "lebelo" was the quantity
that was seen to be gained as the boulders rolled down the mountain; the problem was to translate
"lebelo" into the teacher's vernacular which was Sesotho. Teacher Mc.. said acceleration was being
gained as the boulders rolled down. Most subjects translated "lebelo" into either speed, velocity
or acceleration as seen in the results of Task 3 which was only given to the Pilot group.
Literature Information
It was therefore in this case where it was certain that while matla was always the sure vernacular
response, the problem was the English mechanics terms to which matla/amandla was to be
translated. This daily life situation, where a single word is used to refer to two or more distinct
concepts has been noted by Champagne, Gunstone and Klopfer (1985) and by Grayson (1990).
McKinley et al (1992), working among the Maori in New Zealand, discovered similar problems
in the translation of some conceptual terms and concluded that since language interacts with
thinking, translation of thoughts from one language to another can never be perfect.
Conclusion
The conclusion drawn here was that the subjects understood that the mechanics quantity involved
in all the questions about the boulders was matlalamandla. The problem was to translate it.
The matla/amandla and the lebelo/jubane translation difficulties showed that the subjects first
started with the terms in their languages then translated into English which was where they had
problems.
2 Matla/amandla undifferentiated
Grayson (1996) in her paper to the summer meeting of the American Association of Physics
Teachers indicated that physics learning was difficult for students receiving instruction in mother
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tongue, while it was even more difficult for those who studied it in a second language,
particularly those whose mother tongue was lirnited in its scientific vocabulary. She said this
refening to African students studying physics in South Africa. Sanders and Sebego (1966)
illustrated how one word had many different translations with various meanings which could not
be understood if the language to which translation was desired, was not culturally familiar to
students.
In section 6.2.2 above, under "single term only" it was indicated that the study subjects gave only
one term in their responses even though some questions answered could have up to three concept
terms as correct. Most of these terms which were given as responses were translated with only
one term by those who did give a translation: energy as matla by (Sotho group) and amandla (by
Nguni group), power was matlaJamandla and force was matlaJamandla.
The African learners, therefore, are likely to have their learning and understanding influenced by
their languages and cultures. Due to the lack of emphasis as to how the concepts in mechanics,
physics and science as a whole should be separated from the daily life expressions and loose
conversations, there was no line of demarcation drawn among the terms ofmechanics, religion,
politics and otherwise. The minor task of Biblical verse confirms this observation. Altogether
twelve English terms could be "translated" as rnatla or amandla; they could subsequently be
regarded to have the same meaning of matlaJanlandla; they are hence considered synonymous
so that there is no need to write more than one of them if they all meant "matlaJamandla".
Literature Information
It was at this point that African learners vvould be justified if they had difficulties in
differentiating among the four mechanics conceptual terms since they had only constructed a
single concept in the place of all five, that was nlatlaJamandla in the place of force, momentum,
energy and power. It was however, surprising that Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) reported about
English speaking students used "force" when they really seemed to mean momentum; Watts
(1983) reported about students using "force" where a physicist would use energy or power. One
wondered what could be the cause of this difficulty in differentiating these conceptual terms
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among the English speaking students while African learners were justified in that they had only
one conceptual term for all four terms.
Conclusion
If the investigator looked at the responses in vernaculars, subjects in the Pilot group mostly gave
one response namely matlalamandla. It could be concluded that matlalamandla was seen to be
the right response, but that the difficulty was into which of the four terms to translate
matlalamandla. This conclusion was two-way:
1 Subjects only saw matlalamandla in their home language which was only one
"mechanics" quantity in their own sense;
2 It was here where it was seen that the understanding started with the vernacular term
matlalamandla and the struggle was into which English term to translate the vernacular
term. It could therefore not be right to translate into more than one term ifonly one term
in vernacular was seen to be correct, and the subjects could not note the difference hence
the reverse translation into several concept terms, which might well have been regarded
as synonymous.
6.2.4 Difficulties Intertwined
Literature Information (Matlalamandla language concept)
The matlalamandla issue which surfaced as the difficulty of subjects only giving single term
answers as responses to questions which needed different although related mechanics terms as
response, further supported the idea that students first implement their mother tongue
understanding on the particular concepts and then struggle to translate it back to the language
it originally had been in. This back translation is in keeping with the idea of Chomsky (1988)
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expressed in his Managua lectures how difficult it is to translate a concept directly from one
language into another. Pines (1985) advised that a deeper knowledge of language and culture
ensured proper transmission of information. Van Rise (1988) waLled that the deep seated non-
scientific conceptions in a language not clearly understood, disturbed the ultimate understanding
ofscientific concepts. Rutherford (1993) actually 'warned that where language discrepancies such
as reverse translations occurred, it was unsafe in the end to assume that the learner had the same
meaning of the concept as that described by the teacher. Dooms (1995), referring to Sutton
(1980), Vygotsky (1962) and others stated how culture and language together facilitated
conceptual understanding leading to knowledge construction.
1 Matla/Amandla language concept
Section 5.6 shows the confusion of the translations, how matla/amandla was translated into all
the four concept terms in the everyday language (and how speed, velocity and acceleration were
translated into lebelo/jubane by the Student group as well). This everyday language used
carelessly when translated distracted from the understanding of the scientific meaning of the
concept (Jacobs 1989).
The percentages of the correct responses frorn the subjects on question 5 of Task 1 were
interesting, namely Whites, Indians and Africans: 26%, 9% and 29% respectively in the Student
group against 33% ofthe Pilot group. The correct percentage was reversed from other tasks. The
most likely explanation of this correctness reversal, where more Africans in the Student group
and the Pilot group were correct than the Whites and the Indians in the Student group, could be
supplied as follows: The responses in all questions of Task 1 were thought to have been
"matla/amandla" in the African vernaculars. In most cases matla/amandla was "known" to mean
power in both everyday language and the popular political slogans of the present day in South
Africa. Task 1 was specifically constructed to unearth the problem the investigator had always
been having of the ability to differentiate among the mechanics conceptual terms energy,
momentum, force and power. The aim was to have the terms energy, momentum, force and
power involved to investigate if the study su~jects would successfully both identify and
differentiate them one from another.
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Another interesting observation was that Mr N, vvho was regarded as an authority both in Physics
and Sesotho, who was in his post-graduate level of study, gave all the untranslated responses as
"matla" for every single question where four of the above-mentioned conceptual terms were
expected. Mr S was a teacher the investigator was referred to by the Science Education Division
ofthe Education Department of the Natal University in Pietermaritzburg. He was the one trusted
to respond to the questionnaires the best both in English and in Zulu. He was involved in
producing teachers who prepare the students in the matric level Physical Science. He was then
consulted. He gave amandla as the responses to all five questions of Task 1, he also translated
all the four conceptual terms, namely power, energy, momentum and force as amandla. Teacher
Paul is a Physical Science subject advisor in the Free State Province. He had not studied to post-
graduate level in Physics. However, teacher Paul had for a long time being teaching matric
Physical Science. In his interview (Appendix 10), he declared that all the four terms, energy,
momentum, force and power were all matla. fIe did not give all concepts correctly, but he
insisted that matla was correct as the response. lIe said for instance, boys did not have as much
power and energy as men did in order to move boulders. However, to him both energy and power
are matla.
2 Associated Verbs
The Reference group on Task 1 consisted of physics lecturers and professors from different
institutions. They strictly associated the mechanics quantities they mentioned with some specific
verbs, such as: force applied or exerted, energy dissipated, work done and power generated or
power expended. The investigator had not been this strict in applying these verbs as the members
of the Reference group. A case in point was seen in the responses to question 4 of Task 1.
The importance of these verbs was that they appeared to go together with the understanding of
how the mechanics quantity should be handled, together with a proper understanding of the said
verb. One subject gave the response that "the boys could not apply sufficient energy". Someone
knowing enough English applied to mechanics would know that energy could not be applied but
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it was expended or dissipated. Knowledge of proper verbs would help with the proper
conceptualization of the particular mechanics quantity.
Of the subjects who were regarded as correct by stating that the force was the difference between
men and boys, some subjects associated the quantities with particular verbs; some correctly said
boys could not exert sufficient force, some said they could not apply enough force, some
incorrectly said they did not have force while others just mentioned force as the difference.
Table 4.6 showed the results of the Pilot group. Of the 16% (191119) of the subjects who
correctly responded with force as the difference between boys and men, 4 stated that force
applied was not sufficient, 2 said force exerted ,,'as not enough, 5 wrote of "their force" or the
force they had (apparently intrinsic) and 8 mentioned just force as a response.
Table 4.22 showed the results of the Student group. Of the 31 English speaking White subjects
who responded with force on the question, 36% (11/31) wrote force applied, 42% (13/31) wrote
force exerted and 23% (7/3 1) just mentioned force. Of the 18 Indian subjects, who also have
English as their home language, 17% (3/18) stated that force was applied, 39% (7/18) force was
exerted and 44% (8/18) just mentioned force. However, ofthe 32 African subjects 41 % (13/32)
wrote force applied, 13% (4/32) wrote force exerted, 28% (9/32) just stated force while 19%
(6/32) stated that the boys did not "have" sufficient force.
Literature Information
Touger (1991) warned that teachers and textbook writers must be made aware of the need to
avoid loose "locutions" such as "force acts" or "force pulls", but should rather say "force exerted
by one body on another body". They needed to !be careful about "forces on X" in the place of
"forces exerted on X". He warned that the teachers need to be much more specific.
Sporadic incorrect verb associations were also fi)und among the Reference groups, such in the
case of a professor who said the boys did not "have" enough force in the place of "boys could
not exert enough" force. Even textbooks contain such errors. For example, The book C. S. E.
Physics (Appendix 9) by Nelkon stated: "We say X has greater power than Y".
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Conclusion
Verbs associated with particular quantities indicated the understanding ofthe particular quantity
by the subjects. Subjects not conversant with these associated verbs would struggle in
understanding the mechanics concepts. However, there were some research subjects who used
these associated verbs in wrong associations. For example teacher Mm said "not enough energy
was exerted", which showed an incorrect association.
3 No consensus on Conceptual Terms in Vernacular
The aims in the investigation of the Language difficulties in the understanding of mechanics
concepts among the African subjects included determining if there were consistent African
vernacular terms for mechanics conceptual terms v/hich would facilitate the differentiation ofone
concept from the others among the related mechanics concepts such as power, momentum,
energy and force or speed, velocity and acceleration. A Reference group for this vernacular terms
investigation was put together, made up of African physicists. Where they were asked to give
vernacular terms for every response they gave in Task 1, most study subjects, both in the Pilot
and Student groups, did. Teacher Paul in his interview said liKe matla kaofela" (they are all
matla). However, the following difficulties were noted with the responses from the Reference
group:
1 they did not agree on the responses in English, i. e. they were not unanimous
2 the vernacular terms they gave for particular conceptual terms were different from one
person to another
3 in most cases they gave fewer responses than were expected.
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The following were examples as seen in Section 5. 1.1 :
On the third question of Task 1 where a quantity was needed with which a boulder must fall in
([der to kill a person, Mr N said matlaJpower, ~Ar Q said energy and did not give a vernacuh..[
word, and the investigator said kinetic energy/sekgahla. They totally disagreed in their responses
as well as in the translations they gave for the English mechanics conceptual terms they gave as
responses. A wide inconsistency was noticed in Section 5. 1.1. From the general comments on
the responses from the vernacular Reference group in Section 5.1.2 and African subjects in the
Student group, there was indeed no consensus as to the real and consistent meaning of the
conceptual terms in South African vernaculars. MatlaJamandla was used for several distinct
terms in mechanics, lebelo/jubane as well.
Literature Information
Similar results amongst English-speaking students were reported by Grayson (1990) and
Champagne, Gunstone and Klopfer (1985) where a single word was used for several distinct
conceptual terms or in Trowbridge and McDermott (1980,1981) where velocity and acceleration
were not easily distinguished from one another.
Conclusion
While the Pilot group mostly used matlaJamandla to refer to the four related mechanics terms,
responses from the Student and Reference groups showed that not only African students but even
African physicists do not agree on which vernacular terms and which English mechanics terms
correspond. One English term was translated into different vernacular terms by the subjects, and
conversely one vernacular term was translated ill1 0 different English terms. Such confusion in
translations must surely lead to difficulties in understanding the associated concepts.
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6.3 THEORY ON THE STUDY IN GENERAL
White (1988) stated that cont.;epts which are associated, such as force kinetic energy and
momentum, are often confused, although they differ widely in their meanings. Indeed this
confusion among force, kinetic energy and momentum can result in learners mistaking these
concepts, one with another. Touger (1991) stated an example from a student revealing such a
confusion as follows: " energy is the power a thing has of doing work". It was noted from the
results of international physics education researchers that most subjects refer to an "upward
force". This confusion was found to be rife among the subjects of the Pilot group.
It therefore became apparent that most ofboth the Pilot and Student groups in this study did bring
these confusions to their classes and they were not empty slates or "tabula rasa ll as stated by
Osborne (1985), McDermott (1991), Van Heuvelen (1991) and Reddish (1994).
It is the theory of constructivism that states that these concepts, faulty as they may be, are
constructed in the minds ofthe learners or study subjects in order to make sense of their worlds,
and are often very resistent to any change, challenge or eradication. Indeed, the subjects in this
study had these confusions or deep-seated misconceptions which were constructed in their minds
and were not discarded by most of them even long after instruction.
These misconceptions or confusions constructed in the minds of the subjects, appeared further
to have been aggravated by the language of instruction. Translations between English and
vernacular turned out not to be consistent among even the members of the language Reference
group. Such warnings were sounded by research~:rs such as Vygotsky (1962), Seretlo (1973),
Pines (1985) and others in the cited literature. They stressed that languages served a dual purpose
of thought and communication. Apparently to most of the study subjects matlaJamandla was the
concept constructed in their minds as the entity involved in the motion of the objects. In this
matlalamandla concept there was no separation among force, kinetic energy , power and
momentum. Hence matlaJamandla poses a difficulty in being understood as any of the four
concepts. Sanders and Sebego (1996) warned about terms in some languages where each term
has various meanings depending on the construction, and the confusion such words or terms
could cause.
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Having constructed non-scietific concepts in their minds and having brought such
misconceptions to the class, the misconceptions were resistant to any conceptual change even
long after much instruction were given. The resistance was shown in this study by 98% of the
Pilot group who indicated the existence of on the upward force acting on the object which has
left the hand in the "coin toss" task (Task 2).
6.4 ABOUT THE INVESTIGATOR
The investigator had been lecturing physics in the University of the North for the previous
twelve years prior to this investigation. He had learned much in order to conduct a research study
with valid and reliable results in the courses he studied in Statistics and Operation Research. The
following were, among others, what he performed in this study:
1 Articulating the questionnaire
Task 1 is the original work from the investigator. While the intention was to identify the
difficulties African students have with concepts in mechanics using a true story familiar to the
subjects ofthe study, unlike foreign ones used in American or British books, the investigator still
had a problem of phrasing and articulating neutral and non-leading questions.
When the investigator was constructing the questionnaire, originally, while only piloting, he was
not so accurate about the technique as to how the questions were phrased in order to yield
unbiased responses. However, he reworded and reduced the questions for the Student group
from which the actual investigation was done. For example, while the responses in the original
questions were just one word, either force, momentum or energy, in the reworded questions
deeper investigation was achieved with the aid ofassociated verbs, and information was obtained
about the implication of the conceptual term to be intrinsic and vernacular terms. The analysis
ofhow matlalamandla translation contributed to misconception and confusion in understanding
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the mechanics concepts was shown in the list of direct translation of phrases which were given
as responses to question 4 by the African subjects (Appendix 21) in the Student group.
It was at this point that it had be mentioned tha t the wider analysis was made only on question
4 in the reworded Task One because it was mainly this question reworded in such a way that it
yielded responses that could be analysed in a variety of ways, such as the kind of conceptual
term, the concept being intrinsic, the verb used in association with the concept term, the phrases
used in the translations and the vernacular words for the English term. This question was the
most fruitful question in the investigation ofthe understanding ofthe mechanics concepts by the
study subjects in that it afforded the investigator a chance ofwide scope of analysis unlike those
questions which were phrased only to provide a single word as a response.
2 Only determining difficulties and not how to combat them
This study only identified the difficulties which the African teachers and students have in
learning and understanding mechanics concepts. These difficulties were not considered to be
all the difficulties of the African students since they were limited to the difficulties of only in-
service and pre-service teachers and university students. There were many other difficulties in
this learning which affected other kinds of African students in South Africa, such as the
Secondary and Primary Schools Physical Science students where they studied with no laboratory
equipment, for instance.
It was a hard work to unearth these difficulties while piloting among the teachers with the aid
of this methodology and the data collected. The piloting led to the main of identifying the
difficulties among the Student group subjects, the tnain research subjects. More studies in other
populations among these African learners and teachers are recommended. Research on teaching
interventions to combat the difficulties identified could be helpful. It needs another study on its
own to determine how the difficulties unearthed in the present study can be combated. The
approach and the methodologies would be different from the ones used in this study.
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6.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The study which was carril d out here was limited. It only determined the difficulties in learning
and understanding a fraction of the Physics curriculum (mechanics) by a fraction (teachers only
on piloting and students of the University of Natal alone) of a particular population (African)
group.
1 Not for all Physics Concepts (mechanilcs only)
Many kinds of studies could be carried out in the field ofPhysics Education beyond this study.
For example, a study conducted among Science Foundation Program students at the
Pietermaritzburg campus ofthe University ofNatal showed how the students revealed difficulty
in understanding the difference between heat and temperature. Grayson (1994a) showed how
Zulu students battled with the alternative ideas they had about lightning and electricity; the
investigator in the issue of "The Binding EneJrgyll (Appendix 12), indicated how Uniqwa
students had problems in understanding the binding lIenergyll. In short, this study, which was
limited only to the investigation of the understanding of a few concepts in mechanics, was just
a small part of a wide study which could be carried out in Physics Education in South Africa.
2 Not for all difficulties (conceptual and language only)
This study only investigated conceptual and language difficulties. There were numerous possible
difficulties, some ofwhich were excluded as variables. There were socio-cultural difficulties for
instance, such as a Christian student encouraged to believe in the power in the blood ofthe Lamb
against the definition of power from physics. It ,vould be difficult for a student to understand
these concepts if socio-economically his or her family could not provide him or her with food
and clothing or ifthe school building was so dilapidated that students were always cold and dusty
or even when the school work was very rarely done due to stay away and class boycotts by both
students and teachers. All these were difficulties which were not investigated as to how they
contributed to the learning and understanding of ulechanics by these African students.
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3 Not for all African students in the Country (oLtly in Pietermaritzburg and
Qwa-Qwa)
While this study might have been done over the whole country of South Africa among the
African teachers and students as the research population, limitations such as travelling expenses
and time compelled the study to be performed in the North Eastern Free State region ofMaluti
in Qwa-Qwa which was neither very urban nor very rural, and in Pietermaritzburg, with the study
leaving out the places which were very rural and those which were very urban. The results and
the findings put together from this study were admittedly limited in adequacy and accuracy.
Wider study needed wider travelling, more manpower, more time taken from formal classes with
numerous variables observed and kept constant. Such a study would be valuable and could be
achieved with more funding and trained research Juan-power.
4 Not revealed that Africans can learn Physics if properly taught!
This study was not wide enough to investigate and prove that African learners could learn and
achieve the necessary understanding of Physics like subjects from many other ethnic groups. It
was the investigator's opinion that if the physics teachers of these African subjects conducted
good research as to how they could appropriately teach their students to achieve successful
results, more African learners could do well in Physics and not be scared away as the
investigator's professor had done (Appendix 20). It was interesting to note that even from that
class among whom the professor declared that Physics was not for the liBantus 11 , yes, amid all the
derogatory statements of the lecturers that did not bother to overcome the African difficulties in
learning Physics, a student ultimately succeeded in Physics beyond the high level of studies to
become a professor in Physics in that particular university. University of Fort Hare, an
Historically Black University, succeeded over the years to produce African graduates in Physics.
Indeed, unlike the statement that Physics and Mathematics were not for Africans and women,
it could be shown that it was possible to become an .African physicist. African students who went
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through the Science Foundation Program ofthe l\1aritzburg Campus as well as those who did not,
have managed to go beyond the Masters level of study in that University. Indeed, given a sincere
teacher who knew how to address the difficulties such as those investigated in this study,
successful learning and teaching in Physics wc s possible despite the noted problems. In the
neighbouring countries, such as Lesotho, it was not a difficulty to learn and succeed in Physics.
Surely, as it was said, if Physics lecturers in South Africa could note these difficulties
experienced among Africans learners and act positively, remarkable results could be achieved.
6.6 IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1 A comparison between African teachers' performance in responding to questions
investigating their understanding ofmechanics concepts and University ofNatal first year
physics students, showed that African teachers' performance in general was the poorest
comparatively speaking. The majority of these Africans used incorrect concepts or
conceptualized mechanics differently fro:m physicists. From the findings above these
misconceptions were probably caused by concept construction in the language and culture
situation of these students and teachers. A.s Osborne and Freyberg (1985) proposed, it
was the duty ofthe physics teacher as a diagnostician and a researcher about the students'
general difficulties, to establish how these general difficulties could be combatted.
2 Most African students had difficulties in identifying forces on an object thrown up and
going on its own that were similar to their counterparts in the outside world; only that
more African teachers in the study showed these difficulties. Grayson (1990), Watts
and Zylbersztajn (1981) and Watts (1983) did notice that some oftheir subjects identified
concepts differently: force for momentum and force for energy and power. It was found
that 98% of the responses from African teachers showed they believed the force to
be still acting on the ball as it goes on its own long after the hand had been removed. Why
did the majority of these teachers believe in this? Further research about appropriate
concept identification is therefore necessary beyond this study.
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3 Most African subjects in the study gave only one term for all the matlaJamandla related
terms, presumably because they were seen to mean a single concept in their mother
tongue. It was th~refore difficult to differentiate these conceptual terms. As Seretlo
(1973) warned that for Zulu people for instance, isisindo meant weight, mass and density,
and Sanders and Sebego (1996) showed many terms in Setswana which mean several
related and unrelated words in English; it was not surprising when these African subjects
gave only a single term as a response where force, momentum, energy and power were
expected or even where two or three of them were expected. Now that the findings show
that the limitation of the African vocabulary aggravated the understanding ofmechanics
concepts, also as pointed out by Grayson (1996), some research should be performed as
to how to alleviate this difficulty. Possibly some coined terms such as a "Zulufied" word
"isipidi" as a translation of speed could help, this approach might help address.
McNaught (1994) states that African languages do not have the linguistic capacity for
scientific explanations although they are rich with ecological concepts. Rollnick (1988)
in Swaziland noticed her subjects comrnunicating physics better when using a mixed
language. Inglis (1993) in Pietermaritzburg suggested the articulation of scientific ideas
in mother tongue and developing them into understandable English. Nangu (1994)
advocated translation of concepts into understandable language such as mother tongue
for the concepts to be understood. However, a strategy for helpng students know which
of the several English terms to use when translating from a single vernacular term would
need to be devised.
4 To most African subjects in the study, the phrase "ha ba na MatlaJabanamandla" implied
that the matlaJamandla quantity was intrinsic in the objects or persons involved. Grayson
(1990) noticed her subjects in Seattle say:ing phrases such as "object has force" and
from Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) a phrase "when it is moving, and that the faster an
object moves, the more force it has". Although in their cases it was not emphasised as an
indication that the force was regarded as intrinsic by this phrase, the phrase of "have
force" had been widely encountered in this present study where it was translated to "ha
ba na matlaJabanamandla" (Appendix 21) by both the Sotho and Nguni groups in clear
indication that the mechanics concepts are regarded as intrinsic. A teacher of these
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African subjects needs to be not only concerned with the language of instruction when
it was the second language to the students as suggested by Inglis (1993), Rutherford
(1993) and McNaught (1994), but also needs h\ transcend beyond into the culture of the
students as suggested by McKinley et al (1992) and Thij s, Van der Berg (1994) and
Lynch (1996). They state that the cultural factors are so intertwined with language that
they could not be separated in successful.1y carrying the scientific material to be learned
across to students for conceptualization.
5 Most African subjects in this study appear first use their mother tongue to interpret and
to understand the mechanics concepts being taught; then the reverse translation occurred
to express in English or the language ofinstruction what the student thought was wanted.
Dooms (1995) citing Sutton (1980) and 'Vygotsky (1962), explained how knowledge is
constructed in a process influenced by the understanding of the surrounding world
conditions (including language). Dooms therefore warned teachers that students had
already made sense in their own culture and mother tongue of what they were being
taught. Cobern (1996) warned that, for instance non-western students would construct
their knowledge in a manner different fi~om the western student both in culture and
language. It was when these concepts w~:re understood in mother tongue as proposed
above that reverse translation was done into the instructional language, which was not the
student's mother tongue, in the reverse translation process. If successful processes of
conceptual change were to be achieved, knowledge and understanding constructed though
conceptualization with the aid of language and culture, had to be channelled from what
already was accepted to be known in the language and culture in which it was found to
be accommodated or assimilated into a new realm ofthe generally accepted knowledge
(Hewson and Thorley 1991; Posner et al. 1982; Champagne et al.1985; Wittrock 1985;
Pintrick et al. 1993; Hynd et al.1994; Redish 1994). The findings of this study suggested
that mother tongue terminology be introduced which would be aligned to SCIence
terminology to avoid the difficulties in the process of reverse translations.
6 Specific verbs were used in association with particular conceptual terms to indicate the
understanding ofthe concept by the person expressing it, while the converse was also true
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that expressing the concepts with improper verbs indicated a lack of understanding by
the learners. Watts and Zylbersztajn (1981) and Grayson (1990) recorded these incorrect
verbs which were used by their subjects where the subjects said "an object :..las force",
lithe faster it moves, the more force it has". Nelkon (1975) in his book CSE Physics
(Appendix 7), stated "We say that X b.as a greater power than Y". also referred to
machines having power. Touger (1991) warned that proper verbs needed to be used in
association with conceptual terms. Force is applied or exerted, energy is expended or
dissipated, work is done and power expended or generated as stated by the Reference
group on the conceptual difficulties in this study. Improper verbs such as "has force 11 ,
which were often used, must be avoided. Such misconceptions were seen mostly in this
study among the African subjects ofthe study. The understanding ofmechanics concepts
could be greatly enhanced by correctly using the associated verbs.
7 There was no consensus even among Afiican physicists, about which African vernacular
words and which English physics terms correspond. It is recommended that the South
African physicists who know appropriate differences among these related but distinct
concepts, work out the acceptable nomenclature of these conceptual terms. Such
nomenclature would would help solve the problem of the inconsistent identification of
these concepts since it would provide clear definitions and standardised translations.
6.7 SUMMARY
African learners in South Africa displayed a number of conceptual and language difficulties.
suspected. Difficulties which were identified by international researchers among their subjects
were present, but among these African subjects in South Africa these difficulties were worse,
possibly because they were apparently aggravatl~d by language and culture.
The African matlalamandla concept was found. to be difficult to translate conceptually into
physics and into the English language. In fact there were several conceptual terms for
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matla/amandla that were distinct and differentiated in physics and in English, showing how the
two kinds of difficulties were interwoven tog'~ther, namely conceptual and language. The
Mrican vernaculars In South Africa thus proved limited and restricted in conceptual and
language translations of mechanics.
The task of Moshoeshoe's wars presented an adequate forum where a "non-western" student,
particularly an African student in the remote rural locations of say, the former classified South
African homelands, could be introduced to a number of mechanics concepts with the aid of this
task; unlike the remedial work and foreign (American and British) books which have unfamiliar
examples of "Bunji jumps","Roller coasters" and "Merry-go-rounds".
This task made apparent that in the conceptualisation of the African subjects, men who could
move big boulders had more of the entity than boys who could not. When a person who had
some of this entity witbin himself/herself acted on an external body, some of the entity would
be transferred to that external body. (Did this mean the person's own store of the entity has been
reduced, i. e. was there some conservation of the entity? If so, how was the entity replenished?
If not, did a person always maintain a constant amount of that entity within himself/herself?).
By contrast, in English, a person had ability to exert a force on an external body (strength) but
did not have force within himself/herself The term "force" is a means of describing an
interaction between two or more bodies. When a person exerts a force on a stationary body, that
body acquires momentum, not force. When a p(~rson pushes a boulder down a mountain, there
a force is exerted by the person on the boulder, the boulder gets accelerated, as the person lets
the boulder go on its own with the speed it has achieved, the boulder acquires momentum. As
it rolls downhill the earth exerts a force of attraction on the boulder and causes its momentum
to increase. If this boulder strikes a stationary boulder on the way down, some of its momentum
is transferred to that boulder. This momentum can be transferred from one object to another. If
one person runs after a second person, while person 1 runs with more speed than person 2. To
do this, person 1 must have the ability to generate more energy per unit time, i. e. more power,
but does not "have" more power within himself/herself The ability to generate energy at a fast
rate is determined by "non-physics" concepts such as strength and fitness (physiological
concepts).
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Thus in order to help African learners understand mechanics concepts not only must the
distinction among the conceptual terms be made clear, but also the distinction between what is
intrinsic to a person and what can be iL1parted to or acquired by an external body must also be
made clear.
CHAPTER SEVEN









CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RJECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In the overview in Chapter 1 (1. 1), it was indicated how poorly African students in South Africa
were performing in physical science in their matric, i.e. pre-tertiary examinations. These
examination results implied the possible presence of numerous hurdles and difficulties in their
studies in physics.
Several factors were eliminated as variables in this research study as outlined in Chapter Three
and the research field was narrowed to the investigation of difficulties of African pre- and in-
service teachers as well as the University students in freshman physics, in understanding physics
in two categories, namely, conceptual and language difficulties.
The study was successfully carried out among school teachers in the Qwa-Qwa region as a Pilot
group, who have been teaching secondary school and pre-university physics, and others who
were just ready after training, to start teaching. The study was also successful among freshman
physics students who were labelled as the "Student group". The investigator selected the research
study of investigating difficulties in understanding mechanics, including force because he, being
an African student, had problems in this conceptual realm himself, with little confidence that
he could satisfactorily answer the questions such as those in practical problems like
Moshoeshoe's wars even though he has taught University physics for more than ten years. Force
was also a topic that has been widely studied elsewhere, such as in the "coin toss problem" so
some comparisons could be made.
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7.2 CONCLUSIONS
The investigation into the understanding ofconcepts, where conceptual translation was involved,
showed much confusion amongst the subjects. For example 98% of the Mrican subjects in the
Pilot group believed in the upward force acting on a coin tossed upwards.
The general comparison ofcorrectness in responses among students from different ethnic groups
showed that the Mrican subjects' responses 'were the weakest. Most of these concepts in the
"matlaJamandla" concept group are, in general considered to be intrinsic to the objects applying
them by the Mrican subjects.
Fram these observations and the others which are all laid out in the chapter dealing with the
findings, (Section 6.2), it is here concluded that many difficulties exist in the realm of concepts
and language as well as both intertwined, which are hurdles in the understanding of mechanics
concepts by the African science learners in South Africa.
In general, it was shown by this investigation that indeed these difficulties do exist among the
African students. They cause problems of not understanding physics concepts as readily as
expected.
7.3 IMPLICATIONS
The conclusions drawn after observing the responses and analysing the data gave the findings
that there is a great problem in understanding the mechanics concepts among the African
learners. This implies that work must be done to improve the situation of conceptualizing
physics among the Mrican learners, both teachers and students in South Mrica.
Not only did the subjects fail to distinguish the differences among several related concepts in
the research tasks, but it appeared the research subjects did not even realise that such distinctions
existed because they were not named differently in mother tongue. An example of such a
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group is power, energy, force and momentum. Such concepts so related to one another, given the
same name in vernacular, appeared to be understood to be synonymous and not different, as
shown in the results of this study. Moreover, the conceptualisation jemonstrated by the subjects
of force as a quantity intrinsic to a person is in conflict with the scientific concept of force.
7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
Lecturers of physics to African students will, therefore, not succeed in their task until they give
attention to these difficulties which these students have. If attention is not properly given, the
students will either not succeed in physics, or they will memorise physics concepts and formulae
from one level of study to another without understanding, just like the investigator did. He only
understood most of these concepts while he was a lecturer, not while he was a student.
Further study is therefore necessary to deter:mine how African stl~dents can be helped to
appreciate the differences in these related concepts, how speed, velocity and acceleration differ
from one another, for example. It can be from such studies where African nomenclature ofrelated
concepts may be suggested. Such a nomenclature could simultaneously solve both conceptual
and language difficulties because all conceptual terms would have been specifically defined.
Moreover, the concept terms should be taught together with appropriate associated verbs, which
can enhance conceptual understanding.
An experienced science teacher, Khalipha (Appendix 23) suggested a teaching strategy where
a language difficulty was a hurdle in a physics classroom. She assured the investigator that from
such strategies, much understanding can be achieved. On applying strategies such as the one
Khalipha used, a teacher that has researched the difficulties of the students, and has come to
know what their difficulties are, can address the difficulties the students have using a similar
strategy or devise any other fruitful strategy. Using the same strategy Khalipha used for
"conductor", force can be used to clarify other "forces" such as Police Force, Air Force and
Defence Force or Electro motive force.
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Strategies need to be devised to facilitate learning and understanding such as coining new words
which would be consistent with their definitions. Such coining, however, though very necessary,
wOuld not be a sufficient solution to these numerous difficulties. Language problems would have
been solved but conceptual problems would still need further attention.
Further strategies, such as Khalipha's highlighting strategy and nomenclature suggestions, are
recommended; they can surely combat the problems of understanding physics such as those
arising from reverse translations that cause multiple difficulties for African students in
understanding physics, as shown in this study.
African physicists also need to get together and agree on meanings of vernacular terms and
translations into English. These terms, once agreed on, should be introduced into teacher college
and school textbooks and curricula.
7.5 SUMMARY
It was concluded from this research study that j~rican learners had conceptual and language
difficulties that affect their understanding of physics. It was further recommended that these
difficulties must be adequately understood by the: physics teachers of these learners before they
can be appropriately and successfully confronted, addressed and resolved. It is then finally
concluded that it is necessary that further studies be conducted to determine how to alleviate the
difficulties brought about by misconceptions and language difficulties in understanding
mechanics concepts, and teaching strategies need to be devised to facilitate better understanding.
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ANAI.YSIS O!: STD 10 PIIYSICAI. SCIENCE I~LSUI.TS
199! VS \tJ91
CENTRE CIRCUIT YEAR A B C D L: /- I·T (j GG 11 X WIZOr!: I·AII. PASS %I'/\SS 1LAClILK AND QlJALlIICA·TIUN
BEACON WEST 1992 - 3 2 5 10 10 100 (BSc)
1991
TLlIORONG CENTRAL 1992 - 2 4 - 7 7 100 (STD)
1991
NK(jOOISO CENTRAL 1992 - 11 6 2 I 19 2 17 89,S .- '. (BSc Ed)
1991 1 6 8 4 3 22 7 I:' 68,2 .'. (BSc hi)
LEKGULO WEST 1992 - 2 15 1·7 5 I 2 40 6 34 85 .. (STD)
1992 I 4 10 14 2 11 I 43 I-l 2<'> 67,4 (I3Sc t BTu)
TSIIOLO SOUTH 1992 - I I 4 6 25 - - 8 I 2 016 9 37 80,4 (STD lOt- PTC)
1991 - - 2 8 10 - 19 - 14 3 53 33 20 37,7 ; (STD 10 + I'TC)
SERGALI -' SOUTII 1992 - - - I I -' 12 - 2 3 19 5 .' 14 73,7 - . (I' TD) .'
1991 - - - 2 2 2 8 - 4 18 24 4 22,2 .. - : (PTO)..
TIIALABODIOA CENTRAL 1992 - 8 17 - - 7 2 2 34 9 25 73,S (BSc)
IYYI - - 2 2 5 IU 3 16 - 6 2 44 25 \l} 43,1 {BSc)
MAMPOI CENTRAL 1992 - - I I 21 17 - - 5 11 I 55 15 40 72,7 " (BSc)-
1991 - I 2 8 22 15 3 18 7 - 76 28 48 63,2 .. (S T.D)
TSEKI WEST 1992 - I 3 25 21 - - 13 ID 3 73 23 50 68,5 (OS<.; + L3Eu)
1991 I I I1 13 13 I1 - 51 25 26 51,0 ,. (BA + JSTC)
TlIOKOANA NORTH 1992 - 3 3 19 - 9 5 3 39 14 25 64,1 .. '. (S El»
1991 2 5 2 3 15 - 20 - 47 38 I) 19,\ (S L.O)
PlIOFUNG SOUTH 1992 - I 2 9 2 5 - 19 7 12 63,2
1991 2 2 I 13 6 24 20 -1 16,7 (STD 10)
MAKlIABANE WEST 1992 3 11 5 4 - 23 l) 1·1 60,9 (S'I () IU t PTC')
1991 I 2 . 9 21 33 30 3 9,1 . . (IlSc)
MAANANKWE SOLJHI 1992 1 I 5 6 - 3 6 1 22 y 13 59.1 -,. (STD 1U t- PTC')
1991 - 2 2 2 6 6 18 3 36 201 12 33,3 SI"!> lOt- PTCj
KOAU WEST 1992 2 5 15 12 5 ! 39 17 22 56,4 (BSc Ed )
1991 I 4 8 21 24 24 2 58 46 13 22,4 ," .... _. (BSc Ed )
M011ATO WEST 1992 - I I 11 15 - - 6 9 1 53 25 28 52.g (BSc Fd )
1991 2 4 12 6 21 2 4S 27 18 40 (IISc hJ)
RLMIOI.A NORTII 1992 - - 7 13 - S 13 I 3H Ig 20 52,6 ' - ; (S T 1>.)














C1NTRL CIRCUIT YLAR A 1\ (' I> I I IT ( j (j(j 11 X WI{O 11: 1,\ 11 PASS %I';\SS TL,\CIILR ANI) ()II:\I.IIIC:\-TI< >N
MOllALDllWL NORTII 1992 I 3 17 12 X 41 2lJ 21 51.2 r (SI D)
1991 1 6 I Cl I () 30 2" 7 23.3 .' (S I I)
METSIMATSIIO SOUTII 1992 I 11 11 7 15 2 45 22 J' 51.1
, (S'I D ID I I'TC)-)
1991 I 5 1 X 13 2K 22 6 21.4 ; (SID IU+PTC)
KGOLATlIUTO NORTII 1992 3 9 22 15 Ig 3 67 J.l 34 50,7 (S'I I))
1991 - I 5 12 15 33 27 6 18,2 >. 'i~ (SI D.)1-
MANTHATISI NORTH 1992 2 2 19 12 13 2 48 25 23 47,9 (BSc tu )
1991 - I 5 13 30 6 49 43 6 12.2 -, (BSc EJ )
MOTEKA NORTH 1992 1 2 23 15 14 t 55 29 26 47,3 (ST D)
1991 - 8 9 3 20 )9 59 42 17 28,g .. (Il.'\ ~ 11 LD)
MAKABELANE NORTH 1992 - 9 20 - 15 18 62 3J 29 46,8 (BSc Eu)
1991 2 14 22 - 3 I 4 69 53 16 23,2 J (BSc I:u )
RANTSANE NORTH 1992 - - 2 17 - 10 13 42 23 19 45,2 (STD 10 t S FC)
THA1lANESO CENTRAL 1992 -:}. 10 12 - - 17 18 - 59 .- 35 24 40,7 (USe)
1991 3 15 21 2 14 - 19 74 35 39 52,7 J _ •• , (USe)
DIKWENA CENTRAL 1992 4 13 - 14 17 2 48 31 17 35,4 (BSc)
!99! ! ! 3 6 . 13 ! 8 . 42 } ! ! ! 26,2 , - (! tS,:)
MOOKODI SOUTH 1992 8 28 - - 17 54 2 107 71 36 33,6 (STD 10 + PTC)
1991 - 7 10 - 30 29 2 86 69 17 19,8 ' . (S 11) 10+ PTC)
SEKGUTLONG WEST 1992 2 10 - 5 25 1 42 30 12 n,6 (IISc t PlC)
1991 - 4 - 10 35 1 49 45 4 8,2 .. (BSc + PTC)
SELELEKELA NORTH 1992 - - IJ 9 - 17 51 3 90 6g 22 24,4 (IlSc Ltl)
1991 . 1 1 5 14 - 18 41 lW 59 21 26,3 ., (IlSc Eu)
TSEUO CENTRAL 1992 13 15 29 115 4 172 14-t 28 16,3 Tsolclsi
1991 -t 14 I 24 29 3 72 54 18 25 .. .. ( sulclsi
SEBABAISO W1S1 1l)92 5 10 24 65 I 10·1 Xl) 15 1-1,4 (S I DJ
1991 5 4 17 46 4 72 bJ I.) 12,5 (BSc l hms )
TOTAL I~n I b )2 2~u 41~ 2lJ) ~>1 ,} ,CJ I) 1M ~21 /)'17. 45.')
1991
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Organisation in Lebowa is
to launch a campaign
against witchcraft.
Last month alone 12 peo-
ple were set alight in one
village after they were ac-
cused of being witches.
The Rev Kgotsupo
Liputll of Azapo's central
committee is· responsible
for : :~ ..~ (~ampaign.
f-k: ::;~ll(i Azapo \\'ould
la llfh:h workshops in the
vilL1~es: "We want to stop
this menace and people
need to be informed.
"\Vhen it starts raining
pe~le just run away
.I;iec_~_us~_t,My . don't know
whe.!l-th!LJjghtning . will
strike and who will be
pointed out as the culprit,':
Mr LiRutu added.
He said unemployed
youths were forcing villag-
ers to pay for inyangas.
who identified "witches re-
sponsible for deaths".
"Innocent people are
pointed out as responsible,
then the whole family is
wIped out.
"Sanity must prevail and
we feel it is our responsi-
bility to remedy the situa-
tion.
. "There is no ·future for a
nation that believes any-
thing that went wrong is
caused by witchcraft."
Kgomo police spokes-
;~lan Major Ernest Setati
~t1id witch-hunting had cre-
ated Cl serious problem in I
the area.
"There were cases last
vear. hut the latest seemed
to he worse within this
short space ...However,












King Moshoeshoe and his Basotho people occupied the vast plains of the now Free State, living
on crop and stock farming. When war was imminent, he would retreat to Thaba Bosiu across the
Mohokare (Caledon) River. This Thaba Bosiu is a Table-like mountain with only one narrow
climbable path to its top. If the enemy pursued Moshoeshoe up the mountain, he and his people
would roll down some boulders from the top of the mountain which were previously gathered
specifically during the peace time for this purpose.
One boulder, colliding with several other boulders, would rain on the enemy who by then would
almost be at the top of the mountain. This action killed most of the enemy, leaving only a very
few who could outrun the lazier ones in the race to the foot ofthe mountain. When the battle was
over, men would roll boulders back up to the mountain top, ready for the next battle. Ifboys
tried to roll boulders up, the boulders would not rnove, or would move up a short distance and






Give your answers in (1) your o-wn language
(2) English
Answer the questions in sequence; do not cross out anything that you have already
written
Do not use the words: strong, strength, stamina, mighty
Give as many answers as possible that are appropriate
1 As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gained?
2 Which quantity or quantities did the bouldlers fall down on the enemy with?
3 Each boulder, colliding with a neighbouring boulder, which quantity was given?
4 To kill a man a boulder must fall on him with much ?
5 Men rolled the boulders up faster than boys, because ?
6 Boys could not even move the boulders because ..... ?
7 If A outruns B, what does A do that B fails to do?
8 X and Y are rolling identical boulders up. X arrives at the top ten minutes before Y .
Why?
9 Boulders P and Q leave the mountain top at the same time. After five seconds P is ten
meters away while Q is twenty meters away, both being equal in all respects. Describe
their movement clearly outlining the difference.
10 Translate the following Biblical verse into your own language: ".....who gives us strength
with His mighty power,..... far above all authority, all parol might against the force











King Moshoeshoe and his Basotho people occupied the vast plains of the now Free State, living
on crop and stock farming. When war was imminent, he would retreat to Thaba Bosiu across the
Mohokare (Caledon) River. This Thaba Bosiu is a Table-like mountain with only one narrow
climbable path to its top. If the enemy pursued Moshoeshoe up the mountain, he and his people
~
would roll down some boulders from the top of the mountain which were previously gathered
specifically during the peace time for this purpose.
One boulder, colliding with several other boulders, would rain on the enemy who by then would
almost be at the top of the mountain. This action killed most of the enemy, leaving only a very
few who could outrun the lazier ones in the race to the foot of the mountain. When the battle was
over, men would roll boulders back up to the mountain top, ready for the next battle. If boys
tried to roll boulders up, the boulders would not nlove, or would move up a short distance and






Give your answers in (l) your own language
(2) English
Answer the questions in sequence; do not cross out anything that you have already
written
Do not use the words: strong, strengt~, stamina, mighty
Give as many answers as possible that are appropriate
1 As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gained?
2 Which quantity or quantities did the boulders fall down on the enemy with?
3 Each boulder, colliding with a neighbouring boulder, which which quantity was given?
4 To kill a man a boulder must fall on him 'with much ?
5 Men rolled the boulders up faster than boys, because ?
6 Boys could not even move the boulders because .....?
7 If A outruns B, what does A do that B fails to do?
8 X and Y are rolling identical boulders up. X arrives at the top ten minutes before Y .
Why?
9 Boulders P and Q leave the mountain top at the same time. After five seconds P is ten
meters away while Q is twenty meters away,/, both being equal in all respects. Describe
their movement clearly outlining the difference.
10 Translate the following Biblical verse into your own language: ".....who gives us strength
with His mighty power,..... far above all authority, all power,all might against the force
of evil by the right to be His children".
TASK ONE
Re, P;-tR.f-}~GD










Physics Course: 11 OA 11 OH 11 OD 11 OS
(circle or include it)
King Moshoeshoe and his Basotho people occupied the vast plains ofwhat is now the Free State,
living on crop and stock farming. When war was imminent, he would retreat to Thaba Bosiu
across the Mohokare (Caledon) River. This Thaba Bosiu is a Table-like mountain with only one
narrow climbable path to its top. If the enemy pursued Moshoeshoe up the mountain, he and his
~
people would roll down some boulders from the top of the mountain which were previously
gathered specifically during peace time for this purpose.
One boulder, colliding with several other boulders, would rain on the enemy who by then would
almost be at the top of the mountain. This action killed most of the enemy, leaving only a very
few who could outrun the lazier ones in the race to the foot of the mountain. When the battle was
over, men would roll boulders back up to the mountain top, ready for th~ next battle. If boys
tried to roll some boulders up, the boulders would not even move, or would move up a short
distance and roll back to where they have been.
For each question:
1 Give your answers in (a) your own language (if different from English)
(b) English
2 Do not use the words: strong, strength, stamina, mighty
3 Give as many answers as possible th~t are appropriate
Questions (use the back of the page if space supplied is not enough for your answer)
As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did they gained?
(a)
(b)
2 When a boulder collides with a neighbouring boulder, which quantity or quantities does
it impart to its neighbour?
(a)
(b)
3 Some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder to kill a man it must have a large
amount of .. ~(a) ....., .. (b)... (fill in the appropriate quantity in your language and in English)
4 Some small boys could not even move the boulders; in terms of mechanics concepts, in
what ways are the boys different from men?
(a)
(b)
5 Man X and man Y are rolling identical boulders up the mountain. Man X arrives at the
top ten minutes before man Y. Describe the differences between man X rolling the








WATCH ROCK USED BY MOSHOESHOE
MOSHOESHOE'S EUROPEAN STYLE HOUSE
CAVE OCCUPIED BY MOSHOESHOE'S WIVES DURING BATILE
MAKARA PASS
tOYAL CEMETARY AND GRAVE OF MOSHOESHOE
MOKHACHANE'S PASS
MOSHOESHOE'S HOUSE BUILT
IN 1839 lA ON MAP)
CAIRN, VISITORS WERE REQUIRED TO ADD A STONE TO THE PILE
MOSHOESHOE'S VILLAGE
MOSHOESHOE'S HOUSE





















A ball is thrown up in the air, leaving the thrower's hand, going almost vertically upwards; it
reaches the highest position; it then turns down to the ground. There are three positions of the
ball marked:
(1) gOIng up (2) highest position (3) going down
Draw arrows to indicate all forces on the ball at each position; the length of each arrow must















Give answers in your own language, mentioning also the needed item in your answer.
At which of the labelled positions, if any, is the speed of the ball the same?
At which positions is the velocity the same?
At which positions is the acceleration the same?
At which position is the force the same?
APPENDIX 7
BOOK PAGE: Nelkon, N. 1975. CSE Physics
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DYNAMIC~; 149
\ heavy bob, swinging to and fro at the end of a pendulum, 5hO\\'5
~,ilar changes in potential and kinet:,c energy. If the horizontal
:·.;~::)llg1J the lowest point B of the swing is taken as a reference 'zero'
,:(;Jl)lential energy, then at the top of the s'wing A the bob has maximum
~)':clllial energy (P.E.) but zero kinetic energy (K.E.), Fig. 7.29. At the
~jddle B, the kinetic energy becomes a maximum and the potential
c:1Crgy is correspondingly zero.
power
"1""'0 boys of the same weight each set out from the bottom of a hill
:11 reach the top walking at a steady speed. One, X, is athletic and
.:~nl\~. The other, Y, is the opposite J:ype, not athletic and weak.






Fig. 7.30 Power ~
c:ar.h has overcome the same frictional ':orces at the ground, and each
hJ.s raised the same weight through the same height. Consequently
each has done the same amount of work. X, however, has done it in a
shorter time than Y. 'Ve say that X has a greater pOU'fT than Y. In the
~ame way, a large engine can work [as ter than a small engme of the
same kind and is said to have a greater power. In Fig. 7.30, for example,
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Teacher Mk has been teaching physical science in Sebabatso, a Senior Secondary in Qwa Qwa,
for six years. He was trained as a teacher in Tshiya College of Education. The investigator and
teacher Mk know each other well; the investigator sent a message to teacher Mk a week prior to
the date of interview where he was requested to b(: interviewed about what he teaches students;
It was a pleasure to teacher Mk to participate in such an interview as he indicated after it.
I :My name is Cable Moji, my home is Nanlahadi; I have been lecturing Uniqwa physics
for some ten years. So all the students that pass through your hands to come to university,
they come to me; so I have to sort out the problem these students present at the university
in a research study. I wanted to find out if these are the problems of the children, they
don't understand, or what causes their poor performance. There is a story along with my
inquiry after which there are about six or seven over which we will be talking together
for about twenty minutes; we can look at the story:
The story of Moshoeshoe's wars was read
Let us try to avoid usually go well in physics such as strong, strength, stamina, might and
mighty. The first question is: As boulders rolled down, which quantity or quantities did
they gain?
Mk :Ok, may I ask a question? Is this related to the story you've just read?
I :Of course, yes, but now you are going to apply physics in it; it is not that you will get
the answer directly from it. [He nodded]. But now we are trying to talk physics because
in the books we read about roller coasters, the bunji jumps and the merry-go-rounds
which the students in Sebabatso do not know about but would know about a boulder
rolling down the mountain.
Mk :As it is rolling down it is gaining momen1:um.
I :Ok, do you think momentum and something else?
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Mk :And potential energy actually.
I :Ok, you say potential energy as well; is there anything else or they are the only two?
Mk :Yea, I am satisfied.
I :What would you call them in your own language? Remember we must also know them
in our own language.
Mk :[He frowned] I think... momentum in my own language [thinking for a long time] ...
I :There is no word for that?
Mk :Yea, I think so, not unless I explain it.
I :How would you explain it?
Mk :For instance, maybe I should explain it is a product of mass and velocity...
I :Fine, explain it in your own language, Mr Mk, ke eng ka Sesotho momentum (what is
it in Sesotho, this momentum)?
Mk :Ae, I cannot explain.
I :Potential energy yona (what about potential energy)?
Mk :[Long quietness] Ke energy e bolokilweng (It is a stored energy).
I :Energy ha ra na lentswe la Sesotho ho yona (have we not got Sesotho word for energy)?
Mk :Energy? Ke matla! (Energy, is matla).
I :Ok, matla a bolokilweng; let us go to the second question: When the boulder goes
down, it collides with the stationary other boulders that are nearby; which quantity does
this rolling boulder impart to the standing one down the mountain?
Mk :It imparts momentum.
I :Ok, momentum. Is it only momentum?
Mk :It imparts energy as well.
I :Ok, anything else?
Mk :And then the force.
I :Ok, it imparts the force, anything else?
Mk :[Quietness]
I :Alright, Mr Mk, what are these things, what is momentum, energy and force, what
are they ka puo ya heno (what are they in your language)?
Mk :Energy ke itse ke matla (energy I said is matla).
I :Ok, can you give a word for kinetic energy?
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Mk :Ke matla a (It is matla for ) [quietness].
I :What about force?
Mk :Ke hula - sututsa. Ke ho hula kapa ho sututsa (it is to pull or to push).
I :Alright let's go to the third one: some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder
to kill a man it must have a large amount of ....(some quantity). We must give the
appropriate quantity even in our language.
Mk :It must be a large amount of force.
I :So what is force in Sesotho?
Mk :E tlamehile ho ba matla a maholo (It must surely be large matla).
I :Ok, are you now dodging the hula - sututs,a because remember you said matla ke (is)
energy, now matla a maholo, do you want to add anything else?
Mk :No. [laughter].
I :We go to the fourth question. Some boys could not even move boulders. In terms ofthe
mechanics concepts, in what ways 'were the boys different from men?
Mk :1 think it was in terms of the energy that they have and of course the force that they are
applying is not the same as ... [quietness].
I :You say energy, what kind of energy... and anything else?
Mk :I can also say power that they are using.
I :You say the energy and the power?
Mk :Yea, I want to combine the two. The power they use as connected to the energy.
I :Where does the power come from? You said they are using power!
Mk :I can say they use it from their muscle.
I :You haven't said energy and power in your language.
Mk :Energy e ntse e le matla, power [thinking] nkare keng? bokgoni (energy is still matla,
power, what can 1say? bokgoni).
I :Let us go to the last question in this task. Man X and man Y are rolling identical boulders
up the mountain. Man X arrives ten minutes before man Y at the top of the mountain.
Describe the difference between man X and man Y in terms of mechanics concepts.
Mk :1 would also talk about energy or power.
I :Is it energy or power or both?
Mk :Both! power and energy.
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I :What about power and energy in your language?
Mk : Power is bokgoni and energy is matla.
I :Now let us compare the Sesotho word you have given for powef and the definition of
power. How do you define power?
Mk :Power is the rate of doing work.
I :That is how quick you are doing work; but bokgoni tells us something ...does it imply
that I can do it?
Mk :No it doesn't imply. If I want to explain power in Sesotho, I wouldn't use bokgoni.
I :Can I ask you the last one? If a ball thrown upwards, leaves the hand and goes up [Mk
is shown a drawing where positions are indicated], what forces act on the ball at position
1, neglecting the air resistance?
Mk :We've got the gravitational force, and the force which is applied by the hand.
I :Even though the hand is no more there in touch of it?
Mk :Ok, only gravitational force.
I :So as it is going up, only gravitational force?
Mk :Yea.
I :At position 2?
Mk :Only the gravitational force.
I :At position 3?
Mk :Only the gravitational force.




Teacher Paul is presently a subject adviser in the Free State Highlands region. He taught physical
science for sixteen years in senior secondary schools such as Thokwana and Sekgutlong. He has
a B.A. degree with mathematics up to the second year. He offered himself for interview after
he understood what the investigator was studying. He appeared a concerned teacher in that he
used to see his students also on Saturdays for extra lessons while he was still teaching.
The investigator explained to teacher Paul about the two tasks, that Moshoeshoe's wars was
originally meant for the students from the remote South Africa who have not seen most of the
items the textbooks refer to, such as roller coasters 2md bunjijumps. He was told that the aim was
to discover ifthe mechanics concepts could also be identified correctly ifseen from the boulders
rolling down from the mountain.
Moshoeshoe's wars was read
I :As these boulders rolled down, what did they gain?
Paul :Velocity - that is all.
I :What is velocity in your language?
Paul :Ke lebelo (It is lebelo).
I :What is acceleration in your language?
Paul : [Pause, cough, laughter] Acceleration ha e yo haeso, empa e ka nna ya eba keketseho
ya lebelo (we do not have acceleration, but it can be the increase of lebelo).
I :But do you think we realise it as acceleration?
Paul :E -e, re sheba lebelo feela (No we only look at lebelo alone).
I :We go to the second question: when boulders roll down, they collide with other
neighbouring stationary boulders, what do the rolling boulders impart to the stationary
boulders, what quantity do they impart?
Paul :Energy.
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1 :You don't want to classify that energy, which kind of energy?
Paul :Kinetic energy.
1 :Kinetic energy and anything eh,e, would there be any other quantity?
Paul :As far as 1think, it is all.
1 :What would you call kinetic energy in your language?
Paul :Ke matla... a ntho tse tsamayang (It is matla of the moving objects).
1 :Let's go to the third question: some falling boulders can kill a man. For such a boulder
to kill a man, it must fall on him with a large amount of some quantity, what would that
quantity be?
Paul :Shall we say force?
1 :Anything else, would it only be force?
Paul :Momentum.
1 :Ok, you say force and momentum; what are force and momentum in your language?
Paul :Force ka Sesotho, e ka re e tla nne e be matla he (Force in Sesotho, it will probably still
be matla then).
1 :What is momentum in your language?
Paul :E ntse e le matla le yona (It is also matla too).
1 :You must note now, you said energy is matla, you say force is matla and now you want
to say momentum is matla as well.
Paul :E jwalokaha acceleration e le lebelo, velocity e le lebelo le speed e le lebelo (It is just
as acceleration is lebelo, velocity is lebelo and speed is lebelo).
1 :Ok, I am coming to the fourth question: what was the difference between boys and men
since boys could not even move some boulders?
Paul :Boys did not have much, shall 1call it po,ver or energy, no energy as men do; so they
would fail to exert enough force push the boulders up.
1 :At first you said energy or power, now you say force.... [interrupted].
Paul :1 think you exert force to do the work, you need energy to enable you to exert force to
do the work.
1 :You need energy to exert force to do the work?
Paul :If you don't have energy, you will not be able to exert force. Without energy you are
powerless.
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1 :Alright, what is the connection between power and energy, what is power in your
language?
Paul :Ke matla (It is matla).
1: So are we counting four? Energy, force, rnomentum and power! Ke matla kaofela (all
are matla's)?
Paul :Hantle! Ke matla kaofela (Exactly! all are matla's).
1 :Alright, lets talk about the last one. Man X arrives at the top ofthe mountain ten minutes
before man Y while both are rolling identical boulders up along identical paths. What is
the difference between the two men, using mechanics concepts of course?
Paul :The one who is able to carry through this n1ass, is the one who has more power, who can
endure the gravitational pull more than the other.
1 :Let us be specific about mechanics concepts, how is X different from Y?
Paul :X has more speed than Y, it also means)( accelerates more than Y.
1 :It doesn't have anything to do with energy force and power?
Paul :It does, where 1spoke about endurance to counteract the gravity, X endures more than
Y, which means he is able to exert more force.




M is an Indian masters student in physics. He says his home language is English since Tamil,
which was supposed to be his home language is much difficult and very people are still speaking
it. The investigator was chatting freely with this fellow student of his at post graduate level In
the Physics Department at the University ofNatal. Pietermaritzburg.
I :Ifyou throw a ball, what do you do if you want it to go much higher?
M :I would give it more force!
I :Give it more force?
M :Yes! more power would make go higher
I :More power?
(M noted that I was investigating something, he remembered that I am working on the amandla
issue).
M : Ugh man! you give it more energy! Give it more amandla it will go higher.
There was a general laughter!





The investigator was lecturing Nuclear Physics to Uniqwa freshmen in the last term of 1994.
One of the questions he posed to the students in the final examinations was to define Binding
Energy. Since this was an examination question, there was no interview arranged.
12.1 Binding Energy - Results
The question in the examination was: Briefly define Binding Energy (It carried 1% mark of
Physics One examination paper).
77 candidates wrote the examination. Some answered the question. The common majority
answers are paraphrased as follows:
1 Binding energy is the energy holding atoms/molecules/electrons together
2 Binding energy is the strong force, like Co 10mb force, keeping like charges together in
the nucleus to overcome repulsion, causing mass defect.
3 Binding energy is the energy defect in the form of E = mc(2) necessary to keep nuclei
intact in the atom
4 No answers
28% (22/77) of these first year physics students stated that this binding energy keeps molecules
together, some said electrons together while som~~ said atoms together.
25% (19/77) however, stated that Binding energy is the strong force keeping like charges
together.
20% (15/77) answered that Binding energy is the energy keeping nucleons together
27% (21/77) did not answer for some reason
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12.2 Binding Energy - Interpretation
The first 290/0 (22/77) apparently guessed the binding energy to be the entity that holds things
together so that they should not fall apart. The incorrectness of the response is only that the
subjects referred to molecules, atoms or electrons and not nucleons.
The second group of25% (19/77) defined this energy in the responses that are interpreted by the
investigator to have two separate but important backgrounds.
Background Coulomb stated that when like charges come together, there will be a force of
repulsion; so then, to work against this force of repulsion, keeping these nuclear like charges
together, is it not another force, opposite to Coulomb's force that is needed?
Background 2: When the two ends of a spring that is difficult to compress are pushed towards
each other, students know that they need matla/amandla to do it. In the same
fashion, charges that would otherurise scatter apart from repulsion need
matla/amandla to keep them together. This matla/amandla could be the energy,
the force or the power.
For this second group the investigator has an argunlent that the students do understand the theory
of the binding energy; while due to language difficulties, from which the binding energy
conceptualization will be obscured, the candidates will fail the question, yet conceptually the
investigator believes they should be condoned.
The same condoning argument also is proposed for the Speed - Velocity - Acceleration
conceptual terms. It would not be obvious to the student to differentiate one from another iffrom
both observation and language they are not explicitly separated, hence the momentum will also
not be easy to differentiate from force since both are products of mass and undifferentiated
entities.
APPENDIX 13




Calculation of Matriculation Point Score:
The point score is calculated by matching each of the six bl
Matriculation subject symbols (other than Advanced Mathemati
with the relevant value listed either under Higher Gra\~e (HG)
Standard Grade (SG) and then adding the scores to give tne total
If a seventh subject was passed with a symbol of at least liE" on Hig
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Alternative Selection and Admission Programm
Many prospective students have the potential to succee
UniversitYI but come from school backgrounds which have
equipped them for admission to university on the basis of m,
points. The University has developed innovative alterna
selection programmes to identify students with potential.
Non-matriculated candidates may be selected to stud l
the University through selection by one of the following altel
tive'access programmes.
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Humanities :·:· ; ;:;:;:~~.;i9
Commerce/Economics and Management : ~:: 32-35
Engineering (depending on specialisation) ;;·:..'.; ..~~:.:3a
law (B.Proc) : ~ .._:o.:.30
Science (depending on specialisation and centre) 36!32
Social Science : : 29
B.Cur (Nursing) ~ : 30
Medicine :~: ~ :.. ::;.~: ..3f
.. - ·0.
General Entrance Requirements
The basic requirement for admission to degree studies at Universityis a matriculation exemption certificate. Applicants need to be in
possessi/'n of ONE of the following:
1. ASenior certificate with matriculation exemption
2. ACertificate of Conditional Exemption from the matriculation
examination. Matriculants who did not obtain a full exemption
and who wish to apply for a Conditional Exemption Certificate
need to contact their school and Department of Education.
3. Applicants not qualifying for a conditional exemption certificate
may apply for admission through an alternative selection pro··
gramme, and on successful completion of the programme quali.
fy for a Conditional Senate Exemption.
4. Mature Age Exemption: Applicants over the age of 23 may quali·
fy for a conditional exemption certificate on grounds of mature
age.·Certain subject requirements apply and applicants must con·
tact the admissions offices for more information. The University
will apply to the Matriculation Board for an exemption certificate
after the applicant has been selected into a faculty.
S. Foreign conditional exemption: Applicants in possession of non-
South African school leaving certificates must apply to The Director,
Matriculation Board, PO Box 3854, Pretoria 0001 for a Foreign
Conditional Exemption Certificate.
6. For admission to certain diplomas the possession of a Senior
Certificate (without exemption) is sufficient.
Faculty entrance requirements
Some faculties have laid down specific entrance requirements. These
are listed under Faculty Information in this publication. Any appli-
cant wishing to enter these faculties must meet these entrance require-
ments.
Selection procedures
Selection on matriculation point score:
Selection will commence as soon as the matriculation results are released
and will continue until all available places have been allocated.
Students are admitted to the University on the basis of academic merit,
which is assessed by converting matriculation symbols into apoint score.
Once the examination results of all applicants are known, their
scores are calculated and they are ranked in descending order of scores
for their choice of degree/diploma and centre of study. Selection then
takes place from the top down, until the number of applicants who may
be accepted for that degree/diploma in that centre of study is reached.
The score at which this is reached is known as the Icut-off pointl , and
this varies from one degree or diploma to the next.
Applicants below that total score are normally not selected. This
total may change from year to year, depending on the' number ar.d
quality of applications.
Although the University receives details of matriculation examination
results direct from the Education Department, it is the responsibility of all
APPLICANTS to ensure their preliminary statements of matriculation sy -
bols reach the Admissions Office as soon as possible. Applicants must .
write their degree choice and student number on the statement.
Applicants with outstanding Standard 9, Matric June!frial results






It was after that the questionnaire tasks were distributed and were responded to by the
Boitjhorising teachers and the data collected that the interview session was started. There was
not much time left and only the interview about Task 2 could be processed:
I :On the ball at position 1, how many forces and what are their directions?
[After some silence]
B1 :There are three forces: the one applied froIn the throw, there's also external unbalanced
force, and the last is the force pushing the ball upwards.
I :Who is differing with you or who wants to add? Remember, it is going straight up - how
many forces?
B3 :1 think there are only two forces: it is the force that pushes the ball up and the force of
gravity that presses the ball down [B4 was impatient wishing to interrupt].
I :Yes, you can interrupt if you like [pointing at B4].
B4 :But ifyou talk about forces, then I think there is only one force on the ball, the only thing
that changes is the energy of the object ...
I :Let us speak about forces!
B4 :1 should think that there is only one force, gravitational ...
B3 :[interrupting]. ..If there is only one force, then ifyou throw it upwards it will just return
down where it started, that is, as it is thrown upwards, it would just change direction and
fall down; but at position 1, since it was moving straight upwards, it shows that there is
upward force .
B4 :[interrupting] The only other force will be air resistance ...





Uniqwa is the Qwa Qwa Campus of the University of the North situated in Maluti Highlands in
the North Eastern Free State. When the investigator was still working, he was lecturing physics
in this institution. For one hour he was allowed to collect the data among students here. The
interview could only be carried out in the ten minutes which were left after written results were
collected from the students who were the study subjects. There were 14 students participating in
the study at Uniqwa. It is worthwhile to mention that only five of them were active in open
discussions in the interviews. The rest were quiet and passive. For the sake ofconfidentiality, the
names of the subjects are withheld and they are only labelled UI, U2, U3, etc at Uniqwa, while
the investigator is 1. The interview time given was only for Task 2.
(The subjects had already seen and responded to Task 2 which was about a ball thrown up and
was indicated at three positions):
I :Let us talk about forces at position 1. Ho'w many forces?
U1 :There are three.
I :Somebody says there are three. What do other people say?
U2 :One.
[Suddenly a quarrel started. Even those who were quiet responded openly and loudly at
U2. This shouting participation was condoned, and even those who were quiet were
showing life now. A strong contingent of these subjects emphasised two forces].
I :Other people say two, one says one while others say three forces. You say one [pointing
at U2], which force is it?
U2 :1 say one for gravitational force downwards.
I :When you say two, which forces are they [pointing at U3]?
U3 :It is the force input by the hand ...
I :It has already left the hand!
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D3 :The force of gravity and the upward force.
I :OK! you said three forces [pointing at DI].
Cl: Other third force will be what is an additional force





Tshiya College ofEducation is situated in Qwa Q'Na. Among many data collection sessions the
investigator carried out about teachers pre-service and in-service, Tshiya was having a number
of them. The following is one of several chatting interviews which were carried out:
I :What do you think about this questionnaires?
F1 :We call everything matla ...
F2 :[interrupting] .. .It is uncomfortable to call everything matla, matla for power, matla for
strength, matla for force and matla for energy.
I :What about Air Force, Police Force and Defence Force?
F3 :They are confusing.
I :At varsity a gentleman Bomber grabbed a ]lady for a love affair. He seriously approached
her:
"Lady, I love you!" he said.
"No Sir, we are not here for ... " before she completed her response, the gentleman
answered, frowning: "Lady, I am not asking what we are here for, I tell you, I love you!"
" Sir; please do not use the Vector Quantity" answered the lady who had learned in
physics that force is a Vector Quantity.
[The class was very interested and very al1entive as well to the story, it is an accepted
norm among them to grab and be grabbed in a similar fashion].
I :Was she right or wrong about the Vector Quantity?
F1 :She was right. The gentleman used force with direction towards himself to be loved.
[There was a great quarrel among the subjects where some agreed with F1 that the
gentleman had applied the Vector Quantity, some refused since there was no contact].
I :Does this kind of force have any measura.ble magnitude?
F1 :Yes, the more furious the gentleman, the larger the magnitude.





Teacher Ma has been teaching physical science at Mampoi Secondary School for over fourteen
years. She has a Bachelor of Science degree with first year physics and mathematics. She is
known to be a very courageous teacher who, besides attending to her students even after hours,
she was always very keenly donating her time to general students in Qwa Qwa during Winter
schools over many years. Once she received the message that an interview was needed with
matric teachers in Qwa Qwa, she indicated that sh~: was very keen. She is a open person who, if
she knows one well, she speaks freely and at length to stress her point. She was then approached
for this interview:
I :Good morning teacher Ma. You have been teaching physical science in this school for
more than ten years. Can I ask you question after we have read this story? They are not
difficult questions, they are matric questions.
Ma :E-ya, Ntate Moji, you are right (Yes, Mr lv1oji, you are right).
The story of Moshoeshoe's wars was read
I :Now question one: as boulders rolled do\\'11 which quantity or quantities did they gain?
Ma :They gained acceleration.
I :Ok, they gained acceleration - anything else?
Ma :1 can say they also gained momentum.
I :Momentum, yes - what else?
Ma :1 think that's all that 1can give.
1 :Can you express them in your language? ~1hat can you call momentum and acceleration
in your language, ka puo ya heno (in your language)?
Ma :Ka puo ya ka? [she was very surprised, she did not expect to be asked to say it in
Sesotho] Akere di "gain-ile" acceleration, lebelo leo di tsamayang ka Iona le eketsehile
(in my language, isn't they gain acceleration, lebelo with which they move has increased).
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I :Ok, momentum ona ke eng?
Ma :Momentum nkare "mass and velocity" di tla "change-a" (momentum I can say mass and
velocity will change).
I :Ke batla ho hlalosetse motho eo e leng ngwana wa matric 0 se ke wa hlalosetsa nna (I
would like you to explain to somebody who is a matric child, do not explain to me).
Ma :Ka Sesotho Ntate Moji (In Sesotho Mr Moji)? Nkare (I can say)... [quietness].
I :We are going to the second one: when a boulder is rolling down, it collides with a
stationary one. What does it impart to the stationary boulder?
Ma :Obviously it gives kinetic energy.
I :Ok, you say kinetic energy, anything else?
Ma :And one other thing, it also gives momentum to the next boulder.
I :Ok, etjho ka Sesotho he (Ok, say it in Sesotho then)!
Ma :Ke hore Kinetic energy ke bokgoni ba ntho e tsamayang hore e ka sebetsa (it is that
kinetic energy is "bokgoni" of a moving object to carry out some work).
I :Na kinetic energy ha e na lentswe la Sesotho (does kinetic energy not have a Sesotho
word)?
Ma :Tjhe, ha le yo, Ntate Moji (No it is not thl~re, Mr Moji).
I :Ok, jwale momentum (now momentum)?
Ma :Ha ena lentswe la Sesotho le yona (it also does not have Sesotho word). Ntho e neng e
tsamaya, e na le momentum, e "cause-a" e nngwe hore e tsamaye, e "lose-a" lebelo la
yona e leng "velocity" e le file e nngwe ( an object which was moving having momentum,
causing the next one to move, loses its velocity to the next one)
I :Ke batla dintho tseo ka Sesotho, bo-velocity , bo-momentum (that is what I need,
velocity, momentum)!
Ma :Nkeke be ka re ke lebelo hobane ka Sesotho ha ke re lebelo nka nna ka re ke velocity,
kapa acceleration kapa speed. Jwale ha ke na "precise word" ya velocity ka Sesotho (I
cannot it is lebelo in Sesotho, is it not that lebelo can be velocity or acceleration or speed?
Now I do not have a "precise word" for velocity.
I :Let us go to the third question: Some falling boulders can kill a man, for such a boulder
to kill a man it must have a large amount of (a quantity).
Ma :It can be mass, it can be its velocity, it can be kinetic energy.
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I :What are these quantities mass, velocity and kinetic energy in your language?
Ma :Mass is boima, hape velocity ha e hlalosv/e ka Sesotho Ntate Moji, kinetic energy le
yona e thata (again velJcity does not have Sesotho word, Mr Moji kinetic energy still, is
difficult).
I :Let us go to the fourth question: Some small boys could not even move some boulders.
Now in terms ofsome mechanics concepts, 'what is the difference between boys and men?
Ma :The difference is their mass; for these to roll the boulders up, they need a certain amount
of weight.
I :Let us come back to it, I think I like that one. You say their mass, the mass of men and
boys or the mass of the boulders?
Ma :The mass of the men, the boys and the boulders to the boulders [stressing with hands
indicating a push].
I :Ok, why do you think a boy needs to have some mass?
Ma :For this boulders, say it is 100kg, a mininlurn force to push it must be 1000N; so boys
with small mass, maybe llkg will only apply a weight of lION which will be very
difficult for them to meet the requirement.; at least if they are three, they will meet the
requirement.
I :So then in order for the men to be able to roll the boulders of 1DON, they must at least. ..
Ma :[Interrupting] ... be able to exert that I00l'I, but to roll it upwards, it must be more.
I :Alright, let me ask you the last question: Man X and man Y. They are rolling two
identical boulders up the mountain, along the same length of route. Man X arrives ten
minutes before man Y at the top. What do you think is the difference between man X and
man Y, mechanically?
Ma :The other man delayed.
I :Yes, and then why?
Ma :He might have exerted lesser amount of energy, moving slower.
I :So if somebody ...
Ma :[interrupting] the motion ofthe stone depends on its mass and its velocity, so if they are
having the same mass and the other is causing less velocity to the stone, is going to be
delayed.
I :Ok, has power got anything to do with this?
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Ma : Akere (is it not) power is the amount ofwork done in a certain period meaning that the
one who was moving slower, meaning that he is having less power than the one who was
moving fast.
I :So you say the one is having less power than the other?
Ma :Yes, than the other one.
I :Thank you very much. Do you have three minutes that we can go into the second task
[she was preparing to go to the next class]?
Ma :Yes! [she received the sheet where Task 2 of the ball thrown up, was laid out].
I :In this second task a ball is thrown up, going until it turns at the top and it comes down.
Now we are looking at the ball after that it had left the hand. How many forces at position
1 are acting on the stone? Let us neglect t e air resistance.
Ma :The force might be gravitational attraction between the ball and the hand, the weight of
the ball downwards and the force that had been exerted by the hand upwards.
I :Ok, are there forces on the 2nd position?
Ma :Weight of the ball downwards because it is now stationary. The force that the ball
experienced after it has been pushed by the hand has been overcome by the air resistance,
now only the weight of the ball downwards.
I :Let us come to position 3. How many forces are on the ball at position 3?
Ma :I think is still the weight of the ball downwards, the mg.
I :Ok, let us go back to position 1, what has happened to the force that has been facing
upwards?
Ma :The force that has been used to throw the ball upwards has been balanced. It was greater
than the ball's weight at position 1. At position 2 where the ball is stationary, the forces
are now balanced, but immediately it starts going down, the gravitational force exceeds
the other force.
I :What would you say to somebody that would say there's never an upward force when
the ball has left the hand?
Ma :How come the ball has gone and continues upwards without the force upwards?
[The time was very limited by then, she had to go but she was an interesting participant]




Teacher Mm was teaching physical science in Mmapoi Senior Secondary School during the time
of this interview. He has taught in some high schools in the Qwa Qwa region including
Selelekela Senior. He has graduated from Uniqwa with first year physics passed in his B. Se.
degree. The investigator knows him from the time when they volunteered to run Winter school
for Qwa Qwa matriculants in the early eighties. He was happy to offer himself to be involved in
the interview with the investigator. It was a relaxed interview conducted "chattily".
I :You are going to forgive me because I anl going to cassette all the information because
I am going to write it down; but I want you to be free to talk to me because Wena (You)
teacher Mm have been teaching physical science for some ten years for matric. Now I am
having a little story here, we are going to read it and there are five questions you are
going to answer. They are simple questions, in fact, they are matric questions:
Moshoeshoe's wars story was read
I :I am going to ask you the questions. You are going to give the answers in English and
in your language; you are not going to use the terms strong, strength, stamina, might and
mighty because we don't use them normally in physics. So there are five questions you
are going to answer. Now the first question is: as the boulders roll down the mountain
what quantity or quantities do they gain?
Mm :They gain momentum
I :They gain momentum, and anything else?
Mm :Of course, energy.
I :Which kind of energy? You know physics says even heat is energy.
Mm :Kinetic energy.
I :Anything else?
Mm :They gain force.
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I :You say they gain force - anything else?
Mm :I think that is all.
I :Alright, momentuHl ke eng ka Sesotho, ka puo ya hao (what is momentum in Sesotho,
in your language)? I want it in your language.
Mm :Momentum nkare ke lebelo (I can say momentum is lebelo).
I :Ok, kinetic energy?
[long pause]
I :Akere jwale re hlalosetsa ngwana hore kinetic energy ke eng (when we wish to explain
to child what kinetic energy is).
Mm :Ke matla (it is matla).
I :Ok, the other quantity is force. Force re :re ke eng ka Sesotho? (what do we say force
is in Sesotho?) [long pause]
Mm :Ke ho sututsa kapa ho hula (it is to push or to pull).
I :Now we are going to the second question, easy questions, when the boulders collide,
what does a moving boulder impart to the stationary boulder?
Mm :In collision, obviously, there is a conversion of energy.
I :It gives energy, what kind of energy? and anything else besides?
Mm :Momentum and acceleration.
I :Anything else? You said energy, momentum, ... [interruption]
Mm : and some force.
I :So three ofthem ka Sesotho ke ding? ntse di tshwana le moo... (what are they in Sesotho,
are they still the same... ) [interruption]
Mm :E, di ntse di tshwana (Yes, they are still the same).
I :Let us go to the third question, you see there are still two more questions. Such falling
boulders can kill a man, for such a boulder to kill a man, it most have a large amount of
some mechanics quantity, what mechanics quantity should it be?
Mm :a large amount of energy and force, impulse - that's enough
I :Ha re di bue ka Sesotho (Let us say them in Sesotho).
Mm :Impulse ke sekgahla (impulse is sekgahla).
I :Force e ntse e tshwana (Is force still the same)?
Mm : Force e ntse e tshwana le energy (force is still the same with energy).
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I :Ok, let's take the last question: some boys could not even move the boulders; in terms
of mechanics concepts, in what way are the boys different from the men?
Mm :I think is force.
I :What did force do, or what happened to force?
Mm :The difference is the force that they apply, because force depends on mass and
acceleration. If you have larger mass, obviously the force that you apply will be higher.
I :You say obviously your force will be higher?
Mm :E, (stressing) force depends on mass and acceleration.
I :So you still mean it depends on the force that you have? - Ok! The last question then:
Man X and man Y are rolling identical boulders on the identical path up the mountain,
but man X arrives at the top of the mountain ten minutes before man Y, in mechanics
concepts, what is the difference between rhe two men?
Mm :I think, Ntate Moji ke force (Mr Moji it is force), the pushing force, tension which
depends on acceleration but g is the same for both.
I :So you mean that they push with the different forces?
Mm :Yes
I :Does power have anything to do with their action?.... [silence]. Anyway, thank you.
[There were few minutes we could still use to talk further, so Task 2 was quickly grabbed and
handled. Looking at the figure and speaking together about it].
I :Ifwe are neglecting the air resistance, how many forces are on the ball at position I?
Mm :They are about four.
I :Which ones?
Mm :Tension, weight, horizontal force and the pushing force.
I :At position 2?
Mm :At position 2 you've got tension and weight
I :At position 3?
Mm :You've got tension and weight.
I :What is the direction of tension?




Teacher Nts was is a B.Sc. graduate of Uniqwa 'whose degree has Botany and Chemistry as
majors. She did study the first year physics where she was a student of the investigator. She had
always thought that the investigator as a lecturer in physics was a very difficult person who did
not want students to pass. She had been teaching physical science for three years by the time she
was requested for an interview. Although she agreed to be interviewed, she was very reluctant;
most of the responses were begged from her, while she also was not willing to speak English.
The interview went on as follows:
I :Good Day, Nts, how are you? It is good to see you. What do teach at your school?
Nts :Ke rota (I teach) physical science.
I :Do you like it, I am sure you are doing ·well. I wished to see you and ask you some
questions for a research study.
Nts :Ae, Ntate Moji 0 bapala ka nna (No Mr ~,,10ji you are not serious with me).
I :When a rock is falling on a man, killing him, what must it have, what is the quantity it
must have in order that it must kill him?
Nts :Ke weight (Is weight).
I :Weight, Ok, anything else?
Nts :[silence] ... le mass (and mass).
I :Ok, what is weight in your language?
Nts :Ke boima (It is boima).
I :And what is mass?
Nts :Le mass ke boima (and mass is boima).
I :We go to another question: when small boys are trying to roll the boulders, they cannot
move, but men roll them. What is the difference now? How are men different from boys?
Nts : Ba na le matla a fapaneng, ekare bale ba sa le bannyane (they have different matla, the
others are still young).
I :Ok, say it in English, my dear, please!
Nts :Ae, ha ke tsebe Sekgowa Ntate Moji (No, I don't know Sekgowa, a Whiteman's
language).
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1 :No, no, but is it not that you should be teaching in English!
Nts :1 am teaching in Sesotho [laughter].
1 :No, your childlen will fail. Ok, what is it? Ba na le matla, 1 am happy about that. Now
say it in English, please. What is the difference between boys and men? in English now!
Nts :The difference?
1 :Yes, 1 mean you said ba bang ba na le matla, now let us say it in English.
Nts :Ka mantswe a mang force eo ba e apply-ang e a fapana; banna ba sebedisa e ngatanyana
than the boys because the boys ba sa le tlasenyana (In other words, force applied is
different, men use more force than the boys, since the boys are still young).
1 :Ok, the last question. Man X and man Y a.re rolling the rocks up the mountain. This is
the last question. They are rolling the identical rocks on identical pathway but X arrives
ten minutes before Y. What is the difference?
Nts :Akere yane 0 faster than the other one, 0 arrive-a pele because enwa 0 sebedisa speed
se matla ho feta sa yane (that one is faster than this one since he uses speed with more
matla than the other).
1 :Thank you Nts, you are still difficult even now, i hope you are not this difficult to you
school children and the principal.
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APPENDIX 20
THE INVESTIGATOR'S STUDY LIFE STORY
I was born and bred in Witsieshoek in the Free State. I went to Tshiya High School from 1967
where I learned physical science which consisted of physics and chemistry. I was warned that it
was only a few years since it was introduced among the blacks because it was really difficult for
them. I studied and succeeded because it was not much of a problem to swallow the formulae,
definitions and derivations. Concepts in mechanics were different from those with the same name
in everyday life. Force in the classroom was not the same Air Force, Police Force and Defence
Force~ neither even electromotive force nor the force we use to force girls to love with; force in
physics rather has to do with masses and accelerations, the terms and conceptions not usually
used in some of our daily language, worse still if English is one's second language.
I nevertheless succeeded with my rote learning and regurgitation in physics, through my
technological training where we had to have at least physics passed in the first year. I succeeded
through a junior degree in physics as a major, but still remembering the statements ofthe physics
lecturers and the mathematics professor. The science that was not for the "Bantus" was haunting
me. Somebody, needed to verify this statement from these learned gentlemen.
We, the indigenous people, had been classified in South Africa in those days as Bantu people
who were barred and limited in several ways politically, educationally and otherwise. We were
the fourth class of people in the order of inferiority, and hence the most dejected following the
Coloureds, whom I have learned are, inter alia, the cross breed from white Colonialists and
enslaved African women (Moji and Moji 1993), who in turn, followed in the order of
oppression, after Indians, whom I have learned were imported from the East to process sugar in
Natal sugar plantations. Indians, though were in the list ofthe oppressed, were the least oppressed
(Moji and Moji, 1993 ). As indigenous and native to the Southern tip of the African continent,
I thought it would be appropriately accepted for the native people alone to be called Africans,
but lately it has occurred that the other population groups, also called themselves Africans since
they were born in Africa, as Ms Patricia De Lill, a well-known figure in the Pan Africanist
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Congress of South Africa, argued in a Felicia Mabuza-Suttle show.
I have thus been born a native boy in the days of separation called apartheid, growLlg partly in.
a Native Reserve in remote Witsieshoek and partly in an "advanced location" or township of
Sharpeville. We have been called names: Natives, Santus, Plurals, Kaffirs, Blacks, Africans and
others depending on who was calling us and what it was that we had done or were to do. In most
cases we carried these names given to us wishing to succeed with the minimum oftroubles from
the oppressors. We would agree to be called any of these names in order that the day would at
least finish without being thrashed. There were those ofus who were fortunate to afford to go to
school beyond matric either from farms or Native reserves later named Bantu Homelands.
Many different words of advice and warnings were given to us in those days, such as the advice
of a Turfloop professor telling us that Mathematics was not for Bantu and women students,
worse with Bantu women; he was literally not recognising the ladies in the lectures but was
addressing us as only 11 Gentlemen" . The Bantu gentlemen had to know that they were only
limited to a junior degree in science (B Sc); if they would be fortunate enough to complete it,
they must change the career direction to faculties like Arts and Education, because Sciences such
as Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry were not for the Bantus.
It bothered me from that time and I wanted to find out why the sciences such as Physics were not
for the "Bantus", etc. Were they not understanding physics as it was taught to them by those so
called professors, or are they really not that dever to understand, in fact, too stupid to
conceptualise the "sophisticated" physics? The physics lecturers in those days of 1972 were
telling us off in the practical sessions when we ,",'ere dealing with error analysis, we were told
how foolish we were, how we did not deserve to be in physics, how we would never make it,
how it was never meant for us to be in physics. They were white, we were all black, or at least
native or indigenous. What was it that we lacked or were weak in, in which they were so much
better and educationally strong, in comparison with other population groups, particularly that
even in population classification so derogatively undermined; being given universities that are
so understaffed, underequipped laboratories and undersupplied libraries; being shut out in Native
reserves and Bantu Homelands far away from civilization where our cries would not be easily
heard.
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I would not be content before I find out what was it that made professors to think we cannot
understand physics as Native people. I do not know what the case is in understanding physics
by the other populatioll groups ahead of us in the ladder of classification, that is, the Coloureds,
the Indians and the Whites. Since, there are however, very few ofus Africans beyond the Masters
level of physics studies in South Africa where there are over twenty universities to study from,
there must indeed be some problems studying, understanding and succeeding in physics by the
so called Africans; what is it? With some great difficulties I came through that physics bottle
neck, at the time when there were not more than thirty Africans at that level in South Africa,
thank God. I now consider it my duty to this Country to find out what this bottle neck is all about;
what is it that prevents the African people from understanding physics?
I have been fortunate to be a physics lecturer for some time (ten years) in one of the historically
Black universities. In a way I think I have noticed a tip of the iceberg of the problems and
difficulties the African students have in understanding physics the way physicists expect it to be
understood, particularly because culturally we as Africans understand concepts differently from,
say, the western people. Seretlo (1973) and Cobertl (1996) noted this fact, among others. I have
noticed multitude of African students struggling 1Nith the same concepts I have struggled with
and those I still struggle with presently; I have therefore taken it upon myself to pry into some
investigation ofthese problems; they are very wide, they can never be adequately handled in one
investigation and be done. I find it to be my duty to conduct some of these investigations, some
other investigators will follow up and do further investigations which I could not manage.
However, I trust that they will all alleviate the difficulties of the African children to understand
physics the way the physicists wish it to be understood.
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APPENDIX 21
Responses and Translations from African subjects )fthe Student group on Question 4
It is necessary that the responses and the translations of the African students within the Student
group be recorded as they were given. It is the responses to Question 4 of the Task 1 modified
for the Student group. They were very interesting responses from which many aspects were
discovered which were otherwise not expected. The question was: Some small boys could not
even move the boulders; in terms of mechanics concepts, in what ways are the boys different
from men? They are grouped according to their languages:
Tsonga responses and translations (they were 3)
they have small power No translation
boys have less energy abanawo amandla (translated into Zulu)
they haven't got enough force(cancelled power)No translation
Setswana responses and translations (they were 4)
men have more mass No translation
men can exert enough force ba na le matla
force thata
they provide less momentum No translation
Sepedi responses and translations (they were 4)






Sesotho responses and translations (they were 5)
force hula - sututsa
energy not enough No translation









long arms with less force
less force applied
less force less energy
have less weight than men
force
Xhosa responses and translations (they were 7)
relative to their mass abanawo amandla
No translation
no response
Zulu responses and translations
men have more power than boys
boys could not apply enough force
F (b) < F (m)







they have small masses
their applied force is less
boys have less energy
boys have small radius
force
less energy in boys
boys have less strength
force they applied cannot overcome
weight too small
they don't have enough power
not have enough energy
bones not fully developed















less power required to move
men have more pOv ler
they do not have enough power
their masses are not he same
the force applied by the boys
they don't have enough force
boys have less power than men
they are young to have enough power
men have more power
boys do not possess force
energy that boys had















There were two Zulu subjects whose home language was said to be English. They did not give
the translations but both responded that the difference was the force applied.
The responses from the Indian subjects were interesting too with no translation of course
boys not have enough power exerting force
SIze boys have lower mass
exert smaller force amount of force
have less potential energy force used
exert larger force cannot exert enough force
angle weight
force applied
less mass less force
force applied
did not have power
have small mass, exert small force
force exerted
men have more power
less mass, less force applied
men have great force
power possessed
power
inertia mass small, E-potential small
did not exert force







Moqhaka is a Senior Secondary School in Sebokeng - Vaal Complex in Gauteng. Although this
school is outside the realm of the present study, a short interview was carried out with teacher
Bofelo at this place and the outcome of the interview was interesting to the investigator. He had
already given responses on the questionnaires ofTask 1 and Task 2. The short interview was thus
following the responses to the questionnaires:
I :How was the questioning?
Bofelo :The questions reveal our problem area.
I :Which area is that?
Bofelo :We are stuck on English because we do not have enough vocabulary in our vernaculars.
I :Do you think we can teach physics in vernaculars?
Bofelo :Not at all; maybe a mixed language. There is a lack ofunderstanding because of
language.
I :When I was at the Varsity in Turfloop, BOlmber was a third year B.A. student and Kitty
was a B. Sc. fresh lady. Bomber came to Kitty frowning and said: "Lady, I love you."
Kitty answered: "Sir, we are not here for ... "before she finished Bomber interrupted: "I
am not asking you, I am telling you! ". "Please, Sir, don't use a vector quantity" said Kitty
almost sobbingly . Was Bomber really using a vector quantity?
Bofelo :Oh yes. Bomber was applying force on Kitty.
I :What was the direction of the force applied?
Bofelo :Towards himself The force was pushing Kitty towards Bomber.
I :But they were not in contact.
Bofelo :No. This was a theoretical force and not a physical one; the magnitude was how horrible
Bomber's frowning was; the more horrible:, the larger the magnitude. It was the same
case in the questions about Moshoeshoe's enemies climbing up the mountain with a
theoretical force in the direction of Moshoeshoe. The angrier the enemy, the larger the
magnitude of the theoretical force they have.




Fezeka is a Senior Secondary School in Gugulethu, in the Cape Peninsula. Although Fezeka is
a school outside this study area, there are some interesting facts in the interview. Khalipha is a
teacher responsible for teaching Physical Science in this institution. She was given Task 1 to
answer and was interviewed thereafter. She sat down after handing in her written answers,
eagerly awaiting the interview. There was not much time to carry out a long interview,
nevertheless, a short interview was managed. The transcript of the interview was as follows (I
standing for the investigator and Khali for Khalipha).
I :What do you think about all these questions?
Khali :The questions show that our vocabulary is very poor.
I :Does this vocabulary poverty affect Physics learning?
Khali :Yes. When you teach not knowing that your students have only one word for all these
science topics, you will teach not giving attention to this vocabulary poverty of your
students, and will not overcome the poverty, while your students will not learn properly.
I :What do you do to address this problem of vocabulary poverty?
Khali :For a number ofyears while I taught Physics I discovered the difficulties among students
every year that they did not notice the difference among the Physics terms that are close
to one another. Now when I start a new topic, I highlight the terms which the students
usually have problems with in that section. I write them on the board and explain all that
the term means and is used for. If a chalPter contains the word "conductor", I write
it, ask the students what they think it means, and explain how we are going to use it. This
conductor may mean a choir leader, a person in a bus or train telling us where we are, and
I continue until I arrive at how the conductor can be a current conductor.
I :Does this strategy help you?
Khali :It resulted in a great difference.




Steve and Mike interviewed
I :Ok, gentlemen, we are going to look into some Zulu words for the concepts that we are
using in physics. You have seen these concepts and you have filled the papers that were
asking you about them, but today I just ,vanted to check further. There will be three
groups that we'll speak about. The first one will be the group of speed, velocity and
acceleration; the second one will be the force, energy, momentum, impulse and power
and the third one will be the small one, namely, heat and temperature. We would just
want to look into how different these terms are physics-wise and Zulu-wise. So manje-na
ke, may we please start with: What is the nleaning of amandla? How do you feel Steve?
Say that in English, what is amandla in English?
Steve :Must I explain that or must I just translate?
I :Ok, if you can do both, do both, just explain and translate.
Steve :What I understand about amandla? If you have more amandla it means you have more
power.
I :So amandla is something that a person will have?
Steve : Yes.
I :So for amandla you will say power - how do you feel, Mike?
Mike :Yes that's what ca me to my mind as we1l1that amandla means power and energy.
I :Ok, lets go to the second one: What is umdlandla?
Steve :If you have umdlandla is when you are lively, when you are active, you walk like
jumping in liveliness, and when you are livdy you can have more power although you
are not necessarily powerful.
I :Ok, how do you feel, Mike? umdlandla?
Mike :To me, I thought umdlandla could be courage, you are courageous, unomdlandla or else
energetic, somebody energetic is .... [Steve interrupting].
Steve :What do you mean by energetic?
Mike :In Zulu, to me it will mean ubasenamdlandla.
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Steve :Yes, just explain in English, what do you mean by energetic? Do you mean he has
got more energy?
Mike :Yes, for sure in English it has to mean you are having more energy to do something.
I :So that would mean that umdlandla, we ¥i'ant to associate it with energy? we could say
that it is meaning energy?
Mike :Yes.
Steve :But I would disagree.
I :What would you call energy in Zulu now? 'Vou are saying you are disagreeing with Mike
when Mike says umdlandla and energy would go together or they mean the same thing.
What is energy in Zulu theway you understand?
Steve :Yes, I think when you are hungry I could say you need some energy. I could say you
don't have umdlandla. I could say there is connection between energy and umdlandla in
that sense.
Mike :Now you agree that umdlandla .....
Steve :Not directly.
I :Ok, gentlemen, let me ask you the third word: Umfutho. I tried to look at umfutho in the
dictionary, both dictionaries do not come out with umfutho. So what is umfutho? Ok, we
can start with you, Mike.
Mike :Umfutho [quiet for a long time].
Steve :Umfutho! The one way of explaining that could be: IfI'm throwing a tennis ball towards
a wall, if I'm throwing ti faster, it has more umfutho; and when coming slowly..... , but it
doesn't mean umfutho is big..... , but let's say there's a heavy body which is not travelling
so fast, I wouldn't say it has more umfutho because even if it's heavier, if it's travelling
slowly I wouldn't think it's a good thing to say it has umfutho.
Mike :Umfutho, I think it means to add more force. Umfutho.
Steve :Force! You mean force in the form ofpuHing and pushing?
Mike :Imagine you can say "Faka umfutho" uyabona (you see).
Steve :Yea, even in boxing! You can say his punches haven't enough umfutho. You can say that
Izibhakela zakhe azinayo umfutho, force, our knowledge of Zulu is limited.
I :What would you say about umfutho and nlomentum? Would umfutho be more
momentum or more force? [quietness].
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Steve :If momentum is great, either mass or velocity is great, or in a loose language I could say
that, not necessarily true but either velocity must be great or mass .
I : Tell tile, Steve, would you say that. .. [the phone rang, we stopped]. .
Steve :For momentum, either velocity or mass rnust be large but now with umfutho I think
either the object is small or large, it has to travel fast for umfutho to be large.
I :So it will not so much tally with the explanation of momentum?
Both :Yes!
I :Do you think from the three words, am,mdla, umdlandla and umfutho, do you think
there are explicit and precise explanation ofwhat they mean? Or do we, as we speak Zulu,
randomly have these terms applied? Would you think amandla is precisely defined, and
umdlandla can be precisely defined and uInfutho can be precisely defined?
Steve :I just come in very quickly there, I can say maybe we don't know, it would be fine
to ask language specialist maybe.
I :There I rnust just end up by saying that it's so difficult because a Zulu language
specialist tends in most cases not to be a specialist in Physics such that the definitions in
Physics would differ from the definitions in Zulu because when I look in Zulu-English
Dictionaries it turns out that force and pO'wer and energy are all given out as amandla, so
I still fear that somebody that was putting together the dictionary is not a person in
Physics; now the reason why we are together as physicist, we would like to look at
"maybe the students will understand when I mean this particularly in Physics" ... let us pass
by ..
Steve : and then trying to use words that she or he already knows in trying to explain ...
I :Yes.
Mike :Did you get the Zulu equivalent for momentum?
I :Let us come to that Mike, we are done with the first part where we were speaking
about the three words. So we come to the second one. We have got these four or five
words. I want us to give the Zulu words for power, energy, force, momentum and
impulse. You remember that in Physics they are explicitly different terms, they are
meaning different quantities. So what would we say is the Zulu word for power?
Steve :There is no doubt, amandla.
I :So power you say no doubt amandla, I don't know ifMike will not doubt that,
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Ok Mike,what do you say?
Steve :We don't have to invent new words, we just have to use the words we already know.
Mike :I would say, yes, but I am not sayirg without any doubt.
I :Ok, we go to energy. What is energy in Zulu? Steve?
Steve :A more closer word for describing that I yvould say umdlandla.
I :You say a more closer, but you still have some doubt, in the first one you said no
doubt. Ok, Mike?
Mike :I would use amandla again.
I :Alright, we go to force; force, Steve?
Steve : I've never heard any word. I've never heard or thought any single word that can describe
force.
I :Ok, Mike, how do you think when "Z" says there's no Zulu word for force that he
can think of, how do you feel, Mike?
Mike :Mina (Me) I would use umfutho for force, from the common saying ifyou've got to add
more force we use to say "faka umfutho".
I :You would use umfutho for force?
Mike :..... amandla, so to me in actually means in English.... You've got to add more force.
I :So you are settling for umfutho or amandla?
Mike :I am opting for umfutho!
I :For force?
Mike :Yes.
I :Ok, we are coming to momentum. [Mike ,;vas whispering that it was confusing] I know
it's confusing. Steve, what would you say it's a Zulu word for momentum?
Steve :Ah, well, again I would say there is no single word, but in describing what momentum
is, I'd definitely include the word umfutho. In favt I can also include the word umfutho
in describing force, not that that word would solely describe the words.
I :Mike, momentum?
Mike :I think umdlandla is the best as far as I'm concerned.
I :Can you be able to say anything about impulse?
Mike :I think impulse is lost in a Zulu way of .
Steve :Of cause impulse is force per unit time ?
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I :Although I would not love us to interpret these things in terms of the formulae they are
expressed in, yes, it is Ft, force times time
Mike :I don't think we have a word in Zulu .....
Steve :So that the greater time you spend applying the force .....
I :Yes is the impulse, the time you are taking in applying that. Alright. Don't worry I also
feel we don't have it in Sesotho in any case. Alright, thank you very much we have done
with this part. Two last parts are left. Let us go to the third one: What is the speed in Zulu,
Steve?
Steve :Jubane, another synonym is isivinini.
I :Do you agree, Mike?
Mike :I say jubane, not isivinini, ijubane.
I :Ok, I have a suspicion that Mike is alreadly putting isivinini for something else
[laughter]. I have a suspicion that Mike is not fair becuse he is already suspecting that
there is another word coming, he is going to apply this where the first c:me is jubane and
the second one is isivinini. Ok, what is acceleration?
Steve :According to my own knowledge there's no single word in Zulu that describes
acceleration.
I :Alright, how do you feel, Mike?
Mike :Yea, I feel the same as well.
I :Alright, let's come to velocity.
Steve :There's no differentiation between speed and velocity, it is just ijubane.
I :You feel different Mike?
Mike :I would use isivinini for velocity [laughter].
I :This is what I suspected, while we are finishing up that group, some other school
students come up with things like isipidi. IIave you ever heard such a word?
Steve :It is umfakela, just like if we say itafula.
I :Because I thought those were the word that was coined from speed. He decided that
because speed has got a certain definition so he just said isipidi and maybe the day when
we are coining up the words for Physics so that Physics would be audible we would say
isipidi, iacceleration noma (and) whatever~ let us come to the last issue: to the teachers
at school, do teachers, do teachers happily teach Physics to students maybe in matric or
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teacher training colleges or do they pick up some problems? Particularly when some
students come up with the ideas like isipidi? I had suspicion that maybe it is because
SOlL c teachers have been trying to coin out the terms so that they could tally together
with meanings ofPhysics.
Both :We have no personal experience for that.
I :Do teachers at school not struggle with aH these terms?
Steve :There is no exact event we can remember concerning that.
I :One other point which I also want to mention in here is one the answers that many
people mentioned, you remember that question that some boys could not even move some
boulders, the reason that I was getting was because the boulders had more mass than the
mass of the boys. How do we feel about that issue? Do we feel that we can only move
something which has got the same or less mass than you have? How do you feel Mike
about that?
Mike :No, not the case.
I :Let me ask the last question. The last ques ion is, it is interesting. Are all the
instructions clear that the force that we have to apply has got to be the interaction
between the two, that if I'm pushing the boulder the boulder is also pushing back to me,
not necessarily that the force is something intrinsic in me and that I can walk along with
my force and walk away because the force is mine, is actually embedded in me and I
can go away with it or I can take it out and push the boulder and just give it to the boulder
and the boulder would move from it; would that be clear because I have never
understood that, it is only recently that I have understood that force actually is not.. .if I
am pushing, it's not that force is something within me but it's something which is
existing, but an interaction existing between us because even if I push you, even though
you walk away you are also pushing back to me. Is that, Mike clear at matric level
amongst our students or is that what we naturally pick up at university level?
Mike :No, not at school level, myself, I don't have any experience in Physics teaching at school
because I never did Physics at school, I did G"eneral Science at Standard Seven and no
Physics in my curriculum. I don't think they do any explicit distiguishing in terms of
explaining that force that force is not something you carry around; the way they use these




1. Mr Q is a Sesotho speaking physicist. f[e was a head of Physics Department of the
National University ofLesotho when the investigator visited him. He was included in the
investigation because there are few physicists within the Sotho group of the population.
For a long time it had been difficult to make some contact with most ofthe physicists. Mr
Q was then contacted by phone for the appointment of the interview. His ideas would
particularly be important in the conceptual understanding of the mechanics concepts
among the Sotho group of people. He agreed. He was found by the investigator busy in
the class of First year Physics. He was using a mixture of Sesotho and English in his
communication with the class. Since the office in which Mr Q accommodated the
investigator while he (Mr Q) was still busy with the lecture is closely adjacent to the
class, the investigator "inquisitively overhead" Mr Q saying to the class: "e tla nne e
tsamaye jwalo e sa kgaotse ho fihlela ho hlaha force e e fetolang ... " (rough translation:
it will go continuously without stopping until some force appears which will alter the
motion ... ). It was interesting. He has M Se degree from the Soviet Union. is book rack
is full of books in Russian titles and writing. Mr Q did not have much time. He,
however managed to complete Task 1 and Task 2 ofthis study and had a short interview
"chat" with the investigator as follows:
I :I wished to find out from you how you understand and explain to the Sesotho speaking
students these concepts which are this important to be distinguished.
Q :Ke thabile ho fumana hore ho ntse ho ena le motho ya kgathatswang ke bothata bo
tswanang le bo nkgathatsang. Di-concepts tsena di ke ke tsa fetolelwa Sesothong yaba
di ntse di ena le moelelo 0 le mong. Ka Sesotho di tla ba le meele10 e fapaneng le ena e
bewang ke mechanics. Di tla fapana. (I am ha.ppy to discover that there is another person
with the same difficulty like mine. The concepts cannot be translated into Sesotho and
maintain the same meanings. Sesotho conceptual terms are not meaning the same ideas
as the English conceptual terms mean. They are different.)
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I :Ke 0 mametse (I am listening).
Q :Eya, Ntate, jwale ke ntse ke dumela hore Jmantswe a mang e tla nne e sale e le a
ditjhaba feela e ntse e lemantswe a "Sothofied" (Yes, sir, I am sr:ll convinced that some
words will still remain foreign but then "Sothofied" to maintain their meaning.
I :Which words for example?
Q :Kgang e tla ba teng pakeng tsa force le m.omentum. Jwaleka maoba 0 ne 0 re sefutho.
Ke utlwa hantle hore sefutho ke momentum. Force re tla e bitsa e le matla. Ha re e tlohele
e le tje? Ha re e siye lentswe leo keng e ntse e le force ka Sesotho, concept ya sala e ntse
e ntse e tshwana?(There is going to be a confusion between force and momentum, like
I heard you speak about sefutho yesterday, that could mean momentum, force would be
matla, why don't we leave as force even in Sesotho for the concept to maintain its
meaning?)
I :0 bolela hore concept e tlilo fapana ha re ka re re batla ho e fetolela Sesothong? ( you
mean the concept will differ if we translate it to the Sesotho term?
Q : E! e! e tlilo fapana (Yes! yes! it will differ). Le hoja ke eso imamele mantswe a Sesotho
a mangata a tla ba le mathata (although I have not given attention as to which word
should be called how, but there are numerous words which will have many difficulties
to transmit the conceptual meaning).
